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"My grandpa collects many books, but he never read them." 
"Oh, your grandpa is completely the same with my grandpa!" 
F I G U R E 1 S H E N T O N G H E N G , "BOOK COLLECTOR", DUSHU{MARCH, 1 9 8 2 ) 
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Abstract 
In historical studies of books, quantitative approach has been commonly 
applied. However, the new trend of employing concepts developed in the field of 
cultural studies seems to bring new perspective to our understanding of publishing 
and reading. Along this new direction, scholars study not only printed book as objects 
of exchange and profit, but also complex cultural symbols and meanings as 
transmitted by printed image or text. Books, as the most important media of 
knowledge, have been conceived as measurement symbols of governance in China 
through its imperial history. Publishing and reading constitute the process of 
transmission of knowledge. They are therefore significant indicator for investigation 
of collective proclamation of social mentalities. The history of reading during the 
Chinese Cultural Revolution, however，has not been well studied due to the lack of 
primary sources, and to the misconception that people read only Marxist-Leninist-
Maoist materials during the Revolution. 
This research conducted some oral histories, and built on selected memoirs 
written by those experienced the Revolution as students which were published 
recently. It also based on some newly-published collections of primary sources about 
publishing in contemporary China. In order to reconstruct a history of reading as 
cultural and educational activity in the Cultural Revolution, this thesis examines 
hegemony in both publishing and education spheres under Mao's China and cultural 
reproduction process under the governing mechanism during the revolution. It also 
attempts to explore a new schema of the Cultural Revolution in terms of cultural 
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studies, and to project the meaning of the findings in this thesis to the Reform in 
1980s. 
There was a huge gap between supply of books (publishing) and demand of 
books (reading) in Mao's China as a result of successive hegemonic education 
policies and publishing objectives to educate people by the government. The 
government aimed at constructing a new kind of readership so as to achieve what I 
will conclude as a "Social prelude to Maoism", According to that ideology-driven 
policy, enormous proportion of publishing resources of the nation were concentrated 
in production of propaganda materials including books of socialism and Maoism. The 
government, at the same time, made every effort to force the populace to read only 
those materials. Scores of intellectuals, however, were not satisfied with such limited 
accessibility to knowledge and began to obtain some forbidden works of classics, 
fictions, and social sciences that had been labelled by the state as pornographic or 
politically incorrect. Many of these were translations from important foreign works. 
Motivated by the tradition of self-education among Chinese scholars, some 
intellectual networks gradually emerged to enable reading of forbidden books in 
absence of formal education. There was therefore an aspect of inefFicacy of cultural 
reproduction in the Cultural Revolution. These translations of foreign books about 
social sciences and literature played an important role to shape the intellectual and 
social mentalities among the intellectuals in Mao's China. The social anthropology of 
reading in this thesis suggests that eventually many of these intellectuals became 
instrumental in China's quest of modernization since the 1980s. 
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文化大革命中的出版與閱讀：文化霸權、文化再生產、及現代性 
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I. Introduction 
Problem of Culture in the Cultural Revolution 
On 5 August 1966, China plunged into ten years of chaos, social upheaval, and 
political struggle in what became known as the Cultural Revolution. Launched by 
Mao Zedong (1893-1976), chairman of the Chinese Communist Party and considered 
by many the de facto head of the Chinese state, the movement was intended to destroy 
his political foes and restore the vigorous spirit of the Communist Revolution of 1949. 
Instead, it nearly destroyed the foundations of Chinese society, as China endured a 
decade of violence, horror, and uncertainty. Many now view this period as the ten lost 
years. 
The Cultural Revolution was the culmination of a power struggle between 
Mao and other leaders in the politburo of the Chinese Communist Party, who were led 
by Liu Shaoqi (1898-1969). As president of the People's Republic and official head of 
state, Liu was Mao's apparent successor as party chairman and also chief economic 
planner for the country. But while Mao promoted ideological orthodoxy and relied on 
the revolutionary spirit of peasants, workers, and soldiers to ensure economic 
prosperity, Liu pursued more pragmatic economic development policies. For example, 
in 1955，Mao directed that collectives be established throughout agriculture and 
industry, believing that collectivisation, if supported by revolutionary zealotry, would 
promote development "faster, better, and more economically."^ Liu Shaoqi, realizing 
that Mao's production targets were unrealistic, contended that economic development 
should be led by strong central planning and a more prudent, less rapid development 
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programme. At the Eighth Chinese Communist Party Congress in September 1956， 
Liu delivered the opening address, conspicuously omitting any mention of Mao's 
principles as expressed in the venerated "Thoughts of Mao Zedong." Mao considered 
this omission a subversive attack on him.^ 
The differences between Mao and Liu grew more pronounced in 1958, when 
Mao launched another over-ambitious development programme, the Great Leap 
Forward. Through communisation, intensive labour, shock brigades, and the 
"unleashed energy of the masses,"^ Mao believed that China would develop rapidly 
and soon match the economic performance of the industrial world. Instead, the Great 
Leap resulted in famine, unusable industrial goods, and economic disaster. Undeterred, 
Mao formed an alliance of civil and military leaders to implement his personal 
socialist ideals of proletarian culture, class struggle, and the learning of Mao Zedong 
Thought. In 1962, he launched the Socialist Education Campaign, aimed at making 
his own ideological position party doctrine and stripping all political influence from 
dissenters. Marshal Lin Biao (1908-1971) joined Mao's faction in 1963 and spread 
Mao's influence from the military to the civilian population by compiling Mao's Little 
Red Book of quotations. Liu and other pragmatists resisted. On 16 May 1966，Mao 
openly criticized Liu and Deng Xiaoping (1904-1997), a Liu ally and future secretary 
general of the Party, calling on the masses - particularly students — to reject Liu's 
"bourgeois capitalism" and return to Mao's Chinese socialist vision. The Cultural 
Revolution had begun. 
1 Party slogan, cited in Roderick MacFarquhar, The Origins of the Cultural Revolution, vol. 1 (New 
York, 1974), 30. 
2 MacFarquhar, The Origins of the Cultural Revolution, p. 30. 
3 Ibid., p. 59. 
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By summer, China's students had organized into Red Guard brigades and 
firmly supported Mao. He called on them to destroy the "Four Olds" - old customs, 
old habits, old culture, and old thinking. Schools closed as the Red Guard destroyed 
“old，，buildings and "traditional" temples and confiscated works of art. Students were 
encouraged to attack teachers, factory administrators, party members, and even their 
parents for "bourgeois" crimes. These crimes were defined by Mao and his supporters 
as anything from class background to collaborating with the Japanese in the 1930s. 
These attacks were initially verbal but in some cases escalated into actual physical 
violence. Chinese culture and its civilizing foundations were uprooted while Mao 
Zedong was progressively venerated. 
Although the Communist Party's central committee issued a "Sixteen Point 
Directive" defining the Cultural Revolution's aims and goals in August 1966, by 1968 
Red Guard factionalism had created complete anarchy, and the party was torn apart. 
Mao called in the People's Liberation Army to restore order and disbanded the Red 
Guards in 1969 by sending them to the countryside. Mao's ideological revolution was 
far from over; he had forged an alliance with the army that gave him the leverage for 
the Campaign to Purify Class Ranks. This campaign, which lasted from 1967 to 1969, 
investigated the class background of party members in order to identify those who had 
capitalist or bourgeois elements in their personal or family histories. During this 
period, many students and young people from urban areas were sent to remote rural 
regions to labour and learn from the peasants in order to rectify their formerly 
bourgeois ideas. When schools were reopened in 1973, Mao encouraged students to 
continue the revolution within the schools, and party members were subjected to ritual 
meetings to discuss Mao Thought. Rural May Seventh Cadre Schools - named for the 
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date Mao ordered their creation - were established for those party members and 
intellectuals who were designated "revisionist," or a threat to Mao's personal hold on 
power, where they toiled in the fields and studied the thoughts of Mao. Within the 
Communist Party, factional battles were waged by the leftists led by Mao's wife, Jiang 
Qing, against the moderate faction, which since Liu Shaoqi's imprisonment was led 
by Zhou Enlai (1898-1976) and Deng Xiaoping. Chinese society and the Chinese 
Communist Party were left in tatters/ 
The Cultural Revolution finally failed to "win the hearts and minds of the 
Chinese people".^ It has been condemned as a failure. A failure of all individuals and 
parties suffered. Everyone could be considered as victims in the revolution. On the 
contrary, seen from the perspective of its social effects it can be noticed that the 
Cultural Revolution planted the seeds in society and released ideas to the population. 
Based on this view, the Cultural Revolution was not a total fiasco. At the same time, 
the ongoing debate over Chinese modernity needs to be integrated with critical 
reflection on the Cultural Revolution. This paper takes issue with the tendency to 
discuss the Cultural Revolution in cultural perspective rather than to "reduce" the 
Cultural Revolution to elite conflict, specifically the "two-line struggle" between Mao 
and his erstwhile heir apparent, Liu Shaoqi. There is a multitude of books in the world 
which deal with the Cultural Revolution. Since the movement, instead of its name, 
produced very little that can seriously be considered a contribution to China's cultural 
development, of those existing books referring to the Cultural Revolution, most 
concentrate on analysing its political aspects or describing its process. Living in the 
4 Jonathan D. Spence, The Search for Modern China (New York, 1990), p. 614. 
5 See Workers and PLA Men, "On 'The Red Lantern'", Chinese Literature, No. 2, 1969, pp. 99-104; 
and Students in the Department of Language and Literature at Beijing University, "Unveiling the Dark 
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Cultural Revolution is a kind of political nature, however, it cannot be explained by 
politics only. Recently, there are numbers of scholars who unsatisfied with political 
interpretations of the Cultural Revolution. They also begin their study of the 
revolution in cultural perspectives. 
A wide variety of cultural studies in study onthe Cultural Revolution only 
begin its first step in recently few years. What is culture? Postmodern anthropologists 
have characterized it as a "mysterious residual category" to which “what we cannot 
understand is respectfully assigned.”6 Kiang Sing claimed that in 1966, the Cultural 
Revolution encompassed a wide range of phenomena, some of which were abstract 
and intangible 一 like notions of loyalty and integrity - and some of which were highly 
concrete, like stage plays, novels, paintings，opera, ballet, and poetry. In the course of 
the Cultural Revolution, she said, the linguistic forms of words {chi) that came with 
the existing culture would not necessarily be discarded, but their content (nearing) 
had to be radically transformed. Hence "workers, peasants, and soldiers, under the 
leadership of the Communist Party" were called upon critically inheritance rather than 
totally negate the present. 
One of many cultural phenomena defined and "critically inherited" at the 
beginning of the Cultural Revolution was religion. Indirectly acknowledged with 
irony by Neale Hunter^, an Australian language teacher in Shanghai, the persistence of 
a quasi-religions discourse is quite pronounced in an official collection of 
Side of the Chinese Department's Program in Classical Studies", in Chinese Sociology and 
Anthropology: A Journal of Translations, 2: 1-2 (Fall - Winter, 1969/70), pp. 77-88. 
6 George E. Marcus and Michael M. J. Fischer, Anthropology as Cultural Critique: An Experimental 
Moment in the Human Sciences (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986), p. 39. 
7 Neale Hunter, "Tmckload of Big Buddhas... Smiling", in In Transit: The Gary Snyder Issue (Eugene, 
Ore.: Toad Press, 1969)，pp. 26-28. 
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"Revolutionary Aphorisms" praising Mao Zedong^ and in a Central Committee 
member's discourse on "how to be stupid for the collective, stupid for the people, and 
stupid for socialism.^ 
For study of art as cultural phenomenon, there are three significant art 
activities in the Cultural Revolution: (1) the art movement of Red Guard, (2) the 
songs from Mao's quotations, and (3) revolutionary model operas, which both 
Chinese and overseas scholars study. Shortly after the end of the Cultural Revolution, 
the study of revolutionary model operas started. Ellen R. Judo examines the element 
of heroism in the Cultural Revolution's model o p e r a s I n order to study the same 
object, Wang Moli tried to figure out another existentialist understanding of model 
operas from the perspective of body. He analysed "fan sang" (turn over), a more than 
common movement in the stage of model operas, which had been symbolized as an 
action of liberating and releasing from any prison of traditional social institute to the 
body under the ideology that peasants and workers retaking the control of stage from 
middle class." 
First Beijing art historian Wang Mingling, proposed the study of painting. 
Since there is lack of the primary resources and limitation of perspectives, there is 
missing of record about art movement of Red Guard in every single publication of 
twenty-century Chinese art history. In the Annual of Chinese Art 1949- 1989 edited by 
s "Revolutionary Aphorisms", in Chinese Literature, No. 9, 1966, pp. 142-46. 
9 Lu Yulan, “Why Do People Call Me Foolish?”，in Michael Schoenhals ed.’ China's Cultural 
Revolution, 1966-1969: Not A Dinner Pony (Armonk, New York: M. E. Sharpe, 1996)，pp. 192-197. � Ellen R. Judo. "Dramas of Passion: Heroism in the Cultural Revolution's Model Operas”，in William 
A. Joseph, Christine P. W. Wong, and David Zweig eds.. /vW. Perspectives on the Cultural Revolution, 
(Harvard University Press. 1991), pp. 265-82. 
“Wang Moli, “Mei you shen ti de xi ju: man tan yang ban xi”， Twentieth-first Century, v. 9 (Feb., 
1992); See also Ren min wen xue chu ban she ed.. Ge niing yang ban xi lun wen ji, vol. 1 (Beijing: Ren 
min wen xue chu ban she. 1975) 
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the Chinese Art Museum, the year 1967 has been reacquired as a year without any art 
activity. According to Wang, however, that year is the most significant time of art 
activities in the Communist China. In his article about the art movement of Red Guard, 
he encouraged the "archaeological" investigation of collective, mythical, and "red 
modernist" mode of art in first two year of the Cultural Revolution/^ 
The transformation of the theme of painting within the Cultural Revolution, it 
has been studied by Wu Yuan. He did not satisfy with the signification of "red pop" to 
conclude the art of painting in the Cultural Revolution, and suggested that there was 
the transformation of art from it as a political propaganda of Mao and political tool for 
criticizing dissents within 1967-1968 to it as a moral education of workers, farmers 
and soldiers within 1969-1976/3 Gao Minglu also examines Maoist form of popular 
art. He suggested studying pop culture in China in twentieth century and manifested a 
global perspective that bring to a tendency of development from individual art to 
popular art. However, he generated the popular art in the Cultural Revolution as a 
form of so-called Totalitarian Art or Art of Dictatorship which is something similar to 
state controlled and highly class oriented art form of Fascism in both Nazi Germany 
and Italy in the 1920s and 1930s/^ 
In 1942, from the revolutionary base in Yenan, Mao Zedong defined the 
function of art in the future People's Republic of China when he wrote, "literature and 
art fit well into the whole revolutionary machine as a component part.... they operate 
as powerful weapons for uniting and educating the people and for attacking and 
12 Wang Mingxian, "Hong wei bing mei shu yun dong" Twentieth-first Century, v. 30 (Aug., 1995) 
Wu Yuan, "Liu yi shen zhou jin shun yao: wen ge hou qi de hui hua" Twentieth-first Century, v. 36 
(Aug., 1996) 
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destroying the enemy. At no time in Chinese history was this function of art more 
apparent than during the Cultural Revolution of 1966-1976, when political posters 
designed to further Mao's aims and promote class struggle dominated the arts in China. 
Powell and Wong's essay is drawn from the exhibition of 70 posters entitled Mao's 
Graphic Voice: Pictorial Posters from the Cultural Revolution, shown from 31 
August through 27 October 1996 at the Elvehjem Museum of Art, University of 
Wisconsin-Madison. These posters illustrate many aspects of Mao's ideological 
campaign during the turbulent decade of the Cultural Revolution/^ 
With respect to material culture, official ideology was probably less important 
than the personal tastes of selected leaders. The aesthetic sensibilities of someone like 
Jiang Qing or Yao Wenyuan largely defined what was and what was not genuinely 
"proletarian art".^^ Mao's off-the-cuff remarks about not appreciating "potted 
flowers,'18 were cited in support of a major reshaping of Beijing's public gardens. And, 
on a somewhat different note, his expressed appreciation of the Red Guard press was 
hailed, by the publishers of one tabloid, as definite proof of such publications being, 
indeed, "great things"/^ 
14 Guo Minglu, "Lun Mao Zedong de da zhong yi shu mo shi", Twentieth-first Century, v. 20 (Dec., 
1993) 
15 Mao Zedong, "Talks at the Yenan Forum on Art and Literature," in Selected Readings from the 
Works of Mao Tse-tung (Beijing, 1978), 250. 
16 Patricia Powell and Joseph Wong, "Propaganda Posters from the Chinese Cultural Revolution, 
Historian, 59:4 (Summer, 1997), pp. 776-93. 
口 Jiang Qing, "Tan meishu gaige", in Jiang Qing tongzhi lun wenhua yishu, (Chinese Language 
Department of Hangzhou University, 1968)，pp. 68-73. 
18 "Yuanlin bixu wei gongnongbing fuwu", in Capital Gardens Denounce Revisionism Liaison Station 
ed., Yuanlin geming, v.2, (1967) 
19 The History of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution at Nankai University Writing Group of the 
Red Guard Congress Nankai University "Weidong" Red Guards ed., Tianfan difu kai er kang - Ji 
Nankai daxue wuchanjieji wenhua dageming (Tianjin: Nankai daxue "Weidong" hongweibing zongbu 
zhengzhibu, 1968)，pp. 163-65. 
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The onslaught on culture that for whatever ideological or aesthetic reasons 
was regarded as "feudal, capitalist, or revisionist" was brutal. Some of the most 
remarkable aspects of the Cultural Revolution in this respect find expression in a 
manifesto from hairdressers in Guangzhou^® and a long list of things to be "done away 
with，，.21 A desire to create "revolutionary" alternatives to that which was about to be 
destroyed is expressed in two texts on festivals, the first about the Spring Festival and 
the second about a proposed "Cultural Revolution Holiday" to be celebrated on 18 
August, the date on which, in 1966, Mao first reviewed the Red Guard in Beij ing? 
Although there are many scholars both from inside and outside of China try to 
tell another set of stories of the Cultural Revolution from cultural and socio-economic 
vision, it still has a long way to go compared with the study of other social revolutions 
such as the French Revolution. In fact, there are many inaccurate stereotypes in 
describing different sides of the Cultural Revolution that become obstacles 
representing historical reality. Many people, especially foreign scholars, including the 
president of the United States has an impression that all Chinese people's clothing 
were united in the Communist China according to impressions made by foreign 
scholars when they visited China in the 1970s. Clothing in Communist China and the 
Cultural Revolution, in fact, was not completely united even under the official 
ideology of socialist equality among different social classes. There was divergence of 
Revolutionary Workers of the Hairdressing Trade in Guangzhou, "Vigorously and Speedily 
Eradicate Bizarre Bourgeois Hair Styles" in Yangcheng wanbao (27 August 1966) 
21 Beijing No. 26 Middle School Red Guards, "One Hundred Items for Destroying the Old and 
Establishing the New", Chinese Sociology and Anthropology: A Journal of Translations, 2: 3-4, 
(Spring-Summer, 1970)，pp. 215-6. 
22 See Shanghai Workers Revolutionary Rebel General Headquarters et la., "Revolutionize the Spring 
Festival" in Michael Schoenhals ed., China's Cultural Revolution, 1966-1969: Not A Dinner Party 
(Armonk, New York: M. E. Sharpe, 1996), pp. 222-227; and Beijing No. 1 Middle School Red Guards, 
"Let Us Celebrate a "Proletarian Cultural Revolution Holiday", in Red Guard Publications 
(Washington D. C.: Center for Chinese Research Materials, 1975), v. 19’ p. 6100. 
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people's clothes such as its brand, style, cutting, and colour. It seems that personal 
taste was permitted under socialism.^^ 
For the study of love and marriage in the Cultural Revolution, many 
collections of primary sources and research works were published in these few years 
with rapid growth of woman studies.^ Not only the subject of clothing, but also the 
love and marriage had been ignored by Chinese scholars since highlighting of 
personal passionate love affairs seemed to be a taboo to both Communist and 
Confucians China. People's stories about love and marriage had not been told for near 
half a century. Wendy Larson's "Never This Wild: Sexing the Cultural Revolution" 
further considers the question of sex in the Cultural Revolution. Her paper discusses 
the cultural movement in Chinese literature. Sexual themes and images in literature in 
China are studied. It also discusses use of erotics in the history of Maoist ideology in 
China and analyses sexuality in Anchee Min's "Red Azalea," a fictionalised 
autobiography. It suggests that there was a sexual revolution and sexual representation 
in contemporary China. In post-Mao China, the discourse of desire, or sexual themes 
and images in poetry, fiction, and art film, is a method through which intellectuals 
displace socialist cultural theory. Two approaches characterize this cultural 
movement.25 The first establishes the past as an era of sexual repression that must be 
overcome in order for one to move into the future. The second reinterprets past 
revolutionary ideology, recasting it as sensual, erotic, and interesting as revolutionary 
eroticism. Both give primacy to the expression of sexuality as a way to understand the 
23 See Wang Shaogang's articles about new prespectives in cultural studies of the Cultural Revolution, 
in Liu Qingfeng ed., Wen hua da ge ming: shi shi yu yan jiu (Hong Kong: The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong, 1996) 
24 Zhang Dening and Yue Jian-yi eds., Zhong-guo zhi qing qing lian bao gao, 3 Vols (Bei-jing : Guang 
ming ri bao chu ban she, 1998) 
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past, the present, and the future and to situate Chinese culture within an already 
established global context.^^ The study of popular culture of the Cultural Revolution 
also extended to Mao badges. Melissa Schrift in her "Revolution Remembered: 
Chairman Mao Badges and Chinese Nationalist Ideology" discusses about Mao 
27 badges as an indigenous communication channel during the Cultural Revolution. 
Critical studies of print culture and especially history of reading in the Cultural 
Revolution, however, still have been neglected for a long time. There were studies of 
print culture of the Cultural Revolution, but almost all of them either considered 
printing and publishing as economic activity^^ or study print culture in technological 
level29 for a long time rather than regard it as constituent of modernization project of 
modem China. Study of printing in the Cultural Revolution also has been mislead by 
the official definition of the Cultural Revolution as Shi nian dong luan (ten years of 
turmoil) or Shi nian hao jie (ten years of calamity), referring to the ten years of 
unprecedented catastrophe in China. History of reading of the Cultural Revolution, 
moreover, only remained at sharing of personal memories of reading experience in 
25 For a discussion of this issue as it appears in the work of the writer Chen Ran, see Wendy Larson, 
Women and Writing in Modem China (Stanford University Press, 1997). 
26 Wendy Larson, "Never this Wild: Sexing the Cultural Revolution", Modem China, 25:4 (Oct., 1999), 
pp. 423-54. 
27 Melissa Schrift, "Revolution Remembered: Chairman Mao Badges and Chinese Nationalist 
Ideology", Journal of Popular Culture, 30:2 (Fall, 1996)，pp. 169-97. 
28 Such as Wu Jiangjiang eds., Zhongguo chu ban ye de fa zhan yu jing ji zheng ce yan jiu (Wuhan: 
Hubei ren min chu ban she, 1994); Chen Xin, An Economic Analysis of China Book Industry 
(Shanghai : Xue lin chu ban she : Xin hua shu dian Shanghai fa xing suo fa xing, 1990); Zhang 
Zhiqiang et la., Feifa chu ban huo dong yan jiu (Guiyang: Guizhou ren min chu ban she, 1998) 
29 Such as Shanghai Shi xin si jun li shi yan jiu hui yin shua yin zhao wei yuan hui eds., 
Xinsijunyinshuashiji (Shanghai : Xue lin chu ban she chu, 1999); Lai Xinxia eds., Zhongguo jin dai tu 
shu shi ye shi (Shanghai : Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 2000); Ye, Zaisheng eds., Chu ban shi yan jiu 
(Beijing : Zhongguo shu ji chu ban she, 1993); Zhang Hongwei, Chu ban wen hua shi lun (Beijing : 
Hua wen chu ban she, 2001); Fang Houshu, Zhongguo chu ban shi hua (Beijing : Dong fang chu ban 
she, 1996); Zhongguo chu ban ke yan jiu suo eds., Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo chu ban shi liao 
(Beijing : Zhongguo shu ji chu ban she, 1995); Zhongguo chu ban ke xue yan jiu eds., Chu ban gai ge 
yu chu ban fa zhan zhan lue yan jiu (Beijing: Zhongguo shu ji chu ban she, 1998); Zhu Yu eds., Dang 
dai Zhongguo de chu ban shi ye (Beijing : Dang dai Zhongguo chu ban she, 1993) 
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lack of primary sources. In fact, printing and reading in the Mao's China played a 
significant role to modernize China in the second half of the twentieth century. 
History of Print and Read in the Cultural Revolution: A Social Prelude 
to Maoism 
Reading is inescapably bound up with subjectivity. It is very hard to be sure 
that what reading means to us is shared by people in the Cultural Revolution. 
Cognitive science has still not come up with a satisfactory account of how we read.^° 
The reader response criticism of recent decades, although it has produced some 
interesting new ways of analysing the 'codes' that structure texts, has never made any 
headway in explaining how people 'really' treat the written matter that comes their 
way.3i No doubt that reading is an inherently social activity. It always brings together 
a producer and a consumer, and usually involves a whole range of additional 
mediating institutions. It makes possible the dissemination of knowledge, ideas and 
information across societies that may not have anything else to give them cohesion. 
Ernest Gellner, for instance, identifies the rapid development of the mass print media 
as one of the main causes of nineteenth-century European nationalism.^^ 
A readership is one of the best examples of an "imagined c o m m u n i t y T h e 
ownership and use of books and other printed material invariably have socially 
symbolic value in their own right; often they are linked to notions of social status and 
cultural prestige. Reading, therefore, may be regarded as an enormously productive 
30 A. Manguel, A History of Reading (London: 1997)，pp. 27-39. 
Susan R. Suleiman and Inge Crosman eds., The Reader in the Text: Essays on Audience and 
Interpretation (Princeton: 1980) and see also David Shepherd, "Bakhtin and the Reader", in Ken 
Hieschkop and David Shepherd eds., Bakhtin and Cultural Theory (Manchester and New York: 1989) 
32 Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism (Oxford: 1983), p. 75. 
33 Stephen Lovell, The Russian Reading Revolution: Print Culture in the Soviet and Post-Soviet Eras 
(London: Macmillan, 2000), p.l. Lovell borrow a phrase from another theorist of nationalism, Benedict 
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site of cultural creation, as an interface between the world of the individual and the 
values and meanings circulating more widely in society. History of reading has 
figured large in social and cultural history of recent decades. The historical sociology 
of print culture is now a sprawling discipline that comprises at the very least the 
following areas of study including the route print culture takes from author/editor to 
public; the reception and consumption of the printed word; the differentiation of 
reading according to socio-cultural strata; the representation of reading; the social 
anthropology of reading; the social meanings inscribed in print culture; and books as 
artefacts.34 The notion of history of reading has been greatly employed by French and 
American cultural historians to investigate field of intellectuals and sociology of 
knowledge in society. 
One of the most persuasive accounts of this new approach to cultural history 
has been given by Roger Chartier, the renowned sociologist of literature, culture and 
ideas. Chartier is not inclined to ignore the role of socio-economic factors that 
influence artistic production, but he also emphasizes that a central place must be given 
to the 'relationship of the text and the readers, individual or collective, who construct 
it at each encounter'. The ‘new cultural history' strives to develop a non-quantitative 
conception of representativeness that can combine 'structures' and 'representation'; it 
thereby offers a third way between abstract history of ideas {histoire des mentalites) 
and what Chartier calls 'serial quantitative writing'.^^ Some of the leading 
practitioners of book history have laid great emphasis on periods of socio-cultural 
Anderson, The Imagined Community: Reflections on the Origins and Spread of Nationalism (London: 
Verso, 1983) 
34 Stephen Lovell, The Russian Reading Revolution, p.2. 
35 See Roger Chartier, Cultural History: Between Practices and Representations (Cambridge: 1988)，pp. 
19-53; see also Roger Chartier, 'Texts, Printings, Readings", in Lynn Hunt ed., The New Cultural 
History (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989) 
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modernization. Robert Damton, another renowned scholar, sees books as 
advantageously situated at the crossroads of the disciplines: they were 'products of 
artisanal labour, objects of religious conflicts'.^^ Ronald J. Zboray, on the other hand, 
has warned of the dangers of seeing too straightforward a relationship between social 
and industrial modernization and reading p a t t e r n s . 
However, the notion of a "reading revolution" may in fact be quite 
problematic^^ there was no straightforward transition from "intensive" to "extensive" 
reading. In England, secular and religious concerns reached a compromise only very 
gradually. In Catholic France, on the other hand, reading became more secularised 
earlier. The French Revolution served only to deepen the gulf between secular and 
religious literary traditions.^^ Damton has studied the most secular and least religious 
literature of eighteenth-century France: those illegal, or at least semi-legal, books 
containing salacious and/or philosophical l i t e r a t u r e . The reading public was 
certainly expanding in France and England in the eighteenth century, but the printed 
word did not yet have a mass audience. James Raven's work shows an excellent 
account of the rapidly diversifying print culture of eighteenth-century England."^^ In 
the West, the industrial revolution increase the common people's need for literacy; 
education reforms are eventually introduced, and illiteracy is largely liquidated; as the 
class of readers expands, publishing becomes potentially more profitable; and these 
new commercial opportunities fuel the development of wide-circulation periodicals 
36 Robert Dranton, The Business of Enlightenment: A Publishing History of the Encyclopedic 1775-
1800 (Cambridge, Mass.: 1979) 
37 Ronald J. Zboray, "Antebellum Reading and the Ironies of Technological Change", in Cathy N. 
Davidson ed.，Reading in America: Literature and Social History (Baltimore, 1989), pp. 180-200. 
Stephen Lovell, The Russian Reading Revolution, p. 5. 
39 See Carla L. Peterson, The Determined Reader: Gender and Culture in the Novel from Napoleon to 
Victoria (New Brunswick, 1986) 
w Robert Damton, The Forbidden Best-Sellers of Pre-Revolutionary France (New York, 1995) 
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and serials. The rise of a mass reading public inevitably meets opposition from 
sections of the educated classes and causes social, cultural and even political 
teiision.42 Some scholars stated that, therefore, the democratisation of print culture is 
invariably problematic: it is contested by both political and economic means; it also 
spawns the doom-laden discourse of sections of the educated classes who fear the 
vulgarisation and cultural degradation attendant upon such democratisation. It was 
also the same case in America since the 1970s/^ At the same time, the relatively free 
print market; and the expanding, diversifying and culturally active middle class 
stimulated the further broadening of the print market. 
Nowadays, China has a high rate of literacy in the end of twentieth century, 
but China had a far smaller literate public than England or France before 1960. Its 
record in popular education compared very unfavourably with Western Europe. It had 
experienced no renaissance, no reformation, and no industrial revolution, and even its 
Enlightenment, the May Fourth Movement, had limited the impact to the project of 
modernization in China. The individual reading of religious texts, moreover, was not 
a significant part of Chinese culture and the market in printed material was limited by 
the small potential audience. There were huge logistical problems in the dissemination 
of books and periodicals. The attainment of mass literacy in the first twenty years of 
Communist China is an important case study in the social anthropology of reading. 
Several Russian historians have noticed parallels between leftist radicalism in 
the early histories of the Soviet Union and the PRC. For them, the comparable periods 
were the first five-year plan in the former and the Cultural Revolution of the late 
41 James Raven, Judging New Wealth: Popular Publishing and Responses to Commerce in England, 
1750-1800 (Oxford, 1992) 
42 Lovell, The Russian Reading Revolution, p. 6. 
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1960s in the latter. Sheila Fitzpatrick even applied the term，cultural revolution' to the 
surge of radicalism in Soviet culture during the first five-year plan, implying this was 
a historical precedent of China's Cultural Revolution.^ According to Fitzpatrick, the 
term "cultural revolution", which meant cultural development in the earlier and later 
Soviet usages, was redefined as class war on the cultural front during the first five-
year plan; and this definition was given in 1928 by A. 1. Krinitsky, head of the 
agitprop department of the Central Committee of the Soviet Communist Party 
Interestingly, a similar redefinition of this term was given in 1958 by Zhou Yang, 
deputy director of the propaganda department of the Central Committee of the 
Chinese Communist Party. He said: "The Cultural Revolution involves the raising of 
the cultural level of the workers and peasants as well as the struggle against bourgeois 
ideas ... Therefore, it is ... a form of class struggle"/^ In studying mass illiteracy as a 
result of class struggle in Soviet, Roger Pethybridge said that the prevalence of 
illiteracy was an important element in the "social prelude to Stalinism"/^ The mass 
illiteracy facing the Soviet Russian leaders as they took power made it easier for them 
to impose a new model of culture and create a new readership. It had the effect of 
43 Allan Bloom, The Closing of the American Mind (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1956) 
Sheila Fitzpatrick, Editor's Introduction', 'Cultural Revolution as Class War', in Sheila Fitzpatrick 
(ed.), Cultural Revolution in Russia, 1928-1931 (Bloomington, IN, 1978), pp. 1-40; Sheila Fitzpatrick, 
Cultural Revolution Revisited', The Russian Review, 58:2 (1999), pp. 202-209. 
Fitzpatrick, "Cultural Revolution as Class War”，p. 10. 
46 Zhou's speech at the National Gathering of Young Activists of Socialist Construction in December 
1958. Zhongguo gingnian, 1958, 23, p. 35. Recently, Suzanne Pepper has noted the similarities 
between Chinese educational policy and practice of the Great Leap period and radical Soviet 
educational reforms of the first five-year plan period. She explained these similarities by a thesis of 
backward copying. It is well known that Chinese education, particularly higher education, closely 
followed the Soviet model in the early 1950s. This Soviet model had formed after 1932 in a process 
that repudiated radicalism and adapted traditional values for the new educational goals. Chinese 
educational reforms in the Great Leap Forward represented a departure from the Soviet model. The 
thesis of backward copying suggested that, when the Chinese broke away from the late Stalinist 
educational model, they in all probability drew inspiration from the Soviet experience of the first five-
year plan period. See Suzanne Pepper, Radicalism and Education Reform in 20th-century China 
(Cambridge, 1996), pp. 259-277. 
Roger Pethybridge, The Social Prelude to Stalinism (London, 1974), p. 179. 
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making "cultural revolution" one of the main causes of the new social and political 
order. The same case also happened in the Mao's China. 
In the nineteenth century it was often reported that a measure of literary was 
widespread throughout China."^ ^ Using today's criteria of literacy, this must be seen as 
an overstatement. Nineteenth century accounts, for example, referred to males only 
leaving out the female half of the population entirely. Females rarely ventured beyond 
the confines of the house nor did they participate in education. Evelyn Rawski, in her 
seminal work on education in Qing China, estimated that in the 1880s less than half of 
all males over school age had received some s c h o o l i n g . She reported that there had 
been little change from 1900 until 1930. For the 1930s she cited Buck,^ ® who showed 
that 45 % of all males over the age of 7 had received some schooling and 30 % were 
considered literate. Thus, she estimates that among the population, in general, one 
person per family had some ability to read, write and figure, accounting for up to 30-
45 % of all males and 2-10 % of females. She estimated that 72-83 % of the 
population was illiterate.^^ She noted, further, that there was great regional disparity. 
Sidney Gamble in his 1930s study of Tien Jiang in Hebei, the famous locale of the 
1920s Mass Education Movement, reported the following literacy figures by 
professions: 71% of educators and government and military professionals were 
literate; 48% of merchants, 33% of farmers, 18% of manual labourers.^' One could 
expect that, after the intensive efforts of the Mass Education Movement, the figures 
for farmers and manual labourers were higher than in educationally less favoured 
See Joshua Dukes Edwins n.d.. Everyday Life in China： or, Scenes Along River and Road in Fu-kien 
(London: The Religisou Tract Society) 
Evelyn Sakakida Rawski, Education and Popular Literacy in Ch'ing China (University of Michigan 
Press, Ann Arbor, 1979) 
John L. Buck, Land Utilization in China, 3 vols, (Nanking: University of Nanking Press, 1937) 
51 Rawski, Education and Popular Literary- in Ch'ing China, p. 23. 
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countries. Rawski reported for the most advanced industrial workers in 1949, at the 
Anshan Steel Mill and in Shenyang, 30-35% were literate; whereas among Shanghai 
employees 54% were.^^ 
Nationalist government records reported that illiteracy^"^ had declined from 
76.6% in 1936-37 to 46.9% in 1945-46 due to formal education. The Nationalist 
records showed that, from 1937-46, the numbers of children with some schooling had 
increase to 53%, or 47% illiteracy.^^ The improvement from the middle 1930s to the 
middle 1940s noted in Nationalist reports is difficult to believed After 1931, KMT 
governance and administration existed in no region outside of the central Yangtze 
provinces, Anhui, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Hubei and Henan. There were war years and the 
central government and educational bureaucracy fled twice, the second time from 
Nanjing to Zhongqing in 1937. Many areas were occupied by foreign troops; 
battlefields extended from the North to the South and included all major population 
centers. However, this pattern of improvement was exhibited in all KMT educational 
report of the time. As noted by other scholars, the decades just preceding 1949 had a 
devastating effect on, among other things, educational attainment? 
A comment on the definition and accuracy of the pre-1949 figures is necessary 
in order to be able to use them as base figures for post-1949 growth. The KMT figures 
on schooling do not include participation in the informal traditional schools. In some 
sources, enrolment rates are given for compulsory schooling for ages six through nine, 
52 Sidney Gamble, Ting Hsien: A North China Rural Community (New York: Institute of Pacific 
Relations, 1954), p. 188. 
53 Rawski, Education and Popular Literary in Ch'ing China, pp. 18-20. 
54 Technically defined solely as those who reported never having attended any schooling. This is the 
same measure used by the 1982 PRC census. 
55 The statistical records are not exacting, and the illiteracy datum is nothing more than the 
mathematical inverse of the schooling datum. See China Handbook (New York, 1950), pp. 20, 639. 
56 Ernst Neugebauer, Anfdnge padagogischer Entwicklungshilfe unter den Vdlkerbund in China, 1931 
bis 1935. Mitteilungen des Instituts fiir Asienkunde Nr. 39 (Hamburg: Institut ftir Asienkunde, 1971) 
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which would indicate that enrolment rates were given for lower but not for upper 
primary schooling. Literacy figures published by pre-1949 governments are difficult 
to compare with those of post-1949 China. Post-1949 China measured illiteracy as the 
inverse of school enrolment as did the Nationalist Government. However, whereas 
before 1949 only formal, modem schools were included, after 1949 all schools 
became part of the public school system, whether formal or non-formal, private or 
public. Thus, schooling looked like it expanded suddenly. Though former traditional 
schools formally ceased to exist during the 1950s, many of their teachers had 
prevailed upon to operate schools under new government directives, thus becoming 
public teachers. The post-1949 count of school enrolees encompassed a larger pool of 
students due to including informal along with formal schools in the count. The rate of 
literacy was 66% according to a survey conducted by the World Bank in 1978. 
Paradoxically, the high literacy rate would not be happened in the Communist China 
without any control and restriction of the Party.^^ Enrolment at all levels of education 
had increased dramatically and the rate of illiteracy has dropped from over 80% in 
1948 to less than 20% in the early 1970s. Universal primary school education was 
almost a reality. Greater numbers of working class and peasant students were 
attending college than ever before. Prior to the Cultural Revolution, less than half of 
the college students came from working class and peasant families, even though 
people from these families comprised over 80% of the total population. In the early 
1970s, the overwhelming majority of college students were from working class and 
peasant backgrounds.^^ The status of women at all levels of education has been 
H. S. Bhola, Campaigning for Literacy (Paris: UNESCO, 1984) 
58 John King Fairbank, The Great Chinese Revolution: 1800-1985 (New York: Harper Collins, 1986) 
59 V. Nee, The Cultural Revolution at Peking University (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1969); D. 
P. Whitaker and Rin Sup Shinn, Area Handbook for the People's Republic of China (Washington D.C.: 
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1972); P. Mauger et la., Education in China (London: Anglo 
Chinese Educational Institute, 1974). 
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improved since 1949. Prior to the Cultural Revolution, for example, less than 1/5 of 
all students in higher education were women. By 1973, over 1/3 of all college students 
were women. These figures indicate progress, but not total e q u a l i t y ^ 
The education reforms associated with the Cultural Revolution in China 
produced marked changes in rural areas - among them, a massive increase in the 
number of schools and a reform of curriculum geared toward local needs. At the time, 
international development experts praised this rural programme as a model for 
developing countries.^^ Since the transformation of the regime in 1978, however, the 
Chinese government has denounced these very reforms as an unmitigated disaster. 
The ill-conceived school expansion and curriculum reforms, it is claimed, caused 
quality to decline, while the radical anti-elitist sentiments that they embodied actually 
harmed economic development during the Cultural Revolution d e c a d e ? These claims 
have been widely accepted by scholars, often without empirical investigation into the 
actual impact of the policies. Jonathan Unger's Education under Mao is typical. Based 
mostly on interviews with refugees in Hong Kong, his findings generally support the 
view that students lost interest in study during the Cultural Revolution and that as a 
result, education suffered.^^ Was there a "social prelude to Maoism" in Communist 
China? I would like to discuss, in the following chapters, that government aimed at 
"illiterising" people by special hegemonic educational and publishing policies 
although mass illiteracy did not happened in that period. Social conflict between 
privileged group and under-privileged group in the Cultural Revolution will be 
studied. In the first stage, it concentrates on the study of elite, or confrontations 
^ See R. Sidel, Women and Child Care in China (New York: Hill and Wang, 1972) 
61 Pepper, Radicalism and Education Reform in 20th-century China (1996), pp. 32-35. 
62 Shirk, "Educational Reform and Political Backlash: Recent Changes in Chinese Educational Policy", 
Comparative Education Review, 23:2 (1979), p. 191. 
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among political elites because lacking of primary sources and difficulties to access 
Chinese society.64 The study of occupational group by Michel Oksenberg and study of 
Shanghai journal by Neale Hunter acknowledged the importance of the social in the 
study of the Cultural R e v o l u t i o n ? The Cultural Revolution is a "social conflict" 
rather than conflicts among elites. For Chinese scholars, this kind of social conflict 
represent as confrontation between elite and "red bourgeoisie".^^ Huge numbers of 
researches also take this view after these researches.。？ According to Wang Shaoguang, 
“before 1966, the conflict between elites and masses were not the main conflict in 
Chinese society". In first few years of the Cultural Revolution, however, political 
struggles were not only happened among different political individuals but also 
activate as mass and violate political movement.^^ This paper also aims at inspect the 
63 Unger, Education Under Mao: Class and Competition in Canton Schools 1960-80 (New York: 
University of Columbia Press, 1982) 
64 For example, Roderick MarFarquhar, The Origins of Cultural Revolution (1974) 
65 Michel Oksenberg, "Occupational Groups in Chinese Society and the Cultural Revolution", in 
Alexander Eckstein, The Cultural Revolution: 1967 in Review (Ann Arbor, University of Michigan, 
Michigan Papers in China Studies, 1968), pp. 1-44.; Neale Hunter, Shanghai Journal: An Eyewitness 
Account of the Cultural Revolution (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969) 
66Yang xi guang, "Ping Zhong guo "wen ge" shi nian shi”, Zheng ming, (August, 1980), pp. 69-75; 
Yang xiao kai, "Liu si sheng wu wei wen ge zao fan pai fan an", Zhong-guo zhi chun {China Spring), 
(August, 1990), pp. 42-45. 
67 Such as Jin Chun-ming, Wen hua da ge ming, (Sjanghai: Shanghai jen min chu pan she, 1985); Gao 
Gao and Yan Jia-qi, Zhong guo wen ge shi nian shi, (Hong Kong: Da gong bao chu pan she, 1986); 
Wang Nian yi in Dang shi tong xun, 1897:4, pp. 18-19; Liu Guo-kai, "A Brief Analysis of Cultural 
Revolution", Chinese Sociology & Anthropology，19:2 (Winter, 1986-7); first published in an 
underground journal People's Voice, special issue, v. 2 (1980); reprinted in Da lu di xia kan wu hui 
bian, v. 17，(Taipei: Fei qing yan jiu suo, 1983); Gordon White, The Politics of Class and Class Origin: 
The Case of the Cultural Revolution (Canberra: Australian National University Press, 1976); Hong 
Yung Lee, The Politics of the Chinese Cultural Revolution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1978); Mare J. Blencher and Gordon White, Micropolitics in Contemporary China: A Technical Unit 
During and After the Cultural Revolution (White Press: M. E. Sharpe, 1979); Jonathan Unger, 
Education Under Mao: Class and Competition in Canton Schools 1960-80 (New York: University of 
Columbia Press, 1982); Anita Chan, Stanley Rosen and Jonathan Unger, "Students and Class Warfare: 
the Social Roots of the Red Guard Conflict in Canton", China Quarterly, no.83 (Sept., 1980), pp. 397-
446; Stanley Rosen, Red Guard Factionalism and the Cultural Revolution in Guangdong (Canton) 
(Boulder: Westview Press, 1982); Anita Chan, Children of Mao; Andrew Walder, Chiang Chun-Chiao 
and Shanghai's Jouraary Revolution (Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese Studies, University of Michigan, 
1978); Lynn White, Policies of Chaos: The Organizational Causes of Violence in China (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1989) 
68 Wang Shaoguang, Failure of Charisma: the Cultural Revolution in Wuhan, (Hong Kong: Oxford 
University Press, 1993), p. 19. 
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social conflict between privileged group and under-privileged group in educational 
and cultural perspectives. 
I would like to introduce the history of book in China and the publishing 
environment of Communist China before the Cultural Revolution in the coming 
chapters. The publishing of political education and propaganda will be focused in this 
study of sociology. The hegemonic role the government played to restrict what people 
read will be studied. It is misleading, however, there are ten years of disaster in 
publishing industry. There was rebirth of publishing which began in 1971 with both 
quantitative and qualitative levels. I will focus my study on educational policies and 
readings in formal education in next chapter. The political education in formal 
education will be examined from curriculum and textbooks in Communist China. I 
also will borrow notion of cultural reproduction from sociology of education to 
discuss how the society in that time was divided into privileged group and under-
privileged group by proper education. People were illiterise by poly-technical oriented 
education of "walking with two legs," although standard of literacy was high. The 
interesting phenomena of reading in the Cultural Revolution will also be studied. 
According to the Party's policies, people were only allowed to read those materials of 
internal reading, Marxist Leninism and articles about political education. Any other 
sort of reading activities was banned. There were many people, mainly intellectuals, 
who were not satisfied with restricted transmission of knowledge so that different 
kinds of reading activities happened in that time. What kind of these people read? 
How could people get those reading materials with very strict ideological 
determination? What kind of people involved in active reading? How people read in 
the Cultural Revolution when formal education was stopped? Was there any peer 
group networks appeared? What happened to those people when these kinds of 
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reading activities were discovered? What would be the effect of these activities? I will 
mention in the end of this paper, a sort of social mobilization happened in China after 
the social and cultural revolution. New social class of elite, or privileged group, have 
appeared and there was a new cycle of cultural reproduction process. 
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II. Hegemony and Book Printing in Communist China 
Ideological Determination and Book Industry 
Concerns about Marx's economic determinism led, in the early twentieth 
century, to a revolutionary re-conceptualisation of class relations. Writing from prison 
in the 1920s and 1930s, Antonio Gramsci (1891-1937) struggled to explain why the 
proletarian classes had not, as Marx had predicted, responded to their economic 
exploitation by rising up against the capitalist class. Gramsci rejected a purely 
economic explanation, suggesting instead that proletarian quiescence derived from 
coercion or force, on one hand, and egemonia or hegemony on the other.^^ 
Hegemony is an elusive concept that even Gramsci used inconsistently/^ In 
the broadest sense, hegemony refers to a process of ideological domination. Except on 
rare occasions, Gramsci argued, the proletarian classes are not controlled by force, but 
by capitalist-class ideas, which Marx and Engels called "ruling ideas"^^ and which 
many contemporary scholars refer to as the "dominant ideology"^^ Ways of thinking 
supportive of capitalist-class interests about social structure, economic rights and 
relations, political institutions and their legitimacy, culture, religion, language, and so 
on are “diffused throughout society informing with spirit all tastes, morality, 
69 See Antonio Gramsci, Selection from the Prison Notebooks, Q. Hoare and G. No well-Smith eds., and 
trans., (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1971); N. Abercrombie, S. Hill and B. S. Turner, The 
Dominant Ideology Thesis (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1980); and J. Femia, "Hegemony and 
Consciousness in the Thought of Antonio Gramsci", Political Studies, 23，pp. 29-48. 
See Femia, "Hegemony and Consciousness in the Thought of Antonio Gramsci"; and Q. Hoare and 
G. N. Smith, "Preface" in Gramsci (1971). 
71 Karl Marx and Fredrick Engels, The German Ideology, C. Dutt, W. Lough, and C. P. Magill trans., 
(London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1965)，p. 61. 
72 See N. Abercrombie, S. Hill and B. S. Turner, The Dominant Ideology Thesis (London: George Allen 
and Unwin, 1980) 
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customs,，.73 The proletarian classes incorporate, or internalise, or "uncritically absorb" 
these ideologies and come, as a result, to believe that systemic inequities are normal 
and legitimate and that, therefore, their own poor station is right and proper.？斗 For 
Gramsci, hegemony complemented coercion and explained the consent of the 
proletarian classes to their exploitation in the capitalist system. Simply, proletarians 
did not revolt because they did not want to, their consent to status quo structures and 
practices having been "engineered," or "secured," or "guaranteed" through 
ideological domination/^ Gramsci did not suggest that this process is simple or 
irreversible. For instance, he distinguished between "active" and "passive" consent, 
the difference relating to the degree or enthusiasm with which one greets capitalist-
class ideas, and he held out the possibility that revolutionary ideology can be spread 
among the proletariat by intellectuals to counter the dominant ideology.^^ 
Nevertheless, Gramsci appears to have foreclosed for proletarians themselves any 
possibility of response except acquiescence; proletarians are "mystified" by capitalist-
class ideas, accepting them and living within their confines without recognizing the 
exploitation which they facilitate. The proletarian classes thus appear "powerless to 
overcome their subordination"^^ which leads James Scott to describe Gramsci an 
hegemony as "a kind of ideological determinism"^^ 
73 Gwyn Williams, “Egemonia in the Thought of Antonio Gramsci: Some Notes on Interpretation", 
Journal of the History of Ideas, 21, p, 578. 
74 Antonio Gramsci, Selection from the Prison Notebooks, p. 333. 
75 K. M. Carragee, "A Critical Evaluation of Debates Examining the Media Hegemony Thesis", 
Western Journal of Communication, 57, p. 330; J. Gaventa, Power and Powerlessness: Quiesence and 
Rebellion in an Appalachian Valley (Urbana, EL: University of Illinois Press, 1980)，p. 13; and C. 
Stablie, "Resistance, Recuperation, and Reflexivity: The Limits of a Paradigm", Critical Studies in 
Mass Communication, 12, p. 404. 
76 Antonio Gramsci, Selection from the Prison Notebooks, p. 12. 
77 J. Femia, "Hegemony and Consciousness in the Thought of Antonio Gramsci", p. 35. 
78 James Scott, Weapons of the Weak: Everyday Forms of Peasant Resistance (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1985), p. 317. 
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The Gramscian "ideological determination" have been used to describe 
policies of "totalitarian states" such as Communist China. It can illustrate the picture 
of that policies of book publishing and printing. Book publishing and printing has an 
important role in China. Although it does not counted for much in terms of gross 
national product, its importance to society outweighing its economic cost and benefit. 
The provision of books is crucial to education, to the development and maintenance of 
literacy, to the growth of a national culture, to the production and distribution of 
knowledge relevant to the nation, and to a sense of intellectual community. For a long 
time, publishing was ignored by policy markers concerned mainly with the more 
immediate problems of socio-economic development. In the 1980s, the importance of 
books has been increasingly recognized, and consequently the importance of 
publishing to educational and cultural policies. Books and plans for education and 
development have been integrated. In spite of such efforts, however, the financial 
resources devoted to book development remain extraordinarily small, and, as a result, 
publishing has lagged behind other developments in education. It has long been 
recognized that publishing is a complex enterprise, being both a business venture and 
a cultural institution. It has international implications and relationships that have a 
tremendous cultural impact. Furthermore, publishing is complex because it involves a 
variety of enterprises and issues. In Mao's China, particularly, it is linked closely to 
the educational system, which is the major purchaser of general and scholarly books. 
The individual market is largely undeveloped. 
Government policies affected book industry in Mao's China to a significant 
extent. Since public funds provided much of the basic economic support for 
publishing, the industry is directly influenced by government policies concerning 
libraries, the price of paper, the purchase of schoolbooks, and emphases on literacy 
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programmes and informal education. The growth of national book development 
councils in China, Xin hua shu dian，has been important in establishing a forum for 
discussion among government officials and the book community. To an extent 
unknown in Western industrialised nations, Chinese publishing industry is dependent 
on public funds and, therefore, public policy for its success and even its viability so 
that some scholars regard publishing industry in Communist China can be classified 
as publishing of the Third Wor ld ,wh ich is more often than not a fragile enterprise 
because, generally, it can be traced to benign neglect by government, the private 
sector, and intellectual community. 
A great number of the books published in China were on history. There is also 
a long tradition of publishing large volumes and series^ ® under the yoke of prolonged 
feudal society, however, publishing grew at a snail's pace. In particular, as China was 
reduced to a semi-colonial and semi-feudal; society after the Opium War in 1840, 
publishing in China lagged behind that in the developed countries of Europe and the 
United States. During the KMT's rule in China, publishing reached a precarious state; 
many of the already few privately owned publishing houses and bookstores were on 
the verge of extinction. After the founding of the PRC in 1949, a broad vista was 
opened for the development of publishing. 
The Chinese Communist Party's publishing can be traced back to radical 
journals of the late 1910s and early 1920s in which students and intellectuals voiced 
79 Philip G. Altbach, Amadio A. Arboleda, and S. Gopinathan eds., Publishing in the Third World: 
Knowledge and Development (London: Mansell, 1985) 
80 The four sets of related works, for example, compiled during the northern Sung Dynasty toward the 
end of the 10& century, namely, the Wen Yuan Ying Hua, Tai Ping Yu Lan, Ce Fu Yuan Gui, and Tai 
Ping Guang Ji. The Yong Le Da Dian, the world's first encyclopedi, was compiled in the Ming 
Dynasty in the early 15& century and consists of 22,900 volumes with a total of 37 million Chinese 
characters. Latter efforts were the Si Ku Quan Shu, consisting of more than 79,000 volumes with 100 
million characters, both of which were compiled in the Qing Dynasty around the century. 
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their opposition to imperialism and to Chinese warlords. Many future Party leaders, 
such as Chen Duxiu (1879-1942), Li Dazhao (1889-1927), and Mao Zedong, were 
involved in publishing radical journals before the founding of the Communist party in 
1921.81 The first Party organ, the Xiangdao was published in 1922. During its first 
united front with the Nationalist Party between 1924 and 1927, the Party created a 
number of labour, peasant, women, and youth books and journals in an organizing 
effort. From the beginning, therefore, the Party established organs and non-Party 
publications that were nevertheless under its leadership. This is still the dominant 
feature of Chinese publications today. On November 7，1931，the Party, engaged in 
rural-based guerrilla warfare with the Nationalist government, established the central 
government of the Chinese Soviet Republics in the town of Ruijin, Jiangxi Province. 
On the same day, the central government established the China News Agency, the 
predecessor of today's Xin hua News Agency. The agency not only sent reports to the 
outside world but also used the army radio to collect outside news, mainly dispatches 
of the Nationalist government's Central News Agency. 
Until the end of the 1950, the major Chinese publishing houses were almost 
self-sufficient economic units, organizing their own printing, publishing, and 
distributing through their own outlets. Their unity of function was called the "three-
in-one" system in Chinese publishing. Such companies were the Commercial Press, 
which had been established in 1897, and the Zhong hua shu dien, established in 
1912.82 The Communist-controlled Xin hua shu dian, which was state-owned, 
81 YuezhiZhao, chl，n.2. 
82 For more details about the history of Commercial Press and Chung Hua Book Company, see 
Florence Chien, The Commercial Press and Modern Chinese Publishing 1897-1949 (University of 
Chicago, 1970); and Jean Pierre Drege, La commercial Press de Shanghai 1897-1949 (Paris: Institut 
des Hautes Etudes Chinoises, College de France, 1978) 
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followed the same pattern, and had 887 branches and 30 printing plants.^^ However, 
by 1950, a bureau of the Ministry of Culture, the Publishing Administration Bureau, 
which had been established to control publishing, began to develop control over such 
subsidiary operations as printing and distribution, which had previously been the 
domain of the publishing houses. The First National Conference on Publications was 
held by the Publications Administrative Bureau in September 1950. At the conference, 
it was established that the Bureau was to be concerned with policy and with 
supervising the execution of policy by the publishing houses. The publishing industry 
was to become more specialized. The functions of printing, and distribution were to 
be separated. In addition to being restricted to the function of publishing proper, the 
individual houses were to have their own subject fields.呂斗 The First National 
Publications Administration Conference was held in August and September 1951. It 
was convened by the Publications Administrative Bureau and was attended by 
delegates from the Bureau, the Xin hua shu dian, the Hsin Hua Printing Press, and the 
publications agencies of the central and local governments. Delegates were asked to 
draw up publication plans and were urged to publish books in economics and 
science.85 At the conference, the Provisional Regulations Governing the Control of 
Book and Periodical Publishing and the Provisional Measure Governing the 
Registration of Periodicals were promulgated.^^ These regulations provided for the 
registration of publishing, printing, and distributing houses. Publishing houses were 
required to specialize presumably by subject area, to submit publication plans to the 
local publications administration, and to send sample copies to their books and 
83 Ren min ri bao, June 20，1950, p. 1. 
Ren min ri bao, Nov 1, 1950, p. 3. 
Beijing New China News Agency, Sept 13, 1951, translated in Survey of China Mainland Press, 174, 
p. 6. 
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periodicals to the publications administration and to state libraries. One copy each of 
books and periodicals was to be sent to the local publications administration before 
distribution. Completion of the specialization process separating publishing, printing, 
and distribution in the publishing industry was announced by Hu Yuzhi, director of 
the Publications Administrative Bureau, at the second National Publications 
Conference, held in October 1952)7 Hu considered the chief problems of the industry 
to be the duplication of subjects — when many needed titles were not in print - the 
overstocking of books in some areas along with shortages in others.^^ 
Book Printing in the Cultural Revolution 
The Chinese publishing industry was refashioned to serve the purposes of the 
new state established in 1949. As a first step in this direction, ideological conformity 
was furthered by censoring all materials considered objectionable by the Chinese 
Communists. This censorship included even materials published after 1949. The 
content of libraries - public, academic, and the more lowly though numerous rental 
libraries - were scrutinized and removed. The stocks of distributors and publishing 
companies also underwent this process. At the same time, the new ideology had to be 
established. This was done with the ready assistance of the Soviet Union. Many tens 
of millions of the Communist classics — the works of Marx, Engels, Lenin, and 
Stalin - were imported in Chinese editions from the Soviet Union or translated into 
86 See Song Ying-li eds.，Zhong guo dan dai chu ban shi liao v. 1-8 (Zheng zhou: Da zhong chu pan 
she, 1999), for English translation, see Godfrey Raymond Nunn, Publishing in Mainland China 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1966), appendix A and B. 
87 Publishing was divided into the three specialized fields of publishing, printing, and distribution in the 
"new" China. In the collectively owned publishing, printing, and distribution establishments there is a 
total of 217,000 workers and staff members, of whom 21,000 are publishers, 76,000 are distributors, 
and 10,000 are printing technicians and workers in 1982. See Altbach, Arboleda, and Gopinathan eds., 
Publishing in the Third World (1985). 
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Chinese and published in Beijing and Shanghai. The same works also translated into 
the minority languages, even into languages that had to provided with written forms 
where none had previously existed. The less obvious areas where non-Communist 
though might linger, such as the textbook, were also melded into the same ideological 
framework by the translation and publishing of thousands of Soviet textbooks. Soviet 
scientific materials were translated to support the next phase, which involved the 
development of science and construction in a major effort to catch up with the 
Western countries. These trends reflected in the proportion of Chinese translation of 
Russian works published through 1957, when such translation amounted to 38% of 
the total number of publications issued. Translation from other languages, in spite of 
the role of English as the leading language of science, has accounted for not more 
than 5% of the total publishing output since 1955.89 Millions of books and periodicals 
were acquired by purchase and, to a much lesser extent, by gift or exchange from the 
Soviet Union. These were distributed to libraries, where they assisted in the 
development of major Russian collections. The teaching of Russian was increased, 
and during the middle 1950s, 3,000 students were graduating each year as specialists 
in Russian. 
The completely publishing industry was reorganized. Instead of being carried 
out by single firms, the functions of printing, publishing, and distribution were 
separated, and book distribution eventually was monopolized by the Xin hua shu dian. 
Periodicals were distributed for the most part through an expanded Chinese Post 
Office. Publishing houses were required to specialize in specified subject areas and 
submit plans showing the kinds of materials they proposed to publish. The numbers of 
88 Beijing New China News Agency, Nov 1, 1951, translated in Survey of China Mainland Press, 444， 
p. 19. 
89 Godfrey Raymond Nunn, Publishing in Mainland China (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1966)，p. 58. 
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houses was reduced to less than 100. In 1956, the concentration process was 
completed, with over half of the national output coming from seven major houses, 
while over half the houses published together less than 6% of the total output of books. 
By 1958, the local publishing houses began to play an increasingly important role. 
T A B L E 1 N A T I O N A L B O O K P U B L I S H I N G , 1 9 4 9 - 1 9 8 0 
Year Species New No. in print Year Species New No. in print  
Species (000,000) Species (000,000) 
1 9 4 9 8 0 0 0 - - 1 0 5 1 9 6 5 2 0 1 4 3 1 2 3 5 2 2 1 7 1 
1 9 5 0 1 2 1 5 3 7 0 4 9 2 7 5 1 9 6 6 1 1 0 5 5 6 7 9 0 3 4 9 6 
1 9 5 1 1 8 3 0 0 1 3 7 2 5 7 0 3 1 9 6 7 2 9 2 5 2 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 
1 9 5 2 1 3 6 9 2 7 9 4 0 7 8 6 1 9 6 8 3 6 9 4 2 6 7 7 2 5 0 1 
1 9 5 3 1 7 8 1 9 9 9 2 5 7 5 4 1 9 6 9 3 9 6 4 3 0 9 3 1 9 1 2 
1 9 5 4 1 7 7 6 0 1 0 6 8 5 9 3 9 1 9 7 0 4 8 8 9 3 8 7 0 1 7 8 6 
1 9 5 5 2 1 0 7 1 1 3 1 8 7 1 0 7 9 1 9 7 1 7 7 7 1 6 4 7 3 2 4 2 1 
1 9 5 6 2 8 7 7 3 1 8 8 0 4 1 7 8 4 1 9 7 2 8 8 2 9 7 3 9 5 2 3 8 9 
1 9 5 7 2 7 5 7 1 1 8 6 6 0 1 2 7 5 1 9 7 3 1 0 3 7 2 8 1 0 7 2 8 0 1 
1 9 5 8 4 5 4 9 5 3 3 1 7 0 2 3 8 9 1 9 7 4 1 1 8 1 2 8 7 3 8 2 9 8 9 
1 9 5 9 4 1 9 0 5 2 9 0 4 7 2 0 9 2 1 9 7 5 1 3 7 1 6 1 0 6 3 3 3 5 7 6 
1 9 6 0 3 0 7 9 7 1 9 6 7 0 1 8 0 1 1 9 7 6 1 2 8 4 2 9 7 2 7 2 9 1 4 
1 9 6 1 1 3 5 2 9 8 3 1 0 1 0 1 6 1 9 7 7 1 2 8 8 6 1 0 1 7 9 3 3 0 8 
1 9 6 2 1 6 5 4 8 8 3 0 5 1 0 8 5 1 9 7 8 1 4 9 8 7 1 1 8 8 8 3 7 7 4 
1 9 6 3 1 7 2 6 6 9 2 1 0 1 2 9 3 1 9 7 9 1 7 2 1 2 1 4 0 0 7 4 0 7 2 
1 9 6 4 1 8 0 0 5 9 3 3 8 1 7 0 7 1 9 8 0 2 1 6 2 1 1 7 6 6 0 4 5 9 3 
SOURCE： Zhongguo chuban nenjian (2000) 
After 1959, a serious decline set in. According to Raymond Nunn, the rate of 
publishing placed China at the low level of approximately 5,000 titles a year in 1964， 
about half of the output in 1936.卯 Similar observation can be found in Zhongguo 
chuban nenjian. As maintained by the Table 2.1，there was a sharp decline of both 
number of book in print and number of species of book in 1961. It shows that there 
was a total decline of book printing industry. The total decline of book printing in 
early 1960s, however, only extended to 1965. The decline had changed to a drop of 
species of book printing rather than quantity of book printed. The number of book 
printed had a renewal beginning with 1964. The number of book printed in 1966, 
moreover, became the year of largest number of book printed of Communist China 
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before 1974. The total species of book had a clear drop in 1967, only 2,925 titles of 
book printed in 1967 including 2,231 of new titles. This kind of printing situation also 
happened in local level. In Jiangxu, for example, total number of book printed also 
recovered before the outbreak of the Cultural Revolution shortly after the decline in 
1961. Number of total species and new species of book and periodical since 1961, on 
the other hand, had not reached the standard of 1960. 
T A B L E 2 B O O K P U B L I S H I N G I N J I A N G - X U , 1 9 6 0 - 1 9 8 0 
S P E C I E S N E W 
YEAR BOOK/ S P E C I E S N O . IN PRINT N O . IN  
PERIODICALS SALES 
1 9 6 0 8 6 7 / 9 ^ 9 6 0 6 1 4 2 9 8 ^ 
1 9 6 1 1 3 8 / 9 - - 6 6 6 8 9 2 7 
1 9 6 2 1 8 3 / 0 - - 9 6 0 9 2 3 0 
1 9 6 3 2 6 3 / 0 1 6 8 1 6 7 1 8 7 0 7 
1 9 6 4 1 5 4 / 0 9 2 1 5 2 7 8 7 5 8 
1 9 6 5 2 1 3 / 0 1 6 7 2 2 3 1 1 0 8 4 0 
1 9 6 6 2 2 3 / 0 3 1 3 9 2 9 1 8 3 4 3 
1 9 6 7 2 5 / 0 1 4 1 0 2 0 9 1 6 8 9 8 
1 9 6 8 5 6 / 0 0 1 9 9 6 4 2 4 1 3 9 
1 9 6 9 3 2 / 0 0 1 0 0 2 3 1 3 7 1 7 
1 9 7 0 1 3 7 / 0 0 1 3 0 0 4 1 2 3 3 5 
1 9 7 1 1 9 3 / 0 0 7 8 9 2 1 0 4 7 1 
1 9 7 2 2 8 4 / 0 2 2 3 9 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 
1 9 7 3 3 6 4 / 0 1 9 2 1 3 8 4 6 1 6 9 3 1 
1 9 7 4 3 1 0 / 3 2 2 5 1 6 7 5 5 1 8 7 9 5 
1 9 7 5 3 3 2 / 1 5 2 5 1 1 8 0 1 1 2 1 5 1 4 
1 9 7 6 2 9 0 / 1 7 2 3 0 1 8 4 1 8 1 9 8 0 1 
1 9 7 7 3 6 0 / 1 8 3 0 5 1 8 4 2 8 2 2 5 0 2 
1 9 7 8 3 1 7 / 2 1 2 9 0 1 9 3 6 0 2 1 4 6 3 
1 9 7 9 3 8 7 / 3 9 3 6 1 1 9 8 5 4 2 4 7 5 3 
1 9 8 0 4 8 1 / 6 3 4 4 8 2 1 2 3 4 2 8 9 2 9 
SOURCE： Y u H u n g f a n e d s.， J i a n g x u chuban daishij'i 1 9 4 9 -
1 9 9 2 ( J i a n g x u r a n m i n g c h u b a n s h e , 1 9 9 3 ) 
There appears to have been a similar decline in periodical publishing, where 
the levels also approximate those of 1935, except for a small number of large-
circulation periodicals. It is difficult to hazard even a guess as to the reasons for this 
decline. The shortage of paper must have been responsible to some extent, and since 
9Glbid. 
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printing requires fine adjustment, general engineering shortage could also have 
affected publishing. There has been a corresponding development in the number of 
libraries and the creation of a national library system. In 1958, to mobilize library 
resources more effectively throughout China, considerable attention was paid to the 
development of union catalogues, particularly of foreign scientific materials. A new 
classification system was developed to accommodate the ideological emphases of 
Chinese Communism. The library system that was established would appear to have 
been adequate for service to research, and the needs of science were fully recognized. 
As discussed in the former chapter, book printing can be an indication of 
modernization. The rapid growth of the publishing industry in China, therefore, 
represented a triumph of contemporary China, but it has also come to represent a 
tragedy: the initial impetus could not be maintained, and levels of output sank back to 
the levels of the 1930s and below. "Under the present circumstances, Chinese 
development, particularly in science, rests on an extremely narrow foundation of 
documentation.，，9i 
In the whole 1960s, the government warned nearly every year about the 
shortage of paper used in publishing books and periodicals. In order to solve this 
problem, the government ordered to cut the number of paper in use in almost all kind 
of publishing except works of Marx, Mao, and some textbooks of higher education. In 
July of 1960, it was reported that using of paper to print local newspaper was reduced 
from 20% to 50%, paper use for publishing books was reduced 45% in average. Even 
two main state newspapers had to reduce amount of paper use started in 1961，paper 
used for Renming Ribao and Hongqi was reduced in 50%. All kind of subscriptions of 
Ibid., pp. 58-9. 
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State journals and newspapers to different communist organizations and social groups, 
such as commune, production group, and departments of provincial government, were 
stopped or restricted. In the end of 1961, it was reported that almost all spices of 
textbooks were under supply. A tighter allocation of paper resources was carried out. 
The publishing of textbooks and periodicals were scarified. A Percentage of printing 
paper used for textbooks and periodicals were reduced to 12.1% and 4% in 1966 from 
26.6 and 10.3 in 1956 as shown in table 2.3. Those specific academic and theoretical 
works, classical works, translations of foreign fiction and non-fiction were restricted 
to distribute to a few of upper large scale of cities with limited copies. Rural area only 
could obtain certain kind of calendar and pictures. After the Cultural Revolution 
broke out, military control of major paper manufactory factories in Hanyang, Yibin, 
and Jiangxi was practiced in 1967. Publication in higher education was monitored by 
inspection groups, which organized by local revolutionary committee and military 
institute.92 
T A B L E 3 U S E O F P R I N T I N G P A P E R I N C O M M U N I S T C H I N A 
YEAR U S E OF PRINTING PAPER (MILLION TONS) RATE OF PAPER U S E ( % ) _ 
BOOKS TEXTBOOKS PERIODICALS NEWSPAPERS TOTAL BOOKS TEXTBOOKS PERIODICALS NEWSPAPERS 
1 9 5 0 ~ 0 . 7 2 0 . 6 6 0 . 1 8 1 . 5 2 3 . 0 8 2 3 . 3 2 1 . 4 “ 6 . 0 4 9 . 3 
1956 飞 1 9 4.59 1.79 5.73 30.0 26.6 “ 10.3 33.1 
1 9 6 6 1 1 . 3 9 2 . 9 2 0 . 9 7 8 . 9 3 2 4 . 2 R 4 7 . 0 1 2 . 1 “ 4 . 0 3 6 . 9 — 
1978 I 13.32 丨 16.87 5.34 26.67 | 62.20 | 21.4 27.1 8.6 42.9 
SOURCE： Fang Houshu, "Xin Zhongguo chu ban shi ye 40 nien", 
Chu ban gong zuo (1989) v. 10-12. 
Until the end of the Cultural Revolution, there was no effective solution to work out 
the shortage of paper. Printing of textbook was scarified to ensure the publication of 
propaganda pamphlets. There was no textbook distributed to school in several 
provinces. One of the major purposes of these practices was to guarantee the 
92 Liu Gao, Shi Feng eds., Xin Zhongguo chu ban wu shi nian ji shi, p. 71, 74, 77, 106-7. 
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publishing of a small group of books, the works of Marx, Engels and Mao. In fact, the 
hard times of paper shortage did not stop the huge numbers of publishing for 
propaganda. The Little Red Book (Hong bao shu), for example, was published in 
Chinese, in minority languages, and in major world languages. It had a large 
distribution. From 1966 to 1968, when China was in the frenzy of the personality cult, 
740,000,000 copies of the Chinese edition were printed, almost one for every person 
in China.93 In 1967, over 86,400,000 copies of Selected Works of Mao Zedong over 
350,000,000 copies of The Little Red Book, over 47,500,000 copies of Selected 
Readings of Mao Zedong’s Works, and over 57,000,000 copies of Chairman Mao，s 
Poems were published. His books could be found in 148 nations and regions in the 
world.94 These recorded numbers are but a small part of the picture. During the fanatic 
times of the Cultural Revolution, almost everyone in China owned one copy of The 
Little Red Book, and many owned several sets of Selected Works of Mao Zedong. 
Government officers and organizations spent public funds to buy his books and 
distributed them free. No one really knows how many copies of his books had been 
published.95 
In 1979, the government recognized that there was an enormous waste of 
resources to print and reserved these books. According the survey conducted by Xin 
hua shu dian, there were 450,000,000 copies, or 27% of total book stock, of Marx, 
Engels, and Mao, which cost ¥ 103 million of RMB acuminated in the Cultural 
Revolution. Most of them were damaged and cracked. The stock made the 
government to pay millions of RMB each year. Places of Xin hua shu dian, the 
government's publishing machine, were sacrificed. In order to reduce the cost of 
93 Kwok-sing Li, A Glossary of Political Terms of the People's Republic of China, pp. 277-78, cited 
Dictionary of Modem Chinese Usage, p. 227. 
94 Xinhua News Agency News Bulletin, 25 December 1967) 
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publishing, reward system also had a great change before the Cultural Revolution 
happened. There was a graduate increase of reward for author after the system of 
reward set up in 1950s. The Great Leap Forward had challenged the system in 1958. 
The reduction of reward was proposed by the Publishing Department in Shanghai 
because of relatively high reward rate of author to wages of worker in average. 
Approved by the Cultural Department in Shanghai and supported by several major 
publishers in Beijing, reward for author had a half cut in October of 1958. Going back 
to the Table 2.1, we also can find that the Great Leap Forward also influenced the 
publishing number of copies within 1968-69. There was a sharp increase of books 
printed. Obviously, there were similarities of social and cultural phenomenon between 
Great Leap and the Cultural Revolution. The reward system, after its recovery in the 
end of the Great Lear of publishing, had changed again in the dawn of the Cultural 
Revolution and finally abolished in June of 1966. The number of book printing, 
however, achieved its height since the establishment of PRC. 
95 Li, A Glossary of Political Terms, p. 275. 
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T A B L E 4 R E W A R D R A T E T O A U T H O R 1 9 4 9 - 1 9 8 4 
“ Essays Translation 1966.6 
广 EAR ( R M B $ / EACH ( R M B $ / E A C H 1 9 6 7 
(MONTN) I O O WORDS) 1 0 0 0 WORDS) 1 9 6 8 
1 9 4 9 — 1 9 6 9 — 
5 I P ^ IN TERMS OF GOODS — 
— ^ ^ N O FIXED RATE ———— 
1 9 5 2 1 9 7 2 
———— 6 - 1 5 4 - 1 1 ————REWARD SYSTEM WAS ABOLISHED 
1 9 5 4 1 9 7 4 
1955 - 1975 “ 
8-18 5-13 • 
1957 1977.9 
1958.8 4：15 3-10 1977.10 
1958.10 - 3-10 2-5 1978 “ 
1959.3 - 3-8 2-5 1979 “ 
1959.11 7 T 7 « i n 1980.6 
1960 4 -15 3-10 1980.7 
1 9 6 1 1 9 8 1 
^ 4 - 1 5 3-10 搬 3-10 2-7 
1 9 6 3 1 9 8 3 
1964 “ 1984.11 “ 
1965 5 P 1 n 1984.12 “ 6-20 4-14 
1 9 6 6 . 5 I 2 - 8 I 1 - 5 
SOURCE： Fang Houshu, "Xin Zhongguo gao chou zhi du jishi 1949-1999", 
Chu ban jing ji, 2000:3-6 
According to Chang, Chen and Zhang, before the economic reforms in the late 
1970s, the dominant framework for analysing the Chinese media was a mass 
propaganda and persuasion model.^^ According to this, the Chinese media were tightly 
controlled instruments of political indoctrination and mass mobilization. Most notable 
in this tradition are studies of how the Party used the radio and press to propagate its 
goals and promote changes in the attitudes and behaviour of the people in the early 
1950s and early 1960s.^ ^ The Party's own conception of the media, as its mouthpiece, 
provided further evidence to support this interpretation. Within this model, the notion 
of ideology is narrowly defined as a set of comprehensive, totalising dogmas, i.e., the 
96 Tsan-Kuo Chang, Chin-Hsien Chen, and Guo-Qiang Zhang, "Rethinking the Mass Propaganda 
Model: Evidence from the Chinese Regional Press," Gazette 5\-3 (1993), p. 175. 
97 See Franklin Houn, To Change a Nation (New York: Free Press, 1961); Alan P. L. Liu, 
Communication and National Integration in Communist China (Berkeley: University of California 
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doctrines of Marxism, Leninism, and Mao Zedong Thought, while the ideological 
process is seen as a process of international political propaganda and indoctrination. 
According to the official definition of the Cultural Revolution, scholars said 
that there were ten years of the Cultural Revolution from 1966-67 as well as a disaster 
for book printing in these ten years. However, it is misleading to say that printing 
industry in China was totally destroyed within these 10 years. The cultural studies of 
the Cultural Revolution fastened the rejection of official periodisation of the 
revolution. According to the official definition, 10 years of revolution began with 
1966 to the death of Mao in 1976. However, some historians do not satisfy with this 
statement and suggest other possible perodisation of the revolution. Both inside and 
outside China, the Cultural Revolution was known as the most sensational political 
movement in contemporary China under the People's Republic. According to 
radicalism of the revolution, some scholars prefer to date the Cultural Revolution 
from 1966 to 1969 and to define the period from 1969 to 1976 as a radical leftist 
phase. Other scholars adopt the definition which dates the Cultural Revolution from 
1966 to 1976 and divides the decade into two periods. The latter definition was the 
post-Cultural Revolution Chinese government's official definition, and it is also 
widely adopted by Western scholars. In his China’s Continuous Revolution: The Pc*对-
Liberation Epoch 1949-1981, Lowell Dittmer states, the Cultural Revolution 
"consisted of two distinct periods, the first of which was characterized by spontaneous 
mobilization of disprivileged strata, lasting from the summer of 1966 through the fall 
of 1968; the second of which was characterized by elite attempts to sponsor and 
Press, 1971); and Frederick T. C. Yu, Mass Persuasion in Communist China (New York: Frederick A. 
Praeger, 1964). 
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channel mass mobilizations, which lasted from late 1968 until the downfall of the 
Shanghai radicals in October 1976”.98 
In considering book printing, the Cultural Revolution also can be divided into 
2 sphere similar with Dittmer's way. Although the reward system abolished for ten 
years, national book printing recovered steadily in early 1970s. The number of book 
published increase slowly since 1972，but the new species of book boomed in 1971 
and increase hysterically. In 1970, the total species of book published were 4,889; it 
increased to 7,711 in 1971, the number reached 12,883 in 1976. 
T A B L E 5 R A T E O F N E W S P E C I E S B O O K P R I N T I N G 
Y e a r R a t e of N e w  
S p e c i e s 
1958 7 3 % 
1959 6 9 % 
1960 6 4 % 
1961 6 1 % 
1962 5 0 % 
1 9 6 3 5 3 % 
1964 5 2 % 
1965 5 1 % 
1966 6 1 % 
1967 7 6 % 
1968 7 2 % 
1969 7 8 % 
1970 7 9 % 
1971 8 3 % 
197 2 8 4 % 
At the same time, the percentage of new species of books to the total number of books 
increased from 61% in 1966 to 84% in 1971. in fact, the uncontrollable situation of 
printing Mao's works was noticed by Mao Zedong and other leaders in 1971. In 1971, 
Zhou Enlai discuss with groups of leaders in publishing institutes about the publishing 
plan of the year. In response to the reality that "young people do not have book to 
98 Lowell Dittmer, China's Continuous Revolution: The Post-Liberation Epoch 1949-1981 (Berkeley : 
University of California Press, 1987) 
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read, some schools do not have dictionary and map," Tsou argued that it was wicked 
to define classical Chinese fiction such as The Red Dream of the Chamber, and Shui 
Hu as "four old" and banned to print for students. The printing of only a few titles of 
model opera scripts, moreover, occupied 5 million copies of resources in the same 
year. The book publishing affairs in China was seriously imbalance. In 1973， 
concerning about publishing of journal, Mao Zedong demanded Yao Wenyuan to 
publish certain kind of academic journals such as Zhexue yanjiu (Philosophical 
Research) and Lishi yanjiu (Historical Research). Mao also requested to open some 
academic journals that were considered as internal publication before?; The 
publishing of journal, therefore, began to recover in the early 1970s in both species 
and number of book printed as shown in Table 2.5. I would like to take into account 
that the tragedy of book publishing in the Cultural Revolution eliminated in the early 
1970s and the industry of book printing grew in a steady pace to until a boom of 
publishing in the 1990s. 
99 See Correspondences of Mao with other communist leaders, in Zhongguo chuban nenjian v. 3. 
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III. Sociology of Knowledge in the PRC 
Knowledge in the PRC 
As story of publishing might not be equal with that of reading, especially it 
had a huge divergence in the Cultural Revolution. Studying history of publishing is 
not enough to be knowledgeable about "omitted" intellectual history of the Cultural 
Revolution. Under those hegemonic publishing policies, people were assumed to read 
what as the government published and permitted. Reading scheme for propaganda 
was promoted to every single student in formal education. Student read in school. In 
order to understand social and intellectual formation, the structure of social 
confrontation between elite (privileged group) and the mass (under-privileged group) 
in the Cultural Revolution will be studied. Educational policies in Communist China 
will be investigated under the study of sociology of knowledge and notion of cultural 
reproduction. 
On several occasions Marx and Engels expressed ideas about the concept of 
knowledge, its true meaning, its manner of acquisition and the relationship between 
theory and practice. The perhaps most important aspect of Marx' and Engels' view on 
knowledge is that they considered human action to be the basic prerequisite for the 
acquisition of knowledge: by acting upon and transforming Nature and constructing 
human society, Man acquired new knowledge which made possible further 
transformation, which in turn led to more knowledge in a constant dialectical spiral. 
Generally speaking, this is the rationale behind "action-psychology" in China, as well 
as theory and practice and polytechnism in education in socialist countries as a whole. 
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Another important aspect of the Marxist theory of knowledge, which seemed 
to have been ignored later by Mao Zedong, is the notion of the difference between the 
essence and the form of appearance of phenomena. To Marx it was clear that true 
knowledge was not immediately available from empirical investigation, since the 
perception of the observer was distorted by ideology, and since the surface of the 
external world in human class society camouflaged the true causal and dialectical 
relationships. 
The main theoretical elements of Marx' "society" were mode of production 
and relations of production, economic base and superstructure, contradictions and 
class struggle, social formations such as slave, feudal, capitalist and communist 
society, and revolutionary change, i � � M a r x and Engels placed education in the 
superstructure without elaborating on the exact relationship between education and 
the rest of society. They seem, however, to have seen education as an ideological 
instrument of the state apparatus, with the function of reproducing class society, i.e. 
both the qualifications needed for production and the ideology needed to make people 
accept the necessary division of labour. To Marx the main factor deciding the nature 
and function of education in society was whether socially opposed classes exist or not. 
Marx drew a line of demarcation between primitive, apolitical society, on the one 
hand, and class society, which is political in the sense of being oppressive. In 
primitive society education was non-systematic (i.e. informal) and closely linked with 
Man's struggle for survival, and the main methods of learning were participation, 
imitation and oral instruction, with the family as the most important agent or medium. 
When social and economic relations between men became more complex and social 
strife developed over the appropriation of the means of production society became 
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‘‘political’’. One result of this, according to Marx, was the emergence of a need for a 
state with the function of concealing or legitimising economic oppression, and 
otherwise reproducing the fundamental conditions of class society. With the 
development of class domination the necessity arose for the ruling class to 
indoctrinate the young in its ideology. Formal education gradually became an 
instrument of indoctrination. Unfortunately, as Marx did not elaborate on the exact 
nature of the relationships between the educational system and the rest of society, we 
do not know how he viewed the relative autonomy of the educational system. He did 
regard all prevailing ideas in a given society as an expression of the interests of the 
ruling class and as permeating the superstructure including education. In this sense he 
saw education as an instrument of domination and hegemony. But he was obviously 
also aware of Man's ability to resist indoctrination through reflection and struggle, 
and thus minimize the full control of the ruling class. 
Karl Marx, A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, 1904, pp. 11-13. 
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F I G U R E 2 M A R X I S T T H E O R Y O F E D U C A T I O N 
Generally speaking, Marx' and Engels' rather scattered ideas regarding 
education in society can be divided into two main categories: 1) descriptive, critical 
and analytical treatments of the role and function of education in the service of the 
capitalist system, and 2) revolutionary, programmatic views on the role of education 
in the process of liberation from capitalism. 
Mao Zedong studied and taught in China in the early decades of this century. 
Beginning in the middle 1930s he played a major role in shaping the educational 
policy of the Communist Party during the revolutionary war, in the liberated areas 
before 1949, and in socialist construction thereafter. Although he has not presented 
his views on education in any systematic treatment of the subject he expressed them 
in a number of works. Of the three main categories of Marxist educational theory -
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general theory, education in class society, and programmatic socialist education -
Mao devoted most time to the last, some of the first one and rather little to the second 
one. Most of his writings on education are pragmatic in the sense that they deal with 
the concrete role of education in the building of socialism, and most of his statements 
are very content bound and relate to specific problems and issues. 
Hawkins structures Mao's thinking on education according to three main 
categories: 1) education and social class, 2) polytechnical education, and 3) education 
and social change. In his study Hawkins deals with Mao's ideas on a) goals and basic 
principals, b) administration, c) curriculum, d) teachers, students and intellectuals, and 
e) special forms of education.仙 Knowledge as a goal of education is of course a 
culturally relevant concept that lays the foundation for educational policy/®^ In the 
PRC, knowledge became an even rarer asset than in traditional society. A hierarchy of 
knowledge usually accompanies a hierarchy of power. The higher the place in the 
power hierarchy, the more access to higher levels of knowledge and information is 
available. Ironically, this operates in the reverse as well: The higher the rank, the 
more subordinates want to tell only what is desired, and less willing they are to give 
out concrete information on the situation at the lower levels. 
In the PRC, knowledge and information was distributed according to strict 
Party and employment classification. At the highest ranks, the information was made 
available at its most detailed and complete level, including politically dangerous 
101 John N. Hawkins, Mao Tse-tong and Education: His Thoughts and Teachings (Hamden, Conn.: 
Linnet Books, 1974) 
102 Knowledge itself has been described as composed of scientific-technical rationality, moral-practical 
and aesthetic-practical aspects, see Jiingen Habermas, Theorie des Kommunikativen Handelns v. 1 
(London: Heinemann, 1984); others affective and cognitive components, see Benjamin Bloom ed., 
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: The Classification of Educational Goals. Handbook 1: Cognitive 
Domain (New York: Longmans, Green & Co., Inc, 1956) 
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material. As an example, shortly after Liberation, Confucianism was stricken from the 
allowed school topics on pain of severe punishment. Yet in the elite schools for 
children of high Party officials, such as Zhingshan High School in Beijing, the works 
of Confucius remained a constant part of the curriculum/®^ The lowest ranks of 
officials and the general population had access to information distributed through the 
major national and provincial newspaper and in-house circulars, which were tightly 
censored. 
In the agricultural societies, knowledge horizons are nearer than in industrial 
countries where there is an abundance of technological information. In agricultural 
societies, there are less connection with and less care about the "outside world." Word 
of mouth has more importance than it does in areas where information comes in 
written form or other public media, electronic broadcast or network. In Chinese 
society, despite its erudite tradition, the written word was and remains not as 
widespread as one might assume. In the 1970s still communication, whether it be 
personal or job related, was preferably passed orally; and the value of it to the listener 
depended to a large extent on who delivered it.io4 
In a closed society such as traditional and Marxist China, people focus 
inwards, and to proceed beyond the immediate area of one's responsibility, at 
minimum, becomes suspect. Dealing with external matters, even receiving 
information, can have the unpleasant consequence of attracting attention from others, 
whose motivations are unknown and suspect. In such a closed and distrustful social 
atmosphere, curiosity or the search for knowledge becomes limited and justifiable 
largely on a need-to-know basis. This applies particularly to hard information, the 
103 Vilma Seeberg, The Rhetoric and Reality of Mass Education in Mao's China (Lewiston: The Edwin 
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written word. Hence, those with access to the written word, educated persons or 
intellectuals, often were seen as intrinsically suspect. Suspicion of scholar-officials 
was as traditional as was their veneration. They had been powerful and many had 
exploited their position while wrapping themselves in the Confucian mantel of moral 
superiority. With the 1957 Anti-Rightist Movement, intellectual activity became 
overtly politically suspect. Doctrinaire CCP officials objected to intellectuals in a 
narrowly Confucian manner "because, in their eyes, independent thinking means 
'opposing leadership' or ‘arrogance，’ while to be submissive is virtuous"/®^ The 
Maoists were doubly suspicious of intellectuals because, based on the Marxist theory 
of alienation between mental and manual labour, educated persons shared the interests 
of the dominant, oppressor class. After 1957 intellectuals were declared "spiritual 
aristocrats" who did not do productive work, and during the Cultural Revolution they 
first were downgraded to "bourgeois class-enemies", later reclassified as the lowest 
class the “stinking ninth", and hence "enemies of the revolution". 
The bureaucracy played an important role in revising the concept of 
knowledge. A traditional cultural emphasis on pleasing talking partners that were 
superior had the consequence of a tendency to mask reality in conversation. Certain 
institution and procedures within the PRC government and Party structure aggravated 
the situation, e.g., the setting of quotas to be met. As a result, it became increasingly 
advantageous to know less and to be less specific, which engendered a pervasive 
vagueness in information about everything. The PRC bureaucracy passed down plans 
from above and reports of fulfilment were passed back from below. These two 
procedures did not follow the same path of transmission, thus, there was no 
Mellen Press, 2000), p. 85. 
Ibid., p. 85. 
105 Hu Ping, "On the Question of Intellectuals", Beijing Review, 7 (16 Feb 1981) 
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accountability. This is the classic environment for encouraging self-glorification and 
pleasing one's superiors. Fulfilment of plans with and after the Great Leap Forward 
1958 became a matter of political correctness. Being unable to fulfil the plans was 
interpreted as a sign of apathy, if not, political disloyalty and was followed by severe 
punishment. False reporting was practically guaranteed and was rewarded. Accuracy 
of reporting became a lost notion in government, which, in the PRC included the 
economy. 106 
Over the 30 years under investigation, the content of knowledge changed and 
was focused on Marxist ideology of political and production mobilization. The Soviet 
"labour emulation" concept was taken over. This concept was to replace Confucian 
morals and proper work behaviour and was to become identified with moral values. 
Meetings were held regularly for all employed persons and most other units, once a 
week Wednesday afternoons, staring in the early 1950s "to discuss production plans, 
problems and ideas"^^^ and were the forums for the popularisation of new political 
mandates, campaigns, ideological stances. 
The discussions required participants to mimic Party documents published in 
the newspapers, to learn a new, abstract political vocabulary, and one which was 
revised repeatedly and at a moment's notice. This trend intensified over the 1950s, 
and peaked during the Cultural Revolution. Not only was the terminology often 
unfamiliar but transgression in word alone became punishable. Punishment ranged 
from socio-economic to physical deprivation. The language of the Party newspaper 
became pervasive and the new outlook was professed without fail and without 
spontaneous addition in and outside of the meetings. The effect of this restriction in 
106 See Leo Orleans, "Chinese Statistics: The Impossible Dream," The American Statistician, 28:2 (May, 
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scope and topic of knowledge and uniform expression is illustrated in many reports on 
the poor knowledge of youth who attended school during the Cultural Revolution.^^^ 
In popular terminology, students in the Cultural Revolution were called "one-legged 
i l l i terates” 109，because their reading and writing skills were limited to the political 
slogans of that decade. Under the new form of cultural reproduction in the Cultural 
Revolution, intellectuals were not educated as social elite and in replace of 
polytechnical training, thus the Chinese intellectual field as well as the old social 
order ruined. 
Inefficacy of Cultural Reproduction in the Cultural Revolution 
"Reading is perhaps the most fundamental aspect of education, and one which 
receives the greatest amount of attention in the first few years of s c h o o l . I t must be 
understood in context, inquiries of this paper, therefore, naturally extended to broader 
questions of the Chinese educational system, the role of the family and the effect of 
traditional Chinese culture on classroom behaviour. 
Looking at the modem history of Chinese education, one cannot fail to see that 
there has always been a close link between educational reforms and social and 
political changes. One political regime after another reformed education in China to 
suit their political and economic goals. Education in China has always been linked to 
1974), pp. 47-52. 
107 People's China, 19/1954 
108 He Zuo, "China's Education: The Type of People It Brings Up", Beijing Review, 1 (7 Jan., 1980), pp. 
22-23 
The reference to "one-leggedness" is part of popular expression indicating an unbalanced state. 
However, in the context of education, it is interesting to note that Lin Biao and the Gang of Four 
attacked Liu Shaoqi for the "two-tracked educational system" which had also been characterized as 
"walking on two legs in education." In contract to the moderate "walking on two legs" education, 
radical Cultrual Revolution students were described as "walking on one leg," in a play on words. Cited 
Seeberg, p. 87. 
110 June Y. Mei ed., Reading in China: Report of the U.S. Reading Study Team to The People's 
Republic of China, (National Committee on U.S.-China Relations, 1984), p. 1. 
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politics both institutionally and philosophically. As the traditional education with its 
imperial civil service examination system, which was designed for the selection of 
government officials, was abolished in 1905，the aim of education shifted from the 
emphasis on the reproduction of a scholar class to bringing about desired social 
change as well as preserving social cohesion in Sun Yat-sen's Republic. This 
Republic was a product of the impact of Western democracy. When the communists 
took power in 1949, the objective of education became that of training a new 
generation of ideologically trustworthy and technically competent Chinese for the 
development of socialism. Mao referred to the new generation as morally, 
intellectually, and physically developed labourers who are socialist-minded.� 
The Cultural Revolution was one of the major political movements in China 
since 1949, which affected the field of education. Sautman says that the radical policy 
of hyper-politicisation peaked during the Cultural Revolution of the 1960s and 1970s. 
In late 1965, Mao Zhedong, the late chairman of the Communist Party of China, felt 
that his party was creating a new and privileged elite, which hindered the socialist 
r evo lu t i on .H2 So Mao accused the party for having capitalist tendencies, 
bureaucratism, elitism, inefficiency, and loss of revolutionary fervour. He launched 
the Cultural Revolution by calling young people in China to revive the revolutionary 
spirit. Millions of teenagers, organized into brigades of Red Guards, took Mao at his 
words: "Bombard the headquarters!" - party officials and managers of factories and 
communes were kicked out of their offices, and revolutionary offices were set up to 
replace the old; "Destroy poisonous weeds!" - intellectuals and capitalist-roaders 
� See Wan Guofang, "The Educational Reforms in the Cultural Revolution in China: A Postmodern 
Critique", Education, 122:1 (Fall, 2001), pp. 21-32. 
"2 Barry Sautman, Retreat from Revolution: Why Communist Systems Deradicalise (University 
Microfilms International, 1991) 
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were sent to work in remote areas to leam from the people; "Sweep away the old to 
bring forth the new!" - museums and libraries were sacked, temples and historic sites 
vandalized. As students, workers, commune members and people from all walks of 
life were busy participating in the Cultural Revolution, everything was shut down in 
the country. All production stopped, and the country became stagnated. Schools were 
closed so that teachers and students could concentrate on "destroying the four o lds" -
old culture, old ideology, old customs, and old habits. All forms of the old - old 
textbooks, literature, music, movies, and plays were all banned in schools. To many, 
this was an anti-cultural revolution. Education, being a key c omponent of the state 
structure and having a considerable impact on social and economic development, 
became one of the first targets of attack. 
There was a revival of interest in Confucian ideas in the early 1960s to an 
extent not seen in China since 1949. To revolutionize the Chinese education system, 
Mao believed that people would have to part with their Confucian past. He believed 
that education then was dominated by Confucian ideas and did not fit with the goal of 
building a socialist country. Confucius was criticized for trying to use education to 
restore a slave society that had declined in his times. This was an implied accusation 
of Mao's political rivals like Liu Shaoqi for advocating capitalism and restoration of a 
system, which favoured the ruling class only. Education then was believed to be 
oppressive and unfavourable to the children of the working class. In theory, the 
ultimate goal of Confucian education was the perfection of people in the ethical 
sense - learning the rules of social relationships and of ethical codes; in practice, 
traditional Chinese education was concerned more with the preparation and selection 
of the ruling elite than with the true education and development of the personality. 
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Traditional education was more concerned about book knowledge than practical skills, 
which Confucius dismissed as trifling skills of a scribe. Instruction in traditional 
Chinese education stressed mechanical memorization and suppressed both the spirit of 
free inquiry and the initiative of the learner. The dominant teaching style in traditional 
education was in favour of transmission of factual classical knowledge rather than the 
development of the ability to learn, and in favour of passive adaptation to 
environment rather than active transformation of it. 
School admission examinations determined who was able to enter each level 
of education. The competitions among students were tough. Students who came from 
educated bourgeois families tended to do better in the entrance examinations than 
students from semi-literate working class families. In 1966, Mao issued a radical 
decree which abolished the university entrance examinations and intended to give 
more chances to working class children and to eradicate gaps between students from 
different backgrounds. Education was made available to all children through senior 
middle school. Links between classroom achievement and upward mobility was cut 
entirely. All middle school graduates were assigned directly to jobs, no consideration 
was given to academic records when these job positions were divided. Whether 
someone could go to college or not was decided by the work institution and based on 
one's performance at job. 
In 1968, the reformed school curriculum had the following features: (1) it 
played down the systematic teaching of theory and taught concepts that were relevant 
to industrial and agricultural work; (2) students academic excellence was no longer 
rewarded or admired in the classroom; (3) classroom learning was to be combined 
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with work in the fields; (4) the entrance examination was eliminated; (5) school 
graduates were assigned jobs in factories or sent to work on farms, and selected from 
there to go to universities⑴；(6) the length of pre-tertiary education was cut down 
from 12 years to 10 years (five years for elementary and five years for middle school). 
Schools faced many problems. Teachers had a hard time getting students back 
to schools and readjusted to the routine of school life; the teaching profession, which 
had been bombarded by the revolution was demoralized; textbooks and curriculum 
were ideologically constrained and full of political jargon. What is more, students 
were not motivated to leam. They felt studying at school was useless since it had 
nothing to do with their future. They would go to work in factories or on farms no 
matter how well they did at school. Why bother learning calculus when all they 
needed would be nothing more than multiplication tables? Further more, if they had a 
“good father" - a father who was a party official or who had connections, they would 
get a good job, or go to a university anyway. Schools and universities were run by the 
Revolutionary Committees set up according to Mao's speech in the summer of 1968, 
which called for a proletarian administration for schools. The school year was divided 
into several parts: classroom study for five months, factory work for one month, farm 
work for one month, and stay in the army for another month. The purpose was to give 
students re-education by workers, peasants, and soldiers so they would not lose touch 
with the working class and would not become bourgeois successors in the future. 
Only after Mao's death, and when the Cultural Revolution was ended, the 
country's focus turned from class struggle to economic construction. Deng Xiaoping 
Unger, Education Under Mao (1984) 
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declared in 1978 that the speedy economic and technical development demanded 
rapid improvement in the quality and efficiency of education. The stress on quality of 
education rather than political purity brought back many practices of the traditional 
education, such as competitive university entrance examinations, double-track system 
of education, and school achievement-based job assignments. There was no more re-
education from the working class people, and teachers gained back their esteem and 
authority. 
As Wan Guofang mentioned, Education has never been neutral but ideological 
and political to Chinese educators. ”斗 The Chinese always believe that education 
carries ideology and is a good way to inform people. The objective of education in 
China during the Cultural Revolution was to train a new generation of ideologically 
trustworthy and technically competent Chinese for the development of socialism/^^ 
The reforms in the Cultural Revolution were concerned about the education of 
working class, and the opening up of more opportunities for the underprivileged. The 
competitive university entrance examinations were abolished so that more children of 
the working class could go to universities. An increasing number of children of 
workers, peasants, and government officials were admitted to universities and 
colleges to the exclusion of the descendants of the bourgeoisie in the Cultural 
Revolution. The reforms also emphasized the practical skills, experiences, and family 
114 Wan Guofang, "The Educational Reforms in the Cultural Revolution in China: A Postmodern 
Critique", Education, 122:1 (Fall, 2001), pp. 21-32. 
115 Kincheloe writes, "Critical postmodern teachers are not politically neutral, as they identify with a 
critical system of meaning and all of its allegiances .... On a daily basis teachers choose to include 
some forms of legitimate particular beliefs while delegitimating others" See Kincheloe, J.L.: 1993, 
Toward a, Critical Politics of Teacher Thinking: Mapping the Postmodern, Bergin & Garvey, Westport, 
CT.，p.39. Giroux argues against the traditional view of classroom instruction and learning as a neutral 
or transpar ent process removed from the juncture of power, history, and social context. He believes 
that education should empower students for the future transformation of society towards the direction 
of democ racy and equality. See also Giroux, H.A.:I988, Teachers as Intellectuals, Bergin & Gamey， 
South Hadley, MA. 
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values brought to school by students from working class f a m i l i e s . "6 In the Cultural 
Revolution, Confucian educational ideas, memorization of book knowledge without 
questioning, and teachers' absolute authority were criticized. The curriculum was 
reformed so that students could leam theories through practices or hands-on 
experience. Students could leam practical skills that were relevant to their lives. 
Students worked on farms, factories, and in the army during each school year. Some 
classes were taught in the fields by workers and fa rmers . 
During the Cultural Revolution the governance of schools was moved from 
the hands of bourgeois intellectuals to committees made up of local workers, soldiers, 
peasants, and "politically correct" students and teachers. The definition of "culture" 
seems to be different for the two groups of educational reformers. The Cultural 
Revolution was, in fact, anti-cultural, and an anti-old feudal ideas' movement. Old 
cultural and feudal ideas in the Cultural Revolution were related to ideology, 
oppression, class, and gender. Intellectuals and professionals were criticized for 
wanting to return to those old days, and for promoting all old feudal and cultural 
elements in socialist China. The reform in China was aimed at breaking the old and 
establishing the new. Culture can be readily broken down into dominant culture and 
subordinate culture. Dominant culture refers to social practices and representations 
that affirm the central values, interests, and concerns of the social class in control of 
the material and symbolic wealth of society. The hegemonic roles of government in 
defining dominate and subordinate cultures should be studied 
116 See Giroux, H.A., Teachers as Intellectuals, (Bergin & Gamey, South Hadley, MA., 1988) 
117 See Freire, P., Pedagogy of the Oppressed, (Continuum, New York, 1970) 
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As hegemony is a kind of ideological determinism, Gramsci suggested that 
hegemony operates through "so-called private organizations such as the Church, the 
trade union, [and] the school，，n8 A generation after Gramsci，s death in 1937, several 
scholars turned their attention toward education as the principal mechanism for the 
promotion of the dominant ideology, for the engineering of consent, and for the 
subsequent exploitative structuring of capitalist society. Building explicitly or 
implicitly on Gramsci, Althusser, Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis, Pierre Bourdieu 
and Jean Claude Passeron, and Basil Bernstein articulated theories of social or 
cultural reproduction in education/^^ 
In general, reproduction theorists argued that schools actively support the 
"reproduction" of an inequitable class system. Students are seen as forming 
perceptions of them and their possibilities because of ideologies transmitted in 
schools; these perceptions integrate with the interests of the dominant class in one of 
two ways. According to social reproduction theorists like Althusser and Bowles and 
Gintis, school ideologies prepare students directly for stratified participation in the 
capitalist economic system. For instance, Althusser argued that education, which he 
labelled "the dominant Ideological State Apparatus," "drums into [students] a certain 
amount of "know-how" wrapped in the ruling ideology" .Through the completion 
varying amounts of schooling, students are "provided with the ideology which suits 
the role [they have] to fulfill in class society: the role of the exploited (with a "higher-
Gramsci Selection from the Prison Notebooks (1971), p. 56. 
119 Antonio Gramsci, Selection from the Prison Notebooks (1971); L. Althusser, "Ideology and the 
Ideological State Apparatuses", in Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays, B. Brewster trans., 
(London: New Left Books, 1971), pp. 127-173; S. Bowles and H. Gintis, Schooling in Capitalist 
America (New York: Basic Books, 1976); Pierre Bourdieu and J. C. Passeron, Reproduction in 
Education, Society, and Culture, R. Nice trans., (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage, 1977); and Basil Bernstein, 
Class, Codes and Control (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1977). 
120 Althusser, "Ideology and the Ideological State Apparatuses", pp. 149, 147. 
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development," "professional," “ethical,，’ "civic," "national" and a political 
consciousness), the role of the agent of exploitation (ability to give the workers 
orders.")，[the role] of the agent of repression (ability to give orders and enforce 
obedience...).，，i2i 
Habitus 'Success' 
Privileged \ ^ 
group \ / ^ 
( Cultural capital 
Reproduction Assimiiatton 
V Cultural capital — 
Under-privileged 产 \ 
group ( � 
Habitus ^ 'Failure' 
F I G U R E 3 P I E R R E B O U R D I E U ' S T H E O R Y O F C U L T U R A L R E P R O D U C T I O N 
Cultural reproduction theorists like Bourdieu and Passeron (1977) and Bernstein 
(1977), on the other hand, suggested only an indirect economic consequence of school 
ideologies. According to these scholars, school ideologies give currency to certain 
cultural practices that, "because they correspond to the material and symbolic interests 
of groups or classes differently situated within the power relations," support existing 
class and economic relations 
Through their examination of school as a hegemonic venue and conduit for the 
dominant ideology, reproduction theorists made significant progress toward 
explaining "how working class kids get working class jobs,，� Nevertheless, like 
Gramsci, reproduction theorists tended toward ideological determinism. For these 
scholars, school ideologies resemble Sirens: They hail or "interpellate" students who, 
121 Ibid., p. 147. 
122 Pierre Bourdieu and J. C. Passeron, Reproduction in Education, Society, and Culture, R. Nice trans., 
(Beverly Hills, CA: Sage, 1977), p. ii. 
123 Paul Willis, Learning to Labour (Westmead: Saxon House, 1977), p. 1. 
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bewitched, appear powerless to resist incorporation/^ Critiquing the assumption that 
the dominant ideology necessarily mystifies students, Henry Giroux concludes that 
reproduction theories characterize people as "static role-bearers, carriers of predefined 
meanings, agents of hegemonic ideologies inscribed in their psyche like irremovable 
scars，，i25 Though many reproduction theorists have since moved toward more complex 
analyses，i26 the correspondences they articulated in the 1970s remain highly 
influential among scholars interested in charting historical developments in thinking 
about education and class relations 
Bourdieu's work is one of the few coherent accounts of the role that education 
have in both changing and in reproducing social and cultural inequalities from one 
generation to the next. He achieves this analysis in relation to education through an 
exploration of the tension between the conservative aspect of schooling (re-
production), and the dynamic, innovative aspects (production). This tension is 
exacerbated in a plural society by considerations of which particular cultural past (and 
present) is to be "conserved" or reproduced in the schools. Bourdieu has argued that it 
is the culture of the dominant group, the group that control the economic, social and 
political resources, which embodied in the schools, and that it is this "embodiment" 
that works as a reproduction strategy for the dominant group. Such a reproduction 
strategy is never complete or perfect, but is an element of the process of class 
124 Althusser, "Ideology and the Ideological State Apparatuses", p. 164. 
125 H. A. Giroux, Theory and Resistance in Education: A Pedagogy for the Opposition (Soth Hadley, 
MA: Bergin and Garvey, 1983) 
126 Pierre Bourdieu, The State Nobility: Elite Schools in the Field of Power, L. C. Clough trans., 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1996); and S. Bowles and H. Gintis，Democracy and Capitalism: 
Property, Community, and the Contradictions of Modern Thought (New York: Basic Books, 1986). 
127 For a recent discussion, see R. A. Morrow and C. A. Torres, Social Theory and Education: A 
Critique of Theories of Social and Cultural Reproduction (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
1995) 
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reproduction. 128 He asks us to think of cultural capital in the same way we think of 
economic capital. Just as our dominant economic institutions are structured to favour 
those who already possess economic capital, so our educational institutions are 
structured to favour those who already possess cultural capital, in the form of the 
habitus of the dominant cultural fraction. The schools, he argues, take the habitus of 
the dominant group as a natural and only proper sort of habitus and treat all children 
as if they equal access to it. In this way, the dominant habitus is transformed into a 
form of cultural capital that the schools take for granted, and which acts as a mot 
effective filter in the reproductive processes of a hierarchical society. Poor 
achievement for some groups in a society, then, is not something inherent in cultural 
difference per se, but is an artefact of the way school operate. Those with the 
appropriate cultural capital are reinforced with "success", while others are not. 
Many scholars agree that no one can be reinforced with "success" in the 
Cultural Revolution. The cultural reproduction was disordered besides of the break of 
formal education. What was the new set of cultural capital in the Cultural Revolution 
becomes the next question. It can be answered by tracing back to curriculum and 
textbook in schools, the most common educational place, and reading atmosphere in 
general public in that time. In early 1966, the Cultural Revolution spread over China. 
It was officially explained that the broad masses of workers, peasants, soldiers, cadres 
and revolutionary intellectuals had opened fire on the anti-Party, anti-socialist black 
line that ha appeared in the cultural fields.^^^ On May 7, 1966, Mao Zedong made his 
128 See Bourdieu, "Cultural Reproduction and Social Reproduction," in R. Brown ed., Knowledge, 
Education and Social Change (London: Tavistock, 1973), p. 80; and "The School as a Conservative 
Force: Scholastic and Cultural Inequalities," in J. Eggleston ed., Contemporary Reserach in the 
Sociology of Education (London: Methuen, 1974), p. 39. 
129 One of the first public expressions of the new revolution was an article in the Liberation Army Daily 
on April 18，entitled "Hold High the Great Red Banner of Mao Zedong's Thinking; Actively 
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famous statement on education in a letter to Defense Minister Lin Biao: "While the 
students' main task is to study, they should also leam other things, that is to say, they 
should not only leam book knowledge, they should also leam industrial production, 
agricultural production, and military affairs. They should also criticize and repudiate 
the bourgeoisie. The length of schooling should be shortened, education should be 
revolutionized, and the domination of our schools and college by bourgeois 
intellectuals should not be tolerated any longer."^^^ A formal sign of the new 
revolution at the political level was the decision by the Communist Party to 
reorganize the Beijing Municipal Party Committee. The decision was announced over 
the radio on June 3, 1966, together with the decision to reorganize the Bei Da (Peking 
University) Party Committee — a clear indication of the role of education in the new 
revolution. It was also stated that the new Beijing Municipal Party Committee would 
directly lead the "great socialist cultural revolution in Beijing." 
The schools began to re-open in 1968，after being closed for up to two years. 
Colleges and universities did not re-open until 1970 and 1971, some of them having 
been closed for over four y e a r s F o r the school curriculum, the most significant 
factor in Chinese education is the emphasis that is placed on politics. One of the basic 
goals of all Chinese schools is to teach students the currently-accepted political and 
cultural values as they appear in the writings of Mao and as they are interpreted by the 
Chinese Communist Party. All schools have classes in politics that teach students the 
following values and beliefs such as cooperation is better than competition; collective 
goals are more important than individual goals; equal respect should be given to 
Participate in the Great Socialist Cultural Revolution." The article referred to Mao's statement in 1962, 
about not to forget class struggle, and explained that a sharp class struggle existed on the cultural front 
in China. 
13�PR 1/1976. 
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manual and intellectual work; peasants and workers should participate in making the 
decisions which affect their lives; people should try to solve technical problems 
through their own efforts, when possible, and should not depend solely on experts; 
and members of the Chinese Communist Party should be respected for their 
leadership qualities and their political consciousness, but should be criticized when 
they are wrong. 
This set of beliefs pervades the entire curriculum of all Chinese schools. At the 
kindergarten, for example, at least 15 minutes each day is spent discussing principles 
such as cooperation and self-reliance. These theoretical ideas are put into practice by 
encouraging children to help each other get dressed without the aid of adults, and to 
play games involving two or more children rather than playing alone. In primary 
schools, classes in politics take up a few hours each week. Students leam some of the 
important political slogans and the principles behind them. They hear what life was 
like before liberation by listening to the experiences of retired peasants and workers. 
The introductory reading books stress the difficulties that existed in China prior to 
liberation and encourage students to conform to the cultural norms of Chinese 
socialism. 
As children grow older, the amount of time spent in political study increases. 
They begin to read some of the articles written by Chairman Mao and others, they 
discuss important current events both inside and outside of China, and they leam 
about their own roles in building Socialism. This political education continues in the 
colleges and universities. By the observation of Fred L. Pincus in 1972, even at 
131 W. Hinton, Hundred Day War (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1972) 
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Tsinghua University, a very prestigious technical school, 15% of students' time is 
spent in political study/^^ In addition to these classes in politics, students at all 
schools have classes in "revolutionary art and culture." These classes consist mainly 
of learning the songs and dances that are seen and heard throughout China. Most of 
the songs and dances have political themes such as patriotism, hard work and group 
solidarity. Each school has a group of students that performs these songs and dances 
for visitors to the school and for the public. This demand that children compete to 
show that they adhered to the proper values started early. All of the reading primers 
were heavily laden with morality tales^^^ and as the children learned to read, the 
teachers were supposed to teach them to abide by the moral or political messages. To 
make these political lessons more concrete to the pupils, the schools promoted a wide 
range of highly organized activities, and it was based on their enthusiastic 
participation in these activities that the children's political activism was to be judged. 
Each week, at lease one two-hour period was set aside for Young Pioneer activities, 
be it hobby clubs, voluntary labour for the school or song-and-dance performances. 
To train the children to be socially conscious, they were organized to do token 
housework at old people's homes and to plant trees for the nation. They made rounds 
of the neighbourhoods in squads during holidays to pay their respects to the families 
of army men, as the representatives of one glorious organization to another. They 
stood vigil to make sure people did not spit on the streets. 
For the textbook of Communist China, it was planned that textbooks were 
developed in the Jin-Cha-Ji Liberated Area in 1944/45 in a fashion similar to methods 
132 Fred L. Pincus, Education in the People's Republic of China (Baltimore: Research Group One, 1975) 
133 For a selection of readings from pre-Cultural Revolution Chinese schools, see Charles Ridley, Paul 
Godwin and Dennis Doolin, The Making of a Model Citizen in China (Stanford: The Hoover Institute 
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used later. Previous textbooks modelled after formal primary school texts were to be 
replaced by a new version, volume one and two of which would be written by central 
authorities and volume three and four were to be written by prefecture and country 
authorities reflecting local condition, material, and n e e d s E v i d e n c e as to the 
completion of new textbooks is lacking. However, the plans regarding authority to 
publish textbooks laid the pattern for post-liberation practices. 
Many people outside of China tend to see this emphasis on politics as a form 
of “brainwashing，，or "indoctrination" since they believe that education should be 
"value-free" and "apolitical." But the Chinese do not believe that education can be 
apolitical. They believe that the schools necessarily reflect the cultural values and the 
social class interests of the people who control the schools. Therefore, the Chinese 
continue, it is important that the schools be run by people (1) who have the "correct" 
set of political and cultural value and (2) who represent all of the people of China. 
This fundamental rejection of a "value-free" educational system is basic if one is to 
understand the Chinese schools. Prior to the Cultural Revolution, the Chinese schools 
were based on an educational philosophy that appeared to be apolitical. Chinese 
educators believed that educated people were better able to make important decisions 
due to their superior knowledge than uneducated people; they believe, at the same 
time, that schools should be metritocratic; i.e., those who were able to meet high 
Press, 1971). See also the journal Chinese Education (White Plains, New York), Summer 1977, for a 
selection of primer readings from the middle 1970s. 
See S-CH-H Border Region Government, Directive on the Development of the Winter-School 
Movement, 10/2/1944, (S-CH-H Border Region Government, 1945), p. 77; and S-CH-H Border Region 
Government, Notice About the Building of People's Schools and People's Education on the 
Foundation of the Winter-School Movement, 1945 (S-CH-H Border Region Government, 1945), p. 81. 
Cited in Klaus Belde, Saomong: Kommunistische Alphabetisierungsarbeit (Brockmeyer, Bochum FRG, 
1982) 
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academic standards should be allowed to be educated, while others should receive 
only minimal education.�35 
Since the Cultural Revolution, the Chinese have argued that this apparently 
apolitical educational philosophy was not only political, but was politically incorrect 
because it resulted in a set of conditions that were inconsistent with the Chinese 
model of socialism. First, working class and peasant students were getting less 
education and were less likely to attend college than students from aristocratic, 
landlord or capitalist families. Second, educated people believed that they were better 
than uneducated people and lost respect for manual labour. Finally, educated people 
were often unwilling and unable to use their skills and knowledge to help build a 
better society; instead, they became interested in personal gain.^ ^^ The Chinese believe 
that the current emphasis on having the "correct political line" will result in the 
creation of a group of educated people who believe in using their skills to help 
develop an equalitarian socialist society consistent with the writings of Chairman Mao. 
Most Chinese agreed that the schools had two basic goals: (1) to teach students the 
political and cultural ideology of socialism and (2) to teach students the theoretical 
and practical skills necessary for economic growth. Few Chinese, however, were 
certain about the concrete way in these educational goals should be implemented.� 
The curriculum at all levels of education does reflect the political, economic and 
cultural values of Chinese socialism. Almost all visitors to China report an extremely 
See V. Nee. The Cultural Revolution at Beijing Universin- (1969); M. Bastid, "Economic Necessity 
and Political Ideals in Educational Reform During the Cultural Revolution", China Quarterly, v. 42 
(Apr.-Jun., 1970), pp. 16-45; P. Mauger et la., Education in China (London: Anglo Chinese 
Educational Institute, 1974). 
i-�6 Nee, The Cultural Revolution at Beijing University (1969); Bastid, "Economic Necessity and 
Political Ideals", (1970); Whitaker and Shinn, Area Handbook for the People 's Republic of China 
(1972) 
Fred L. Pincus, Education in the People's Republic of China (Baltimore: Research Group One, 1975； 
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high degree of value consensus and commitment to socialism among the Chinese 
people at all age levels/^^ Moreover, under the education of "walking with two legs," 
the aims of higher education in China shifted from training bureaucracy and 
management staff to technical and skilled labour. As John K. Fairbank think that it is 
obvious that the Party tried to disconnect the relationship between cultural education 
and the governmental policies.^^^ Social prelude to Maoism, therefore, not only 
happened in government policies of book publishing and printing, but in the 
educational field started with anti-intellectuals movement. 
Since the intellectuals as a group in China are defined in terms of educational 
background and professional career, where education is an important sector, their 
situation understandably has a bearing on educational issues. They were the dominate 
group of cultural reproduction process before the Cultural Revolution because they 
had been educated as both political elite and professional elite under formal education 
in pre-Cultural Revolution era. In 1957, Mao estimated the number of intellectuals in 
the country to be “about five million of all types, including both higher and ordinary 
intellectuals.”i4o In the same speech, he stressed the importance of intellectuals, 
directly and indirectly, in the field of education: "Moreover, intellectuals are 
educators. Our writers, scientists and technicians, professors and teachers are all 
educating students, educating the people" Mao's view of the intellectuals, however, 
was ambiguous. He distrusted them, and, like most Marxists, regarded them as 
138 See R. M. Whitehead, "How the Young Are Taught in Mao's China", Saturday Review (4 March, 
1972)，pp. 40-45; J. K. Galbraith, "Galbraith Has Seen China's Future — and It Works", New York 
Times Magazine (26 November, 1972); W. H. Phillips, "How 3 Students Fare in Education System 
That is Changing Fast", Wall Street Journal (3 November, 1972); Pincus, Education in the People's 
Republic of China (1975) 
139 John King Fairbank, The Great Chinese Revolution (1986) 
"Speech at the Chinese Communist Party's National Conference on Propaganda Work," SW, V, p. 
423. 
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wavering elements and unreliable allies in the revolution as well as in socialist 
construction. On the other hand, he felt that they represented important competence 
which, properly utilized, could benefit the whole country. Mao's scepticism rested on 
the class position of the intellectuals and the education that they had received. As is 
well known, Mao was extremely critical of the old system of formal education and 
referred in 1942 to education and the intellectuals: "Even supposing all their 
knowledge is true, it is still not acquired through their own personal experience, but 
consists of theories set down by their predecessors in summarizing experience of the 
struggle of production and of the class s t r u g g l e . ” � In the middle 1950s, Mao became 
more aware of the contradictory nature of the intellectuals, and he wrote both of the 
progress that had been made in the ideological transformation of the intellectuals and 
of the long time it would still require.丄斗之 An anti-intellectual climax was reached in 
China during the Cultural Revolution, and even if it is hardly likely that Mao backed 
the extreme expressions of anti-intellectualism, still some theoretical justification 
could be found in Mao's writings. 
In opposite, rebels became a new set of power holder in the Cultural 
Revolution. These destructive rebels also switched the former role of intellectuals as 
political elite. Most rebels of the Cultural Revolution were rebels, but not 
revolutionaries. Although they might have long been discontented with the 
establishment, few ever seriously thought about structural ways to overcome the 
social maladies that existed in pre-Cultural Revolution China. They never questioned 
whether an old power structure with new power holders would be able to make any 
fundamental changes; and they had no idea about what they would do with their 
�" R e c t i f y the Party's Style of Work," SW, V’ p. 175. 
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power. Instead, they were interested simply in power as such. The events of 1967 and 
1968 clearly demonstrate that the primary concern of most rebel organizations was 
merely to maximize their own share of power. There were, however, a handful of 
clairvoyants who were trying not only to reshuffle the bureaucracy but also to create a 
new society, a society that was modelled after the Paris Commune of 1871. What they 
represented then was called 'new trends of thought' (xin shi chao). By tracing the rise 
and evolution of xm shi chao over the 10 years between 1966 and 1976. The Cultural 
Revolution was a ''revolution from above" and the rebels did not rise of their own 
volition. Although they might have long been discontented with the establishment, 
few had ever seriously thought about what was wrong with the present socio-political 
system, let alone how to amend it. When reassessing the role in the Cultural 
Revolution of the rebels as a whole, a former rebel theorist points out that the rebels 
were basically a destructive force, which had enormous capacity to disturb and 
paralyse the existing system, including education system of course, but little thought 
about how to reform it. In seeking to liberate themselves from all forms of oppression 
and restrictions, the rebels tended to focus their attacks on their immediate superiors 
and other individuals who, they believed, were responsible for their past misfortunes. 
For most of the rebels, vindictiveness was the main, if not the only force that kept 
them active in p o l i t i c s . ^ Once they, as victors, had vented their spite on those they 
hated, they would either exit from collective action altogether, becoming bystanders 
142 See Mao, Gai zao wo men de xue xi (Shanghai: Xin hua shu dien, 1949); and Mao dun lun (Beijing: 
Ren min chu ban she, 1952) 
143 Wang Shaoguang, Failure of Charisma: The Cultural Revolution in Wuhan (Hong Kong: Oxford 
University Press, 1995), pp. 282-287. After the rebel forces defeated the conservative forces in Wuhan 
in late July 1967, for example, public accusation meetings were held in every unit, and hundreds and 
thousands of people paraded through the streets day in and day out. Many party cadres and former 
conservatives were tortured, their homes seized, and their family members abused. According to 
incomplete statistics, more than 600 people were beaten to death and over 66,000 others were injured 
or crippled as a result of tortures after the Wuhan Incident. See Chen Zaidao, '720 shijian shimo', in 
Gemingshi ziliao. Vol. 12 (Beijing: Historical Material Publishing House, 1981), p. 42. 
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of the movement, or remain active but only to pursue personal economic gains, which 
gave rise to, as Wang Shaoguang noticed, "rampant economism，？"^  
Even rebel leaders were just rebels, not revolutionaries. When Mao called on 
them to�se ize power', they all responded enthusiastically. Nevertheless, they wanted 
to be in power not because they needed power to realize some noble revolutionary 
goals, but because they were attracted by the prospect of becoming new power 
holders. They hardly ever thought about structural ways to overcome the social 
maladies that existed in pre-Cultural Revolution China; they never questioned 
whether an old power structure with new power holders would be able to make any 
fundamental changes; and they had no idea about what they would do with their 
power. Instead, they were interested in power for the sake of power. The events of 
1967 and 1968 clearly demonstrate that the primary concern of every rebel 
organization was merely to maximize its own share of power.丄‘苎 
In most contemporary societies, the political elite and the professional elite 
share common social and educational backgrounds. This was not the case in China 
under communist rule. While the existing intellectuals came from the former upper 
and middle classes, most communist officials were of humble social backgrounds and 
had little formal education. The social gap between these two groups acquired 
political meaning because the official ideology defined the former as bourgeois and 
the latter as proletarian. The communist leaders believed that the solution to the 
problem of the intellectuals was to create educated specialists from among workers 
and peasants. The communist government, therefore, aimed at proposing a new set of 
Wang Shaoguang, Failure of Charisma, pp. 166-170. 
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cultural reproduction assignment to underpin its social base by hostility with the 
existing old intellectuals. But this was not an easy task, for workers, peasants and 
their children had been the least educated among the popula t ion . i46 
The same situation happened in the Soviet Union in 1920s. Both the first five-
year plan in the Soviet Union and the Great Leap Forward in China were marked by a 
radical approach to the problem of the intellectuals. As the old intellectuals were 
attacked for their bourgeois nature, radical measures were undertaken to rapidly 
increase the proportion of workers, peasants and their children among students in 
higher education, and consequently among the future specialists. This parallel was not 
a pure coincidence. First, the militant policy toward the old intellectuals had a 
common social basis in the Soviet and Chinese communist parties, since communist 
officials generally distrusted old specialists. Moreover, while the first five-year plan 
in the Soviet Union was a time of agricultural collectivisation and complete 
elimination of the private sector in industry and commerce, China's Great Leap 
Forward took place just after the complete socialisation of the economy. Although 
driven by different circumstances, Stalin and Mao came to the same conclusion that 
the socialist transformation of the economy redefined the relations between the 
Communist Party and the intellectuals. Stalin suggested that, as the country was 
entering full socialism, cooperation between the Communist Party and the old 
specialists who had not accepted its ideology was no longer possible. This Stalinist 
logic encouraged class war against old specialists. After briefly advocating a 
benevolent approach to the intellectuals, Mao came to the conclusion that this group 
Wang Shaoguang, "New Trends of Thought' on the Cultural Revolution", Journal of Contemporary 
China, 8: 21 (Jul., 1999)，pp. 197-219. 
Zhu Lisheng, "The Problem of the Intelligentsia and Radicalism in Higher Education Under Stalin 
and Mao", Europe Asia Studies, 52:8 (Dec., 2000), pp. 1489-1514. 
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had become the main carriers of bourgeois influence after the socialisation of the 
economy. While the anti-rightist campaign was a vendetta against those who had 
criticised the Communist Party in the Hundred Flowers movement, the militant policy 
toward the old intelligentsia that grew out of it and continued into the Great Leap 
period derived from this belief. As in the Soviet Union by the middle of the 1930s, the 
old intellectuals became a small minority of the educated professionals in China by 
the middle of the 19608，However, the Cultural Revolution of the late 1960s 
brought another attack on this group. The tension between the communist leaders and 
the old intellectuals was no longer a factor in this attack. On the contrary, in the view 
of the Chinese Cultural Revolutionaries, a majority of the senior communist leaders 
and the old intellectuals had formed an informal alliance for taking China onto the 
revisionist road. Eventually, academically oriented higher education also became 
incompatible with Mao's vision of socialist society. For, in the Maoist view, such 
education could not but produce elite-minded intellectuals, regardless of their social 
origins. Consequently, even the specialists trained after 1949 were defined as 
bourgeois by the Cultural Revolution at the beginning of the 1 9 7 0 s . I n the last years 
of Mao's life Chinese higher education policy aimed more at preventing the re-
emergence of political-elite-minded intellectuals than at creating professional 
specialists. 
147 Because of the rapid increase in the teaching staff during the Great Leap Forward, a logical 
consequence of the enormous expansion of higher education in this period, old professors had already 
become a small minority of the faculty in many universities and institutes by autumn 1959. For 
example, young assistant teachers made up 80% of the faculty at Qinghua University in autumn 1959. 
Guang min ri bao, 18 November 1959. 
148 Bo Yibo, Vol. n, p. 1009; also see Hongqi, 1977, 12, p. 3. 
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IV History of Reading in the Cultural Revolution 
Collective Memory and the Cultural Revolution 
Reading becomes the most significant aspect to understand the intellectual 
field in the Cultural Revolution since formal education stopped. The readership in the 
Cultural Revolution, however, is open to question. No statistical survey was 
undertaken as far as is known. Fragments of history of reading in the Cultural 
Revolution only can be accumulated from collective memories of participants and 
victims of the revolution. Since the first half of the twentieth century, memory has 
become an established and flourishing field of study across the human s c i e n c e s T o 
be sure, the surge of academic interest cannot be seen in isolation from the major 
political upheavals of the late twentieth century, which have made issues of memory 
and identity central to political discourse and practice. The rapid expansion of the 
notion of memory in scholarly discourse went hand in hand with a growing interest on 
the part of political actors in the representation of the past.^ ^® "Memory" has become 
an all-encompassing category applied across scholarly disciplines and historical 
epochs. Historicizing the notions of both memory and history has been part of the 
agenda of historian since its inception. Historian welcomes theoretical and 
methodological contributions which question prevalent notions of memory scholarly. 
A debate on the uses, limitations and mystifications of notions of "collective 
149 See Maurice Halbwachs, Les cares sociaux de la memoire (Paris, 1925); La memoire collective 
(Paris, 1950); La topographic des Evangiles en Terre Sainte (Paris, 1941); "La memoire collective 
Chez les musiciens", Revue Philosophique, 127 (1939), pp. 136-65; Edward Shils, Tradition (London, 
1981) ； Z. Bauman, Memories of Class (London, 1982) ； Eric Hobsbawn and T. Ranger eds., The 
Invention of Tradition (Cambridge, 1983) ； Pierre Nora, Les lieux de la memoire (Paris, 1984) ； R. 
Boyers, Atrocity and Amnesia: The Political Novel since 1945 (Oxford, 1985) ； B. A. Smith, 衍cs 
and Remembrance (Princeton, 1985); D. Lowentha, The Past is a Foreign Country (Cambridge, 1985)； 
R Hang, Female Sexualitzation: A Collective Work of Memory, trans., E. Carter (London, 1987) ； P. 
Connerton, How Societies Remember (Cambridge, 1991) 
150 Gadi Algazi, "From the Editor: The Past in the Present," Memory and History, 13:1, pp. 1-2. 
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memory," for instance, is long overdue. By the same token, studies focusing on the 
particular meanings of "memory" and "history" in past cultures and on specific ways 
of coming to terms with the past in different historical and cultural contexts could 
significantly enrich our research concepts. Historian explores current representations 
of the past; it also retains its commitment to analysing the persistent presence of the 
memory of the Holocaust in modem societies. They also seek contributions that set 
modem ways of representing the past in relation to pre-modem ones and consider 
how the past is reconfigured by changing technologies of communication and 
transmission. 
That problematic relationship between history and memory has until recently 
been discussed mainly in connection with the Holocaust, a global catastrophe, in 
which six million Jews were deliberately killed/^^ It was the tormenting recollection 
of that disaster, still part of living memory that, led to the founding of a journal, 
History and Memory, edited in Israel, in which the subject is constantly analysed. 
Nevertheless, the problem's fullest theoretical exploration has appeared in France, in 
Pierre Nora's seven-volume Lieux de Memoire, of which a three-volume selection has 
appeared in English translation. ^ ^^  Like so much of French methodological rumination, 
Nora's lengthy theoretical introductions and prefatory essays come across as rhetorical 
exuberance. But he has made the issue clear, and that issue lies at the latent 
foundation of the discussions in the articles above. History一that is, historiography一 
151 See Geoffrey Hartman, Holocaust Remembrance: The Shapes of Memory, (Oxford: Blackwell, 
1994); James E. Young ed., The Art of Memory: Holocaust memorials in History (New York: Prestel, 
1994); Pierre Vidal-Naquet, The Jews: History, Memory, and the Present, (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1996); Caroline Wiedmer, The Claims of Memory: representations of the Holocaust 
in contemporary Germany and France (Ithaca; London: Cornell University Press, 1999); James 
Young, At Memory's Edge: After-images of the Holocaust in Contemporary Art and Architecture, 
(New Haven, Conn.; London: Yale University Press, 2000); Peter Novick, The Holocaust and 
Collective Memory (London: Bllomsbury, 1999) 
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Nora explains, is the critical, sceptical, empirical source-bound reconstruction of past 
events, circumstances, and people based on the belief that the past is not only distant 
from us but also different. We look for differences in the past and for how those 
differences changed and evolved to create the world we know, which contains, 
however deeply buried, the residues of those past worlds. We avoid anachronisms of 
all kinds and seek to reconstruct the contexts of the past, the long-gone temporal and 
situational sockets in which past events and circumstances were embedded. As 
historians we shrink from telescoping past and present, hoping to explain the things 
that happened for their own sakes and in their own terms. And we select from the 
documentation what seems to illuminate the outcomes, which we, as opposed to the 
people in the past, are privileged to know. But we do so critically, sceptically, because 
we know that we can never recapture any part of the past absolutely and completely. 
So we keep our distance from the past, from the stories we tell, knowing that facts 
may be uncovered that will change our stories; other viewpoints may turn us away 
from what we now think is relevant, and other ways of understanding may make us 
reconsider everything. 
But Memory, as Nora and others have explained, is something different. Its 
relation to the past is an embrace. It is not a critical, sceptical reconstruction of what 
happened. It is the spontaneous, unquestioned experience of the past. It is absolute, 
not tentative or distant, and it is expressed in signs and signals, symbols, images, and 
mnemonic clues of all sorts. It shapes our awareness whether we know it or not, and it 
is ultimately emotional, not intellectual/^^ Nora's project was based on his fear that 
France's memory of itself was fading, in part, he felt, because of the French historians 
152 Pierre Nora, Realms of Memory: Rethinking the French Past, v. 1-3 / under the direction of Pierre 
Nora; English language edition edited and with a foreword by Lawrence D. Kritzman ； translated by 
Arthur Goldhammer, (New York : Columbia University Press, 1996-) 
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success in reducing the history of France to a critical contextualism in which no living 
memory can survive. So he set out to revive all those sites of memory, that contain 
and evoke the living, though fading, collective memory of the French people. 
Assembling a large team of historians, he and they wrote, and he published, short 
essays on everything he and they could think of as vital sites of French memory: Joan 
of Arc, the Eiffel Tower, Bastille Day, the Louvre, Verdun, the Protestant minority, 
the Tour de France, the genius of the French language, and so on, all this by way of 
bringing forward into current consciousness the cumulative, collective memory—not 
the history as a tentative reconstruction—of the French people. 
Collective memory is inescapable for all of us, and we cannot distance 
ourselves from it by the rational, critical reconstruction of the past. The history of 
reading in the Chinese Cultural Revolution, so deeply explored in these paper, is a 
critically assembled, intellectually grasped story of distant events, but the memory of 
it is immediately urgent, emotional, and unconstrained by the critical apparatus of 
scholarship. The deepest problem presented by these papers is how to understand the 
Chinese Cultural Revolution as both history and memory. Perhaps history and 
memory in the end may act usefully upon each other. The one may usefully constrain 
and yet vivify the other. The passionate, timeless memory of the Chinese Cultural 
Revolution that tears at our conscience and shocks our sense of decency may be 
shaped, focused, and informed by the critical history we write, while the history we so 
carefully compose may be kept alive, made vivid and constantly relevant and urgent 
by the living memory we have of it. We cannot afford to lose or diminish if we are to 
understand who we are and how we have to be the way we are. 
153 Nora, "Introduction," in Realm of Memory, v. 1, pp. 1- 12. 
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“History，，is an ambiguous term because it refers generally to both "what 
happened" as it was experienced in a former time and what has been thought and said 
about "what happened" ever since. “History” also tends to be a collective noun, 
whether in referring objectively to a group's experience or to the collected 
recollections which inform personal history subjectively. "History" is further 
ambiguous in regards to narrative: in the German tradition, only around the end of the 
eighteenth century did the distinction between history as story (Geschichte, which 
also co-existed in the plural, “histories,，）and history as collective memory {Historic) 
collapse in historiography and common use/^ "^ The ambiguities of history always refer 
to that slight rupture which characterizes the perception of the past, its simultaneous 
distance and presence that fascinate the present. This moment of rupture is historical 
consciousness, which, although perceived individually, is signified collectively in the 
various forms of historical representation. In this chapter, I want to refocus on the 
initial moments of historical consciousness, at the level of the personal desire for and 
sense of history. In this rethinking of the intersections between personal history and 
collective memory, historians are seen as producers of narratives about their 
relationship to the past/^^ "Personal" and "historical" seem to be antithetical 
categories, implying a distinction between private and public, opinion and fact, 
individual and collective. "Personal" connotes idiosyncrasy, trivia, lack of relevance 
154 See Reinhart Koselleck, "Historia Magistrae Vita," in his Futures Past: On the Semantics of 
Historical Time, trans. Keith Tribe (Cambridge, MA, 1985), 21 -38 . The definitions provided in the 
text are my own. The fundamental shift in historical perspective is also what Michel de Certeau marks 
as "the [replacement] of the historical given by the historiographical process"; see his The Writing of 
History (New York, 1988), 30. 
Collective memory, as a theoretical or analytical construct, is a 20th-century development which 
stems from Freudian psychology and Durkheimian sociology. The most useful theorist of the concept 
was a student of Durkheim, Maurice Halbwachs, whose fragmentary writings, published as The 
Collective Memory, trans. Francis Ditter and Vida Yazdi Ditter (1950; New York, 1980)，distinguished 
between historical memory and collective memory and provided a framework for understanding 
multiple group membership and the interwoven identities constructed among them. See also Amos 
Funkenstein, "Collective Memory and Historical Consciousness," History & Memory 1, no. 1 
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and, above all, the juicy details so suitable for biography, those criteria Nancy Miller 
sardonically points out in her essay on autobiography as cultural criticism: "is it 
personal only if it's embarrassing?"^^^ The personal sense of the historical is here 
defined not as psychological affect, nor as representative of a private sphere; it is self-
reflexive, individual historical consciousness, and it may be expressed in places other 
than written histories. Post-structuralist question the ways in which individuals 
experience and produce history, and whether history is a kind of memory that can 
belong to individuals as well as collective entities such as a nation. They are 
considering which forms of narrative might be best studied or produced, which will 
reflect the personal desire for an understanding of history/^^ Personal memory, 
personal history, collective memory and history were already conflated and integrated 
during the formative years of the historical profession in nineteenth-century 
Germany. 158 
Did the Cultural Revolution really have a meaning? If so, what was it? That is 
the question asked by many ordinary people. Collective historical understanding, or 
more specific grouping of personal historical memory, of ordinary people, therefore, 
in this case can answer these questions. As anyone working on the history of the 
Chinese communist movement knows, the last decade has witnessed an explosion of 
(Spring/Summer 1989): 5-26; Patrick H. Hutton, History as an Art of Memory (Hanover, VT, 1993); 
Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi, Zakhor: Jewish History and Jewish Memory (Seattle, 1982) 
156 Miller, Getting Personal, 19. 
157 On the production of historical narrative, see Hayden White, The Content of the Form: Narrative 
Discourse and Historical Representation (Baltimore, 1987); Roland Barthes, "The Discourse of 
History," Comparative Criticism: A Yearbook 3 (1981); Mieke Bal, "First Person, Second Person, 
Same Person: Narrative as Epistemology," New Literary History 24 (1993): 293--320. Philippe 
Garrard's Poetics of the New History (Baltimore, 1992) addresses issues of autobiography as well, in 
assessing the Annales school. 
158 Karl Weintraub noted that historicism, or "the particular modem form of historical mindedness" 
appeared at the same time that autobiography assumed "a significant cultural function, around A.D. 
1800." See his "Autobiography and Historical Consciousness," Critical Inquiry 1 (1975): 821. See also 
Susan A. Crane, "(Not) Writing History: Rethinking the Intersections of Personal History and 
Collective Memory with Hans von Aufsess", History and Memory 8: 1, pp. 5-29. 
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memoir literature, or hui yi lu. Previously, the history of the communist revolution 
was often mentioned, though rarely examined, in PRC "scholarship"; it has now 
emerged as a confide subject for inquiry. In addition, as in the Soviet Union during 
Khrushchev's de-Stalinization, people are writing their memoirs. This new body of 
materials is providing invaluable information for students of contemporary Chinese 
history and many force us to rewrite the history of Chinese communism. ^ ^^  
Feng Jicai's memoir, about a man whose lifelong suffering forces him to ask if 
the Cultural Revolution had not actually been under way for 2,000 years - insists, 
“We Chinese forget far too easily.，遞 Perhaps Feng is right, though in all likelihood 
the Chinese nationality is no better and no worse at forgetting than people in general. 
In China today, a tiny active contingent of oral historians is recording the memories of 
those who spent the better part of their lives living the Communist revolution, and the 
Cultural Revolution in particular. i6i The belief shared by many of these aspiring Studs 
Terkels is that "one records the experiences of ordinary peoples because the essential 
reality of life is only found in the reality of the common grassroots."^^^ It is, therefore, 
crucial to understand cultural practice such as readership and self-education in 
159 Joshua A. Fogel, "Mendacity and Veracity in the Recent Chinese Communist Memoir Literature", 
in Timothy Cheek and Tony Saich eds., New Perspectives on State Socialism in China, (New York: M. 
E. Sharpe, 1997), pp. 354-8. 
湖 Feng Jicai, preface to Yibaige ren de shinian (Nanjing: Jiangsu wenyi chubanshe, 1991)，p. 2. 
161 Feng Jicai, Voices from the Whirlwind: An Oral History of the Chinese Cultural Revolution (New 
York, N.Y.: Pantheon Books, 1991)，originally published in Chinese version I pai ko jen te shih nien 
(Hong Kong: Hsiang-chiang chu pan kung ssu, 1987); Kuan-lung Tsao, The Attic: Memoir of a Chinese 
Landlord's Son (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996); Gao Yuan, Born Red: A Chronicle of 
the Cultural Revolution (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1987); Da Chen, Colors of the 
Mountain (New York: Random House, cl999); Zi-ping Luo, A Generation Lost: China Under the 
Cultural Revolution (New York: H. Holt, cl990); Ruth Earnshaw Lo, Katharine S. Kinderman, In the 
Eye of the Ttyphoon: An American woman in China During the Cultural Revolution (New York: Da 
Capo Press, 1987); Yang Xiguang and Susan McFadden, Captive Spirits: Prisoners of the Cultural 
Revolution (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1997); Niu-Niu, No Tears for Mao: Growing Up in 
the Cultural Revolution, translated by Enne and Peter Amman (Chicago, 111.: Academy Chicago 
Publishers, 1995), original published in French Pas de larmes pour Mao\ Chihua Wen, The Red Mirror: 
Children of China's Cultural Revolution, Bruce Jones ed.，(Boulder: Westview Press, 1995); Rae Yang, 
Spider Eaters: A Memoir (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997); Zhu Xiao Di, Thirty Years 
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Cultural Revolution by investigation of sites of memory. Li Hui, a journalist with the 
People's Daily who has published the anthology Bloodstained Innocence - The 
Cultural Revolution in the Hearts of the Young, maintains optimistically, "As long as 
our recollections are not wiped out, history not only will not be wiped out, but may 
even appear ever more vivid."^^^ We now have more details about the communist 
movement in China than any one person can digest. However, this material, huiyilu, is 
not without its flaws, and our excitement at its appearance should not blind us to them. 
It must be approached with just as much critical acumen as we would any other body 
of documents, especially those produced in a state where the press is controlled by the 
government. 164 
Chinese Reading Myth: Simply Read Marx? 
According to Xiao, one favourite pastime of kids her age was to read picture 
books since the day of television had not yet come/^^ Reading was an important 
entertainment and supreme way to take up any sort of knowledge. To Shu Ting, book 
reading was the only leisure that she had in the Cultural Revolution. ^^^ Certain kinds 
of reading activities, however, were not encouraged and even punished in the Cultural 
Revolution. There is a common sentence to describe living in the Cultural Revolution: 
“in the Cultural Revolution, workers did not work; farmers did not farm; and students 
in a Red House: A Memoir of Childhood and Youth in Communist China (Amherst: University of 
Massachusetts Press, 1998). 
162 Feng Jicai, preface to Yibaige ren de shinian (Nanjing: Jiangsu wenyi chubanshe, 1991), p. 4. 
163 Li Hui, afterword to Li Hui and Gao Lilun eds., Dixue de tongxin - Haizi xinzhong de wenge 
(Beijing: Zhongguo shaonian ertong chubanshe, 1989), p. 318. 
iM Joshua A. Fogel, "Mendacity and Veracity in the Recent Chinese Communist Memoir Literature", p. 
354. 
165 Xiao D., Thirty Years in A Red House: A Memoir of Childhood and Youth in Communist China 
(Boston: University of Massachusetts Press, 1998), p. 脱 Shu Ting, "Sheng huo, shu ji yu shi", pp. 300. 
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did not study.”i67 Some foreign travellers also noticed an interesting phenomenon of 
reading when they visited PRC in the early 1970s. They "were disappointed in the 
bookstore's lack of variety in its Chinese volumes, all bound monotonously alike, 
[they] lamented the rather banal photographs of Revolutionary dramas and, of course, 
the scarcity of foreign t i t l e s . A s I discussed in former chapters, the hegemonic 
policies of books and journals publishing from the government of Communist China 
limited the number of subjects in order to achieve political and ideological 
determination in general public. The abolition of formal education and the hegemonic 
determination of book publishing and reading in the beginning of the Cultural 
Revolution had led to a new kind of knowledge transmission process in society. 
In the beginning of the Cultural Revolution, ideological determination had 
been fervent and practiced by every little cell of ordinary people. It went to an 
extreme as a ritual of book burning. "Except for those books whose covers featured 
Chairman Mao's portrait, almost all of the books in the library were removed and 
carried out to the centre of the sports ground by the "Black Gang", a daughter of the 
Black Gang, Liu Yan, who now works in the Qianmen Hospital of Beijing 
remembered. She witnessed the Beijing No. 11 Middle School Red Guard book fire. 
The Red Guards insisted that these books had spread feudalist, capitalist, and 
revisionist ideas and that therefore they had to be burned. "Finally the books — by now 
a small mountain — were set on fire by the Red Guards. The books that they had 
recently fought over, borrowed, and read were consumed by the raging fire of the 
167 "Mei you kong bai: wen ge shi qi de du shu sheng huo", oral history of Wei Guang-qi, interviewed 
by Ding Dong, in Xin Yu Si Dianzi Wenku, www.xys.org, cited from Bei Da Xin Qing Nian. 
168 Arthur W. Galston, with Jean S. Savage, Daily Life in People's China (New York, Washington 
Square Press, 1973), p. 168. 
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Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution." ^^^ According to the official ideology, books 
that did not regards as feudalist, capitalist, and revisionist were Marxist-Leninist 
works and reading materials of propaganda pamphlets. People were allowed to read 
these kinds of books and journals. 
All kind of cultural and educational activities must fit well into the whole 
revolutionary machine as a component part. They operated as powerful weapons for 
"uniting and educating the people and for attacking and destroying the enemy. At 
no time in Chinese history was this function of cultural affairs more apparent than 
during the Cultural Revolution of 1966-1976, when political posters designed to 
further Mao's aims and promote class struggle dominated the arts in China. We can 
get the impression of reading in the revolutionary China by pictures and posters of 
propaganda. These posters and pictures show that Red Guard members holding the 
Little Red Book and indicting intellectuals indicating that class struggle should 
continue. (Figure 4, 6, and 7) The Little Red Book is a pocketsize Quotation from 
Chairman Mao with a red plastic cover. Everyone in China carried this "holy book" 
during the Cultural Revolution.i7i It contains 33 topics. Words spoken by Mao 
Zedong or short sentences from his articles that covered the same topic were complied 
together. The source of the quotation was always cited. From 1966 to 1968，when 
China was in the frenzy of the personality cult almost one for every person in China. 
Some people had more than one. They carried the book with them daily, for "daily 
169 "penshu" in Li Hui and Gao Lilin eds., Dixue de tongxin — Haizi xinzhong de wenge (Bloodstained 
Innocence - The Cultural Revolution in the Heart of the Young) (Beijing: Zhongguo shaonian ertong 
chubanshe, 1989), pp. 171-72. 
170 Mao Zedong, "Talks at the Yenan Forum on Art and Literature," in Selected Readings from the 
Works of Mao Tse-tung (Beijing, 1978)，250. 
171 On Lin Biao's instruction the PLA General Political Department edited and published a booklet 
called Quotation from Chairman Mao in May 1964. See Kwok-sing Li, A Glossary of Political Terms 
of the People's Republic of China, pp. 153-54. 
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reading" and to be used in political m e e t i n g s . 口？ In addition to The Little Red Book, 
other works of Mao also denoted as tools to criticize "Four Olds，，"� Official 
publications of Mao Zedong's writing include: (1) Selected Works of Mao Zedong, 
five volumes; (2) Selected Readings of Mao Zedong's Work', (3) Selections of Mao 
Zedong's Poems', and (4) Selections of Mao Zedong's Correspondence. In the large 
scale of migration movement "Up to the Mountain, Down to the Villages", tens and 
thousands of students and city youth were sent to the mountains and countryside so 
that they could build up and take root in the rural areas, students were only allowed to 
bring Selected Readings of Mao Zedong's Work along with them. (Figure 22) This 
selected reading not only became their daily reading source, but also quotation in 
political meetings for those students. It had been used to criticise Shuihu (Figure 13), 
Deng Xiaoping (Figure 14)，the right deviationists (Figure 15)，and "the Chinese 
Khrushchev" (Figure 23). These holy books also used as propaganda and diplomatic 
weapons in order to strengthen political organizations (Figure 17 and 18), to fight 
against imperialism of the United States, revisionism of the Soviet Union (Figure 8), 
imperialist government in colonized Hong Kong (Figure 12), and awakened people's 
conscious of nationalism (Figure 11). 
172 Li, A Glossary of Political Terms, p. 277. 
173 See also Julia R Andrews, Painters and Politics in the People's Republic of China, 1949-1979 
(Berkeley, 1994)，337, 339. 
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The Cultural Revolution was a complex period in contemporary Chinese 
history. As the Chinese government and society begin to revisit these turbulent ten 
years, we realize that there is still much to be learned about the era. This chapter 
provides a glimpse into the political and social reality of Chinese lives in the years 
before and during the Cultural Revolution, from which one can see dearly how the 
political battles waged in the elite sphere of politics affected the Chinese people. It 
was a frightening time for all Chinese. Yet, even when the political dimensions of the 
Cultural Revolution are removed, the posters present powerful graphic images that 
still grip the viewer's imagination.！？斗 Theories of totalitarianism note that propaganda 
serves to dehumanise individuals as they lose their sense of self and submit to a 
higher ideological cause. Mao, a charismatic leader, created a "cult of personality" in 
which he was increasingly deified. Pictures of Mao were posted everywhere, 
quotations from Mao were recited ritually, and revolutionary songs were sung 
religiously. People's daily lives were inundated with the images, sounds, and ideas of 
Mao. The Little Red Book of Mao's quotations was an essential accessory among the 
young. One woman recalled that "we vowed . . . to submit ourselves unquestioningly 
to the control of the Great Leader Mao.... many people had been reduced to a state 
where they did not dare even to think.，，【乃 
Criticism attacking party members was expressed in large Chinese characters, 
called Da zi bao (Big-character posters), another kind of alternative reading, on the 
posters that came to adorn every available wall space. Da zi bao is a poster written in 
174 See also Patricia Powell and Joseph Wong, "Propaganda Posters from the Chinese Cultural 
Revolution, Historian, 59:4 (Summer, 1997), pp. 776-93. 
175 Frederick Teiwes, Leadership, Legitimacy, and Conflict in China (Armonk, N.Y., 1984),46, 50; 
Alan P. L. Liu, Communications and National Integration in Communist China (Berkeley, 1971), 41; 
Maurice Meisner, Mao's China: A History of the People's Republic (New York, 1977), 336; Chang, 
Wild Swans, 262, 363. 
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large-sized characters by people who want to express their own opinion. To attract 
people's attention the poster is usually pasted on a wall in an eye-catching place. If 
the article is written in small-sized characters, then the poster is called a Xiao Zi Bao 
(Small-characters posters). Even Liu Shaoqi's daughter denounced her father in wall 
posters. On 15 April 1958，Mao wrote, "Introducing a Commune." This was the first 
time Mao regarded the Da zi bao as "an extremely useful new type of weapon."^^^ At 
the beginning of the "anti-rightist struggle" in 1957, many Da zi bao appeared in 
government offices and universities. People who belonged to the democratic parties or 
who had no party affiliation, university teachers and students — all expressed their 
opinions by writing Da zi bao. They want to help with the communist party 
rectification campaign. Many were accused of being rightists instead. During the 
Cultural Revolution Da zi bao became "an extremely useful new weapon" again 
because of incitement by Lin Biao and Mao Zedong. The Red Guards, encouraged by 
Mao and Lin and armed with their Da zi bao proceeded to send China to wreck and 
ruin in the following ten years. Jung Chang, author of Wild Swans, recalled the 
violence their tone and imagery evoked through such slogans as "Smash Soand-so's 
dog's head" and "Annihilate So-and-so if he does not s u r r e n d e r . A s political 
scientist Kenneth Lieberthal suggests, "the core Maoist priorities were to permeate the 
public and the private.，，i78 These kinds of large Chinese characters were another 
important reading materials for Chinese people next to works of Mao in the Cultural 
Revolution. 
口6 Quotation from Mao Zedong, New China News Agency (20 June 1966). 
177 Jung Chang, Wild Swans: Three Daughters of China (New York, 1991), p. 279. 
178 Kenneth Lieberthal, Governing China: From Revolution Through Reform (New York, 1995), p. 146. 
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Methodological tactics for this research are modified versions of approaches in 
studies of Chinese culture^^^ and ethno-historical studies in an thropology.Symbol 
manipulation through the mass media has always been and continues to be a primary 
strategy for culture change in the People's Republic of China; however, when the 
Chinese Cultural Revolution began, most media were out of Mao Zedong's hands 
As a result, Mao used alternative communication channels, including big character 
179 Chu, Godwin C.’ ed. Popular Media in China: Shaping New Cultural Patterns. Honolulu: UP of 
Hawaii, 1978; Chu, Godwin C. and Francis Hsu, eds. Moving a Mountain: Cultural Change in China. 
Honolulu: UP of Hawaii, 1979. 
Biersack, Aletta, ed. Clio in Oceania: Toward a Historical Anthropology. Washington: Smithsonian 
Institution Press, 1991; and O'Brien, Jan and William Roseberry, eds. Golden Ages, Dark Ages: 
Imagining the Past in Anthropology and History. Berkeley: U of California P, 1991. 
See Poon, David Jim-tat. "Tatzepao: Its History and Significance as a Communication Medium." 
Popular Media in China, Godwin C. Chu, ed. Honolulu: UP of Hawaii, 1978: 184-221; Chu, Godwin 
C.，ed. The Roles of Tatzepao in the Cultural Revolution: A Structural-Functional Analysis. 
Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois UP, 1972; and Bishop, Robert L. Qi Lai! Mobilizing One Billion 
Chinese: The Chinese Communication System. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State UP, 1989. 
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posters, mass rallies and Red Guard newspapers.^^^ These media had one clear 
advantage over official networks: they called for mass participation, capitalizing on 
China's abundant resource of people/^^ For Mao, this participation created the image 
of public support necessary to challenge new leadership. 184 
Even young children did not escape Mao's penetrating presence. Starting with 
the kindergarten curriculum, for example, all daily school activities reflected Chinese 
communist ideology. Young students were taught "class struggle" and "Maoist 
thought.，，i85 English lessons in the primary school focused on such statements as 
"Concern yourself with affairs of the state and carry through the Great Proletarian 
Cultural Revolution to the end."^^^ Children were even organized into Little Red 
Soldier brigades. 
For Mao, all cultural activities, including writing story, was political; as he 
proclaimed in 1942, "There is no such thing as art for art's sake, art that stands above 
classes, art that is detached from or independent of p o l i t i c s . T h u s , when Mao 
determined to reconsolidate his base of support within the party in 1962, he set up his 
own propaganda organization that bypassed the national bureau of propaganda, 
putting Jiang Qing, a former actress, in control of what was later in 1966 called the 
Cultural Revolution Small Group. Her hegemony was extended to literature and the 
arts in 1967. Thus, Jiang Qing determined appropriate models for the Cultural 
Revolution art, authorized the slogans, and even number of posters distributed. 
182 Hong, Yung Lee. "Mao's Strategy for Revolutionary Change: A Case Study of the Cultural 
Revolution." The China Quarterly 77, 1979: 50-73. 
183 Bishop, Robert L. Qi Lai! Mobilizing One Billion Chinese: The Chinese Communication System. 
Ames, Iowa: Iowa State UP, 1989. 
184 Chu, Godwin C. ed., The Roles of Tatzepao in the Cultural Revolution: A Structural-Functional 
Analysis. Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois UP, 1972. 
185 William Kessen, ea.，Childhood in China (New Haven, 1975), pp. 96’ 102. 
186 Ibid., p. 115. 
187 Mao Tse-tung, Selected Readings from the Works of Mao Tse-tung (Beijing, 1971), pp. 271-72. 
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"Proper" art was narrowly defined by what Mao and Jiang Qing considered to be 
"model" revolutionary art. It dramatized and venerated Mao and minimized the role of 
most other communist leaders. In serving its political function, the concept of model 
art undermined artists' creativity in both form and content. Attempting to prove their 
loyalty to Mao, artists competed with each other to turn Mao's directives into the most 
effective visual propaganda art. After all, as Andrews notes, through Jiang Qing, Mao 
"point[ed] the correct direction for the revolutionary literary and art w o r k e r s . F o r 
some artists and writers, pleasing the leadership was the primary goal. Many artists 
and party members alike saw demonstration of loyalty to Mao and Jiang Qing and 
recognition from them as a means to promote their careers and protect them from 
future criticism. 189 
To the question of readership in the Cultural Revolution under the 
government's sake, most of people stopped to read at the time when formal education 
had been stopped. According to Mao, “ all literature and art belong to definite classes 
and are geared to definite political lines... proletarian literature and art are part of the 
whole proletarian revolutionary cause; they are, as Lenin said, cogs and wheels in the 
whole revolutionary machine.，，i9o For those who insist to read no matter they simply 
want to be self-educated or want to gain certain level of political rights with 
consideration of correlation between "theory", that is Marxist-Leninist-Maoism, and 
"truth", they were restricted to read limited amount of book such as Marx's Capital, 
Marx and Engel's German Ideology, Engel's Ludwig Feuerbach und der Ausgang der 
klassischen deutschen Philosofie，Lenin's philosophical notes, and Lao San Pi an 
188 Andrews, Painters and Politics, 337. 
189 Andrews, Painters and Politics, 347’ 367; see also Harry Harding, "The Chinese State in Crisis, 
1966-9," in The Politics of China: 1949-1989, Roderick MacFarquhar ed. (Cambridge, 1993), 159; 
Frederick Teiwes, Politics of Mao 's Court: Gao Gang and Party Factionalism in the Early 1950s 
(Armonk, N.Y., 1990). 
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(Three Old Articles)"^^^ and all kinds of political education articles which were 
against any people's tendency to spread feudalist, capitalist, and revisionist ideas. 
But it cannot cover the whole story of reading in the Cultural Revolution. In 
fact, the readership in the Chinese Cultural Revolution had a great diversity. Perry 
Link pointed out, "in contemporary China, as in other places and times, the place of 
fiction in society cannot be understood without at least some reference to levels and 
types of readership，，.192 There was the difference between actual reader preferences 
and prescribed reader preferences, and observed a paradox. During the Cultural 
Revolution, "literature became so politically bowdlerized that actual reader 
preferences were frightened almost entirely out of sight. Yet there was a sense in 
which enthusiastic Red Guards did enjoy such literature.，’i93 
The organizational censorship caused the literary authorities of different levels 
and some fellow writers of the authors to become the most attentive readers. In 
addition to political content, these readers were concerning newly established creative 
technique in writing. Another group of enthusiastic readers were people who aspired 
to learn to write. Having studied the fashionable literary policies and theories, they 
read novels not for entertainment but for understanding the literary principles and 
rules in practice. The real voluntary readers were primarily school students and 
students who had just left school. The prohibition of classical works, foreign works 
190 'Talks at the Yenan Forum on Literature and Art" (May 1942), Selected Works, vol. Ill, p. 86. 
191 These were three articles written by Mao Zedong: "The Foolish Old Man Who Removed the 
Mountains," "In Memory of Norman Bethune," and "Serve the People." Later, two more articles were 
added to the list of must-read materials: "On Correcting Mistaken Ideas in the Party" and "Combat 
Liberalism." These were Mao Zedong's political writings composed before 1949. They provided 
essential ideological guidance throughout the revolution. See Kwok-sing Li, A Glossary of Political 
Terms of The People's Republic of China, Mary Lok trans., (Hong Kong: The Chinese University Press, 
1995) 
192 Perry Link, Uses of Literature: Life in the Socialist Chinese Literary Systems (Princeton University 
Press, 2000) 
193 Ibid. 
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and pre-Cultural Revolution works made Cultural Revolution novels the main novels 
to which they had access. The school education and the ideological environment 
cultivated their preconceived amusement from reading such novels. 
As described by Jeffrey C. Kinkley, "untutored 'popular' taste was also served 
by hand-copied romances and thrillers that circulated underground even during the 
Cultural Revolution，，. 194 Moreover, in spite of official prohibition, classical Chinese 
works, foreign works and pre-Cultural Revolution Chinese works circulated 
underground among intentional readers during the Cultural Revolution. For instance, 
poets and novelists such as Bei Dao, Shu Ting, Mo Yan, Gu Hua, and Zhang 
Kangkang claimed that they read considerable foreign poetry and fiction and/or 
classical Chinese works during the Cultural Revolution decade. ^ ^^  The sudden stop of 
formal education did not stop the enthusiastic of absolving knowledge among students. 
Some of them choose to have years of self-learning experience in the Cultural 
Revolution. 
What People Read? Alternative Reading in Communist China 
To Mao, "a revolution is not a dinner party, or writing an essay, or painting a 
picture, or doing embroidery" and of course not reading poetry, it is an insurrection, 
an act of violence by which one class overthrows another. ^^^ Under this conception of 
revolution, destruction of knowledge happened. 
194 Jeffrey C. Kinkley, After Mao: Chinese Literature and Society, 1978-1981 (Harvard University 
Press, 1985) ‘ 
195 Lan Yang, Chinese Fiction of the Cultural Revolution (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 
1998) 
196 Mao Zedong, "Report on an Investigation of the Peasant Movement in Hunan" (March 1927), 
Selected Works, Vol. I，p. 28. � 
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In addition to Fu Lei, Wu Yan remembered, there were other three corpus and 
a professors, from the department of foreign literature in a well-known university of 
Shanghai, had been tormented to die. Literary works of Russian writers such as 
Chemyshevskii had been thrown away as rubbish, Chinese translation of the whole 
Goethe's Faust were conspired, translation of Shakespeare's Hamlet were buried in 
an attic. A maestro written by writing group of Shanghai stated that anyone promoted 
bourgeoisie arts were considered as revisiting capitalism, which made all kinds of 
foreign literatures vanished. All books about foreign language and literature in library 
were reallocated. All the tool books about foreign literature owned by translators or 
writers were sold out as toilet paper/^^ On 28 July 1967, for instance, numbers of Red 
Guards leading by Zhou, a student from Department of English, went to home of Gan 
Shaosu. They found out and destroyed some translated works of Liang Zongdai, 
including William Shakespeare's Sonnets, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe's (1749-
1832) Faust, Michel Eyquem de Montaigne's (1533-1592) Les essals and his 
correspondences with Remain Rolland (1866-1944), which were hind in Gan's 
housc.198 
People describe destruction of knowledge in the Cultural Revolution similar as 
devil of theology in medieval Europe. "In this 10 years... Lin Biao and The Gang of 
Four hostile to science said that knowledge was evil, advocated that "more knowledge 
one have, more reactionary one is", or "more stupid one is". Books were confiscated 
and burned, scholars were killed, schools and universities were locked, research 
institutes were dismissed, and intellectuals were suffered.’’刚 
197 Wu Yan, "Fan chu yan guang lai na", Dushii. v. 7 (Oct 1979), pp. 6-11. 
198 Gan Shaosu, "Dian kuang nien tai: •fan you" yu 'wen ge’”，Biographical Literature, 17:3, p. 120. 
例 Lu Chuntian, “Re ai chih shih, zhui qiu chih shih" Dushu (May, 1981)，pp. 2-5. 
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In the end of the 1960s, many people did not believe in the Cultural 
Revolution any more and began to doubt the catastrophe. They began to read, collect, 
and exchange any sort of books. They also hand copied those rare book in order to 
circulate among themselves.之。。Policies to restrict both publishing and reading of 
books have a long history in China. History tells, however, people probably would not 
follow to limit their reading but to read more.2�i In spite of official prohibition, 
classical Chinese works, foreign works and pre-Cultural Revolution Chinese works 
circulated underground among intended readers during the Cultural Revolution. 
Generally speaking, there were four kinds of books secondary students in 
Beijing read in 1968. (1) Private collection published before the Cultural Revolution 
and evaded “destroy four olds" movement in the summer of 1966. According to Wei 
Guangqi, these kinds of books including Zhongguo jindai sixiangshi ziliao jianbian 
(Sources of Modem Chinese Intellectual History) from his classmate's brother-in-law, 
Karl Kautsky's (1854-1938) Historical Materialism, and a translated work about 
American pragmatism he brought from a used-book store; (2) Books "leak" out from 
libraries. There were some classmate of Wei lived in school library so that he could 
read some prohibited books with help of his classmates; (3) Internal publications 
before the Cultural Revolution such as Grey Cover, Yellow Cover, and White Cover 
owned by families of government officers but transmitted to the public in the Cultural 
Revolution; and (4) people also could buy some books from shop of second-hand 
goods. University graduates sold out these books before they were leaving to work for 
the government's arrangement. According to Wei, number of college students caught 
this chance and brought what they like to read from shops in Haidian region rated at 
2 � Wei Guang-qi and Ding Dong. "Mei you kong bai: wen ge shi qi de du shu sheng huo", in Xin Yu Si 
Dianzi Wenku, www.xys.org, cited from Bei Da Xin Qing Nian. 
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RMB¥0.26 per each kilogram of books. Wei and one of his friends used up their 
RMB¥10 to buy a bag of second-hand books in the Cultural Revolution. There were 
three books inside the bag, including Guo Moruo's (1892-1978) Zhongguo shi gao 
volume 4 and Hu Sheng's Di guo zhu yi yu Zhongguo zheng zhi (Imperalism and 
Chineses Politics), later became two important textbooks of Wei when he studied 
modem Chinese history in graduate school. He also remembered that there was a 
songbook called 200 Pieces of Foreign Songs inside the bag became his major 
relaxing songbook when he "went to the mountain and went to the village". 202 
Zhu Xueqin's article ‘“Niang xi pi, he ‘Sheng jun ji,: Wen ge do shu ji,, 
appeared in 1999 put the issue of history of reading in the Cultural Revolution into 
agenda to discuss intellectual history of contemporary China by studying collective 
memories of the Cultural Revolution. In the summer of 1966, Zhu Xueqin finished 
primary education. Because of the cancellation of enrolment examination of 
secondary school, he just stayed at home and waited for government's decisions to 
settle him down，Zhu read prohibited books in the Cultural Revolution when he was 
a high school student. The school he studied had a library which collect 40 thousands 
of books. Most of them were published before 1949. These were Zhu's first set of 
books he read. In the Cultural Revolution, they all regarded as prohibited book and 
considered as rubbish. After first few radicalised years of revolution, when he worked 
in a chemical factory in Yuxi in October 1972 after finishing his re-education in 
countryside, Zhu decided to leam history and philosophy subjects by himself. He 
began to read journals published in Shanghai including Xue xi yu pi pan, Chao Hsia, 
201 Luo Qikun and Wang Deming eds., Zhongguo li dai jin shu (Beijing: Jiu zhou tu shu chu ban she, 
1998)，p. 1. 
狐 Wei Guang-qi and Ding Dong, "Mei you kong bai" 
203 Zhu Xueqin, “ 'Niang xi pi' he 'sheng jun ji，： wen ge do shu ji", in his Si xiang shang de shi zong 
zhe, (hua cheng chu ban she, 1999), pp. 171-183. 
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natural science and social science magazine of Zhai yi. To 1974, Mao decided to 
reprint series of Grey Cover and organized translation groups to translate some Soviet 
and Western novels, and books of political theories into Chinese so that Zhu began to 
self-educate with these boks.之。‘ 
He describes that instead of official reason to strike "metaphysical unstable", it 
is still a question why Mao decided to reprint and translate numbers of Western works 
in 1974. Nonetheless, Zhu suggested that the result of reprinting these foreign works 
was larger than Mao could imagine. After 1974, Zhu began to read John King 
Fairbank's America and China, Xi fang zi chan jie ji zhe xue she hui xuexie zi liao 
xuan (Selection of Western Capitalist Philosophy and Social Science), Sulian xiu 
zheng zhu yi ji zhe xue zi liao xuan (Selection of the Soviet Union Revisionist 
Philosophy), Jean Paul Sartre's Critique de la mis on dialectique, Sidney Hook's 
(1902- ) Hero in History and Marx and the Marxists in the way he brought it in an 
official bookstore by a special way which I will discuss in the following chapter. Zhu 
noted that quality of these translated works in the Cultural Revolution were better 
than that of book bomb in 1980s严 
A wide discussion about reading experiences in the Cultural Revolution 
appeared after Zhu's article published. Most of people agreed with Zhu's description 
and realized that they have similar reading activities in the Cultural Revolution with 
Zhu, especially, reading of prohibited books. To Hai Kuan, what he read in the 
Cultural Revolution including Cong wu jiao da liu kan shi jie a criticism to socialism 
written by an officer of the department of the defence in the Unites State. He also read 
memorials of Harry S. Truman and Robert S. McNamara, Richard M. Nixon's Six 
Zhu Xueqin, “ 'Niang xi pi' he 'sheng jun ji': wen ge do shu ji", pp. 171-173. 
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Crises, Henry Kissinger's The Necessity for Choice: Prospects of American Foreign 
Policy, Winston Churchill's The Second World War, and he also read some Soviet 
fiction of 1960s and 1970s such as Vsevolod Anisimovich Kochetov's Che go zhe ty 
khochesh’？, Semen Petrovich Babaevsky's Ren shi jian, and Ivan Shamiakin's Duo 
xue de dong tian 严 
Xu Youyu, a director of Beijing Academy of Social Sciences, listed out the 
books he read in the Cultural Revolution one time when he met with his friends. It 
was remarkable that they almost read those same books including the most important 
few works of Marx, and some internal publications "Yellow Cover" and "Grey 
Cover" such as Milovan Djilas，The New Class, Khrushchevism. They also favourite 
in Russian classics such as Tolstoy's War and Peace, and R'esurrection, Aleksandr 
Sergeevich Pushkin's Kalitanskaiaodochka, and Nikolay Ostrovsky's The Making of 
a Hero. Xu delighted to read Chinese classics. He read nearly all of Chinese classics 
when he studied in high school.2�7 According to Ding Xiaohe, many young people, 
like Xu Youyu, were interested in theoretical studies. They were self-intended to 
studied original texts of Marxism and Leninism no matter they went to the village or 
worked in factory. Moreover, it was surprised that when one time Xu shared his 
reading experiences with others of same age group, he found that they had the same 
habit and mode of reading 严 
Before the Cultural Revolution, there were series of internal publication of 
foreign works. These books were used as example that provided for government's 
205 Zhu Xueqin, “ 'Niang xi pi' he 'sheng jun ji': wen ge do shu ji’， 
206 Hai Kuan, "Chai yi dui wo men che i tai jen de ying xiang tai da le", online article in Hai Kuan Wen 
Ji, Huaxia Zhiqing Wangluo Gungzuoshi, www.hxzq.net. 
207 Ding Xiaohe, Lao san jie zhao ge,, Nie pan: Lao san jie xin hua (Bei-jing : Zhong gong dang shi chu 
ban she, 1998) 
2G8 Ibid. 
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leaders and high officers in research institute use for criticise capitalist and imperial 
society. The small amount of internal publication aimed at educate anti-imperialism 
and anti-revisionism ideology. Only small number of people could access this kind of 
unattractive cover design. According to the content of these works, there were two 
kind of internal publication: 1) Yellow Cover, literature and art; and 2) Grey Cover, 
politics. Originally, these kinds of internal publications were not published for public, 
especially youths and students, however, as Ding Dong remarked, they became the 
most enthusiastic voluntary readers of these books in the Cultural Revolution when 
they were students. However, why they could read those untouchable internal 
publications when they did not involve any imperative post of the Party or 
government? The answer goes to emergence of the Cultural Revolution. In the 
beginning of the Cultural Revolution, social order was destroyed; restriction to read 
these internal publication was obliterated. After Red Guard's raid of families of 
middle class and burgled books from libraries. There were some Party's higher officer, 
for instance, were in jail or Niu Pcn^ in the Cultural Revolution, therefore, they did 
nor restrict their son or daughter lo read these forbidden books any more. Ding 
knew that there were many young intcllccluals circulating Yellow Cover and Grey 
Cover underground when he was sent lo countryside lo rc-cducale in 1968. Al lease 
these books were far more interesting ihan editorials of "two newspaper and one 
j o u r n a l " � � o r scripts (if eight model opera."" Although Ding finished all six assigned 
works, including Sclcctio/i of Leiiiiu when he studied theory of proletarian govcrnancc, 
he thought thai Djilas' perception of communist government was acccplcd easily to 
him. 
2…Ding Dong. 'Tuo shi jin cuo". Win fan^ n hao. I 1 3 April 1994) 
The two newspapers arc the People 's Daily and Jicfnn^)un Bao, and the one journal is f/onqqi. 
Dins Done. "Tuo shi im euo". At;/i fani； n ban. ( l.> April 1994) 
Ibid: " ‘ 
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Books and periodicals published by an official publisher has been classified, 
either nei-bu fa-xing (internal publication) or xian (yu) guo-nei fa-xing (restricted to 
domestic publication). It is not quite clear which is the difference between these two 
categories of material, but it remain true of both that they should neither be sold to 
foreigners nor brought out of the country. Paradoxically, very often the translations of 
foreign books and articles or information about foreign countries are classified. Thus, 
to protect them from the eyes of foreigners cannot be the only reason. The classified 
material is a very heterogeneous group of publications. If the books called "internal" 
turn out to contain anything else but actually "secret" information, one is rather 
irritated and looks for further reasons. 
Internal publications are sold to a very small extent in regular bookstores. 
Theoretically, they should not be on display in the bookstores. Only certain groups of 
people, probably holding permits,^^^ are allowed to buy them. In places frequently 
visited by people, books classified xian guo-nei fa-xing should be kept out of the 
showcases. For the internal material, either separate bookstores {nei-bu shu-dian) 
have been established in the cities or the regular bookstores run special departments 
(nei-gui) for the distribution, which people seldom have the chance to see (not to 
speak of entering them). One such department was attached to a regular Xin hua shu 
dian in Shanghai, and even a signboard had been fixed above the entrance. Categories 
of printed internal material included: (1) General reference works, A well known 
example is the Xian-dai han-yu ci-dian {Dictionary of Modem Chinese), a very useful 
monolingual, general dictionary published on a trial basis in 1973 (the manuscript 
213 Ping-kuen Yu, Chinese collections in the Library of Congress : excerpts from the annual report[s] 
of the Librarian of Congress, 1898-1971, Washington, D.C : Center for Chinese Research Materials, 
Association of Research Libraries, 1974, p. 2. 
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dates back to 1965);^ '"^ (2) Reference material and collections of articles on current 
campaign. For reference, a complete edition of Lun yu, containing the original text, 
annotations, a translation into bai hua and a critical commentary was published during 
the Pi-Lin Pi-Kong Campaign.^^^ There was another internal collection of articles 
concerning the Shu-hu Campaign, and even a small brochure discussing the novel 
Hong-lou-meng had been restricted to domestic p u b l i c a t i o n ( 3 ) Material for 
political and theoretical study, such as collections of documents, collections of 
questions from leading party members, like Mao zhu-xi lun jiao-yu ge-ming 
(Chairman Mao on Revolution in Education^? or speeches by Jiang Qing,^ ^^ or a 
214 Commercial Press, Beijing. Three different reprints exist outside China after the Cultural Revolution: 
an excellent reprint from Japan, a reprint under a different name (Shi-yong xian-dai han-yu ci-dian, 
published and compiled by Yi-lin chu-ban-she, Hong Kong, September 1977) from Hong Kong and, 
since early 1978. In 1973, about 150,000 copies have been printed in China. See Journal of Peking 
University, no. 3 (1974), p. 90. This dictionary was criticized during the Pi-Lin Pi-Kong Campaign. 
Also classified were: the new editions of the Ci-hai, now complied and edited in Shanghai; (Shanghai: 
Shanghai People's Press). About six or seven parts have appeared so far, among them Biology (1975), 
Ancient Chinese History(1976) and Geography. For recent post-Cultural Revolution dictionaries, see 
Richter "Neue chinesische Worterbticher" (New Chinese Dictionary), Oriens Extremus (Hamburg) no. 
2 (1976), pp. 225-234. dictionaries on minority languages (Chinese-Tibetan, 1976; Chinese-Mongolian, 
1976); foreign language dictionaries, some of which were not classified before the Cultural Revolution 
but have been reprinted unrevised in the 1970s; a new reprint of a Chinese translation of the Soviet 
"Concise Dictionary of Philosophy" (Jian-ming zhe-xue ci-dian), (Beijing: Beijing San-lian Book 
Company, 1973). Original edition: M. M. Rozental and P. F. Judin, Kratkij Filosofskij Slovar, 
(Moscow, 1955). See also Sandra Hixson and J. Mathias, A Compilation of Chinese Dictionaries, (Yale 
University Press, 1975), p. 63; a three-volume Zhe-xue xiao-ci-dian (Small Dictionary of Philosophy) 
published in Shanghai in 1974/1975, (Shanghai People's Press) 3 volumes, one each on "History of the 
Struggle Between Legalism and Confucianism", "Dialectical and Historical Materialism" and "Foreign 
Philosophy"; reference works on foreign countries, such as Ge-guo gai-kuang (General Conditions of 
all Countries), (Beijing: People's Press, 1972) 2 volumes, 1174pp. Vol. 2 deal with the countries of 
Europe and American and with international Organizations, and Ge-guo zheng-fu ji-guan shou-ce 
(Handbook of Government Organizations in all countries), (Beijing: Commercial Press, 1975), 856pp, 
the latter being a very useful handbook with Chinese translations of names of government 
organizations, ministries, courts, parties etc. in every country of the world. A book which may be 
included in this group of reference works is Dong-nan-ya wu-guo jing-ji gai-kuang (Economic 
Conditions in Five Countries of South-East Asia), (Beijing: People's Press, 1976), 167pp, compiled by 
the xia-men da-xue nan-yang yan-jiu-suo (South Seas Research Institute of Amoy University). 
215 Lun-yu pi-zhu, complied by the 1970 class of worker-peasant-solider students of the Department of 
Philosophy, Beijing University. (Beijing: China Book Company, 1974), 521pp. 
216 Xing-xiang de feng-jian-she-hui shuai-wang shi - Hong-lou-meng (Vivid History of the Decline of 
Feudal Society - Hong-lou-meng.) (Jiangsu People's Press, 1976), 176pp. 
217 Mao zhu-xi lun jiao-yu ge-ming, (Beijing: People's Press, 1976) 
218 According to Richter, an internal collection of several speeches held by Jiang Qing was reprinted in 
Hong Kong. 
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commentary, or study aid, on Lenin's State and R e v o l u t i o n . ( 4 ) Trial editions of 
forthcoming publications, which have not been finally revised or checked according 
to the requirements of ideological correctness. Some of these editions are called 
"Discussion manuscript" (zhengqiu yijian gao) and are only distributed to a limited 
number of persons or institutions to ask for opinions and proposals to revise the 
text.220 Many old versions of reference books have been reprinted because of an 
"urgent demand", so there was not sufficient time to revise the manuscripts before. 
Sometimes, the authors explicitly draw attention to the fact that "the ideological level 
of the examples given in this book is not sufficiently healthy, besides, there may 
possibly be other mistaken. After a complete revision by the authors, it will be 
published officially. But to satisfy an urgent need, the pre-Cultural Revolution version 
of the book will be published in small numbers as internal reference material，，严(5) 
Other handbooks for internal use, such as Quan-guo zong shu-mu (National 
Comulative Bibliography), Zhong-guo tu-shu zi-Uao fen-lei-fa, a classification 
handbook for libraries, or a handbook for the propaganda of birth control, Ji-hua 
sheng-yu xuan-chuan shou-ce; (6) Primary and secondary school textbook. Ordinary 
textbooks were not explicitly classified "internal", but it was impossible to buy such 
material. Possibly because of the experimental nature of the textbooks, distribution 
was strictly controlled. Some of the textbooks compiled at universities, however were 
219 “Guo-jia yu ge-ming “ ti-yao he zhu-shi (Summary and Annotations to "State and Revolution"), 
(Beijing: People's Press, 1972) 
220 As far as the authorship is concerned, the tendency after the Cultural Revolution went towards 
collective authorship and participation of the masses. Groups were formed in factories, bureaus, trade 
organizations, universities and other institutions to compile books on all sorts of subjects, very often in 
co-operation and under guidance of research institutes and institutions of higher learning. Before the 
books go to the press, a number of so-called "discussion manuscripts" is distributed to ask for opinions 
and recommendations to improve and revise the texts. 
221 Preface to an English-Chinese Dictionary of Idiomatic Expressions, (Beijing: Commercial Press, 
1972) 
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nei-bw严 and (7) Translations of foreign books, mainly on politics, history, social 
sciences, like William Shirer, Rise and Fall of the Third Reich and Marvin Kalb and 
Bernard Kalb, Kissinger•微 A Chinese translation of the American World History 
(Shi-jie-shi) by Hayes, Moon and Wayland was published in 1975严 Translation of 
foreign books in the fields of science and technology are more common, but most of 
them did not seem to be classified. 
In the 1970s, newly published Chinese books other than the works of 
Chairman Mao or propaganda pamphlets still attracted much attention in the outside 
world because of their scarcity.^^^ The translation of foreign books mentioned in hui yi 
lu frequently and seemed to be the most influential category of reading materials in 
the Cultural Revolution even thought they were prohibited. According to recent article 
of Xiao Xiao, there were 37 foreign works of internal publication not only frequently 
read by people in the Cultural Revolution, but also associated with great intellectually 
influences to new generation of Chinese intellectuals.^^® They were: 
1.列夫-托洛茨基，柴金如译《被背叛了的革命》，北京：三联书店资料室编印，1963.12 
Leon Trotsky, The Revolution Betrayed: What is the Soviet Union and Where is it Going, Max 
Eastman trans., (New York: Pathfinder Press, 1972) Russian text originally published in 1936. 
222 Gu-wen (zhong-yi zhuan-ye yong) (Classical Chinese, for the use in the field of Chinese medicine), 
compiled by the Shanghai Institute for Chinese Medicine, Shanghai People's Press, 1973 (nei-bu). A 
textbook for political economy, also nei-bu, was edited in Beijing: Zheng-zhi jing-ji-xue (shi-yong gao), 
compiled by a compilation group for teaching material on political economy for the courses on politics 
in institutions of higher learning of the city of Beijing. (Beijing People's Press, 1975), 383pp. 
223 Original edition: (Boston and Toronto: Little, Brown & Co., 1972). Chinese translation in two 
volumes, published by San-lian Book Company. 
224 (San-lian Book Company), 3 volumes; Original edition: (New York: Mac Millan, 1941) 
225 Harald Richter, Publishing in the People 's Republic of China: Personal Observations by a Foreign 
Student 1975-1977, Mitteilungen des Instituts fiir Asienkunde no. 96 (Hamburg: Verbund Stiftung 
Deutsches Ubersee-Institut, 1978); "New Books from China", The China Quarterly, v. 50 (Apr-Jun., 
1972)，pp. 372-374; The China Quarterly, v. 51 (Jul-Sep., 1972), pp. 576-577; "Chinese Publications in 
Early 1973", Journal of Asian Studies, 33:2 (Feb., 1974), pp. 289-298; Eugene Wu, "Recent 
Developments in Chinese Book Publishing", The China Quarterly, v. 53 (Jan-Mar.，1973), pp. 134-138; 
"Book Publishing in the PRC", Current Scene, 13:11 (November, 1975), pp. 14-16; "Publishing Trade", 
China News Analysis (Hong Kong) v. 920(18 May 1973), pp. 1-7. 
226 Xiao Xiao, "Shu de gui ji: yi bu jing shen yuen tu shi", in Liao Yiwu eds., Chen lun de sheng dian : 
Zhong-guo 20 shi ji 70 nian dai di xia shi ge yi zhao, (Wu-lu-mu-qi: Xin-jiang qing shao nian chu ban 
she, 1999), pp. 7-10. 
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2.密洛凡-德热拉斯着，陈逸译《新阶级：对共产主义制度的分析》，北京：世界知识山 
版社，1963.2 
Milovan Djilas, The New Class: An Analysis of the Communist System (New York: Praeger, 
1957) 
3.列夫-托洛茨基着，齐干译《斯大林评传》，北京：三联书店资料室编印，1963.10 
Leon Trotsky, Stalin: An Appraisal of the Man and his Influence (New York : Stein and Day, 
1967) 
4 .特加 -古纳瓦达纳着，齐之思译《赫鲁晓夫主义》，北京：世界知识出版社， 1 9 6 3 . 1 1 
5 .维利科 -弗拉霍维奇着，林南庆译《南共纲领和思想斗争“尖锐化”》，北京，三联书 
店，1964.2 
6 .安娜-路易斯-斯特朗着，石人译《斯大林时代》，北京：世界知识出版社， 1 9 5 7 . 4 
7 .尼-谢-赫鲁晓夫着，陈世玉等译《没有武器的世界：没有战争的世界》，北京：世界知 
识出版社，1957.4 
Nikita Sergeevich Khrushchev, World Without Arms, World Without Wars (Moscow: Foreign 




Edgar Snow, Red Star Over China (London: Gollancz, 1937.) 
1 0 .马迪厄着，杨人缏译注《法国大革命史》，北京：商务印书馆， 1 9 6 4 . 7 
Louis Madelin, Revolution francaise (1936) 
1 1 .威廉 - L -夏伊勒着《第三帝国的兴亡：纳粹德国史》，北京：世界知识出版社， 1 9 6 5 . 1 2 
Shirer, William L. (William Lawrence), The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich: A History of 
Nazi Germany (New York : Simon and Schuster, 1960) 
12.汤因比着，曹末风译《历史研究》，上海：上海人民出版社，1966.6 
Arnold J. Toynbee, A Study of History (London: Oxford University Press, 1935) 
1 3 . A d a m S c h a f f着，林波等译《人的哲学：马克思主义与存在主义》，北京：三联书店， 
1963.11 
Adam Schaff, Strukturalizm i marksizm (c 1940) 
1 4 . R - 加罗蒂着，徐懋庸、陆达成译《人的远景：存在主义，天主教思想，马克思主 
义》，北京：三联书店， 1 9 6 5 . 8 
15.哈晨-杜鲁门着，李石译《杜鲁门回忆录》，北京：三联书店，1973.9; 
Harry S. Truman, Memoirs, 2 vols, (New York: Doubleday, 1955-56) 
1 6 . F - A -哈耶克着《通向奴役之路》，北京：商务印务馆， 1 9 6 2 . 4 ; 
R A. V. Hayek, The Road to Serfdom (London: Routledge, 1946) 
17.爱伦堡着，王金陵等译《人，岁月，生活》（1-3)，北京：作家出版社，1962-1964 
Edgar Allan Poe, Selected Works (cl940) 
1 8 .爱伦堡着，沈江、钱成译《解冻》，北京：作家出版社， 1 9 6 3 
Edgar Allan Poe, Tales (cl950) 
19.索尔仁尼琴着，斯人译《伊凡•杰尼索维奇的一天》，北京：作家出版社，1963.2 
Aleksandr Isaevich Solzhenitsyn, Odin den Ivana Denisovicha (1962) 
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？ ？？? ????? ？, ？ ？？? ？ ？？? ？ ???? ？ ????????? 
20.让-保罗-萨特着，郑家壁译《厌恶及其它》，上海：作家出版社，1965.4 
Jean-Paul Sartre, La nausee (cl949) 
21 .亚尔培-加缪着，孟安译《局外人》，上海：作家出版社上海编译所，1961 .12 
Albert Camus, L'etranger (1942) 
22.杰罗姆-大卫-塞林格着，施咸荣译《麦田里的守望者》，北京：作家出版社，1963.9 
J.D. Salinger, The Catcher in the Rye (Bath: Olivers Large Print, 1993) 
23.萨缪尔-贝克特着，施咸荣译《等待戈多》，北京：中国戏剧出版社， 1965.7 
Samuel Beckett, En attendant Godot (Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1952) 
24 .奥斯本着，黄雨石译《愤怒的回顾》，北京：中国戏剧出版社，1965 .7 
25.杰克-克药亚克(今译凯鲁亚克)着，石荣等译《在路上》，北京：作家出版社，1963.9 
Jack Kerouac, On the Road 
26.叶甫图申科等着，苏杭等译《“娘子谷”及其它》，北京：作家出版社，1963.9 ？?？?? ????, ？ ???? ？ ？ ？ ？ ？ 
27.瓦-阿克肖诺夫着，王平译《带星星的火车票》，北京：作家出版社，1963.9 
7 . 7?????? ？???? ？ ？ ?????????? ？ 
28.康-西蒙诺夫着，谢素台等译《生者与死者》，北京：作家出版社，1962.12 
？. ？ 7? ？?7?^ ？ 7 7? 7 ？ ？ 77? ？？ ？ 
29.切-格瓦拉着《切-格瓦拉在玻利维亚的日记》，北京：三联书店，1971.12; 
Luis J. Gonzalez and Gustavo A. Sanchez Salazar eds., The Great Rebel: Che Guevara in 




上海人民出版社，1972.12 ？ ？?? ？ ？? ？?？?, ？ ？？? ？? ？ ？？? ？ 
3 2 .弗-阿-柯切托夫着，上海人民出版社编译处译《落角》，上海：上海人民出版社， 
1973.9 
7 . ？ . 7 ??????, ？ ？？? ？ ?????? 
33.弗-阿-柯切托夫着，上海新闻出版社系统“五七”干校翻译组译《你到底要什么？》， 
上海：上海人民出版社，1972.10 
？ . ？ . ？ 7?????, ？ ？？? ？ ？ ？? ？ ???? ？? 
34.维-李巴托夫着，上海外语学院俄语系译《普隆恰托夫经理的故事》，上海：上海人民 
出版社，1973.10 
？ . 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? , ？ ??????? ？ ？ ????? ？？？ ？ ?????? ？？? 
35.谢苗-巴巴耶夫斯基着，上海新闻出版系统“五七”干校翻译组译《人世间》，上海： 
上海人民出版社，1972.5 ？ ？? ？? ??????????, ？？？? ？ ？ ？？? 
36.钦吉斯-艾特马托夫着，雷延中译《白轮船》，上海：上海人民出版社，1973.7 ？ ????? ？ ？？? ????, ？ ？？? ？ ？ ?????? {？ ???? ？ ?????) 
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3 7 .亨利 -基辛格着，国际关系研究所编译室译《选择的必要》，北京：商务印书馆， 
1972.11 
As Cavallo and Chartier said, "a text exists only because a reader gives i t mean ing .― 
These kinds of foreign books became importance among intellectuals in the Cultural 
Revolution because these books inspired them to reflect the catastrophe rather that 
any individual work was wel l known. Reading is to be understood as an 
"appropriation" of the text, both because it actualises the text's semantic potential and 
because i t creates a mediation for knowledge of the self through comprehension of the 
text.228 Besides of Chinese translation of foreign books, Chinese classics and fictions, 
which also had been criticized as books of revisionism, capitalism, and feudalism, 
also popular in the Cultural Revolution. For example, Zhao Lihong, now a vice 
chairperson of Shanghai Association of Writers, remembered when people in his 
working group known that he love to read, they collected books in every channel and 
gave them to Zhao including Xi xiang ji, Mu tan ting, Ru lin wai shi, Chu ke pai an 
jing qi, Ching hua yuan, Qian jia shi, and Zhao ming wen xuan.^^^ Wang also think 
that the influence of reading in the Cultural Revolution might not be focused on the 
reading of Chinese translation of foreign books, especially those translations of social 
and political sciences and anti-communist studies. He agreed that the most influential 
books to h im are books of classical Chinese philosophy. 
According to Shi Weimin and He Lan, besides the “Xiong Wen Xi Juan 
{Selection of Mao v. 1-4)", youth intellectuals also brought all the classics they like to 
227 Guglielno Cavallo and Roger Chartier, "Introduction", in Cavallo and Chartier eds., A History of 
Reading in the West, Lydia G. Cochrane trans., (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1999), p. 
1. 
228 Paul Ricoeur, Time and Narrative, trans. Cathleen McLaughlin and David Pellauer (Chicago, 1984) 
229 Zhao Lihong, Dao ren biji: wen ge she hui shi tai lu (Shanghai: Zhi shi chu ban she, 1993) p. 238. 
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read to their production team. In the Cultural Revolution, people are not allowed to 
read any book other than Selection of Mao under the slogan of “destroy four olds". 
However, there was no clear boundary for which kind of books were forbidden. The 
four classical novels, San guo yan yi, Shui hu, Xi you, Hong lou meng, were forbidden 
in that time. These books were symbolized as "Yellow Book", or say "pornographic 
book", which perceived as "Feudalism, Capitalism, and Revisionism".^^® 
Wang Lixiong in his article in memorial of 30 anniversary of the Chinese 
Cultural Revolution considered his reading experience in the revolution. In the 
beginning of the Cultural Revolution, he only can read his parents' books remained 
after revolutionary activists chao jia (invaded his family) and compose some poems. 
He, in the last few years of Cultural Revolution, tried to use these books to criticize 
the reality and suspected why those works could not reflect the reality. When he 
enjoined and glad that he could spend one third of his learning life in "University of 
Worker-Farmer-Solider'‘ to experience the reality, he also noticed that his intellectual 
mentality had rooted in the time he read in the Cultural R e v o l u t i o n ? 
Pieces of Hyo Muryu also popular in the Cultural Revolution. Hai, for 
example, like other classmates he had, also read Hyo Muryu edited Sang en including 
Yusei meigen, Keisei tsugen, Seisei kogen when he was re-educated in countryside. 
However, he did not read other Hyo's master pieces Nihaku including Shokoku 
hakuan kyoki, and Nikoku hakuan kyoki. ^^ ^ Another great category of reading widely 
circulated among youths in the Cultural Revolution was handwriting copies. Hand-
writing copies refers to those literary works which people were not permitted to read 
230 Shi Weimin and He Lan, Zhi qing bei wang lu : shang shan xia xiang yun dong zhong de sheng chan 
jian she bing tuan, (Bei-jing: Zhong-guo she hui ke xue chu ban she, 1996), p. 301. 
231 Wang Lixiong, "Wo cong wen hua da ge ming de dao liao shen mo", Dong Fang, Hangzhou: 
Zhejiang ren min chu ban she, v. 16 (1996) 
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or print so that they spread out these works by hand-writing copies making. These 
kind of literary works including fictions and short stories had been written mainly by 
students before the Cultural Revolution. Appearance of handwriting copies 
demonstrated the hardness and difficulties to read in the Cultural Revolution. In the 
story of Wang Dawen, an intellectual from Beijing who belonged to 17^ Team of 
Heilongjiang Production and Construction, he had not stopped to read even when he 
got in the production team in 1967. In his team, just like any other levels of political 
groups, the ideological control was very tightened. They would "keep and hide them 
in their arms if they got any hand-writing copies," because it would be a big trouble if 
any team member discovered that there was any forbidden literary text in the team.^ ^^ 
But people in the team were common to circulate these handwriting books with each 
other and kept it in secret. The Song of Youth, for instance, was one of handwriting 
book Wang read in this time. The book had circulated nearly everyone in the group, 
and because of high frequency of reading this it nearly torn finally. But the most 
mystery thing was, none of leader or instructor knows about existence of that 
prohibited text even though all others finished the reading. 
Censorship practiced in a harsh way in the Cultural Revolution especially in 
any production team. It was nothing special if there was anyone sing any sentence of 
love songs like "there is thousands of pretty ladies", there would be a meeting in that 
night to criticize those who sing, but it could not stop people's attempt to seek for 
handwriting copies. When intellectuals came back to the production team they 
belonged after holiday, others intellectuals probably would ask whether he or she got 
some cigarettes from home in first, then books in the next sentence. When Wang was 
232 Hai Kuan, “Chai yi dui wo men che i tai jen de ying xiang tai da le" 
233 Wang Dawen, "Handwriting Copies", Jiang Kim et la., Zhong-guo zhi qinghui yi lu 1968-1979，v. 
1 (Ji-lin ren min chu ban she, 1996) 
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in holiday once, he was so delighted to found that there were another two handwriting 
copies of books, Yi zhi xiu hua xie and The Second Hand shaking, in his home. The 
Second Hand Shaking was a famous handwriting book in the Cultural Revolution. 
Published and reprinted after the Cultural Revolution, and reached 4.3 million copies. 
This kind of handwriting copies were popular in the Cultural Revolution because it 
seemed to be the sole self-entertained material for leisure in the time of lacking 
intellectual conversations, although it is harshly to say that this kind of literary text 
imply any aesthetic value and meaning. He read both of them and shared the story 
with other people in his working group. When people in other production team knew 
that Wang had read these prohibited books, they went to Wang's team and ask for 
stories. He therefore became a storyteller in the team and becoming famous. Finally, 
Wang had been blamed as promoting of feudalist, capitalist, and revisionist ideas in 
use of these books, destructing revolutionary production and other guiltiness严 
To people whom refused to read in the Cultural Revolution, they did not know 
what are handwriting copies and they thought that it was the name of feudalism, 
capitalism, and revisionism's In fact, the most ordinary story of reading should be 
like that: "I have no book to read," was Ai Xiaoming's story of reading in the Cultural 
Revolution. But she still remembered that one of her friend's brother, neither red or 
black, was a university student who just stayed at home to read Charles Dickens's 
Hard Times. It is hard to say that whether reading prohibited book in the Cultural 
Revolution was common. It is quite sure that people had difficulties in reading that 
book especially in the first phase of the Cultural Revolution. Although some students 
dare to bring books which spread feudalist, capitalist and revisionist ideas to their 
234 Ibid. 
235 Ibid. 
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production team, some of them still could not read what they wanted because of book 
burning. Some of them memorized stories of struggles to read when they went to the 
mountain, went to the village. According to Shi and He's memories, numbers of 
classics including Leo Tolstoy's War and Peace, Guo Moruo's Fei keng chi, and Ba 
Jin's Da zhai xing owned by Tan Zongyuan in a production team were ordered to be 
burned. In another case of Bi Xiaoyu, an intellectual from Beijing, which her mother 
sent her some books including Hui i Makossu Enkossu {Marx and Engels 
Remembered) and Yan yang tian to her production group, the Team of Hei-long-
jiang Production and Construction. She finally had been criticized as "the 
unsuccessful of socialism because of someone read foreign novels and yellow 
novels.’，237 Yellow novels, or pornographic novels, became labels of all prohibited 
fictions, romances and literatures. Apart from social and political incorrectness, 
ethical impropriety also had been inserted and emphasised in any kind of reading 
activities out of reading of official materials. Some of them, however, were lucky 
enough could keep their "yellow (pornographic) novels" without any serious 
punishment. Chen Daqiang bought a Soviet novel, Niklai Alekseevich Ostrovskii's 
The Making of a Hero, to Inter Mongolian Production and Construction Team was 
discovered by committee members who were attended study group of Mao's works. 
They ordered Chan to bum it because they said that it is a "yellow novel". However 
the book was remained because those committee members committed faults in the 
team. ^^ ^ The same novel read by a Russian passionate Mei Ronli in 16^ Team of 
Heilongjiang Production and Construction. One day an agricultural technician asked 
236 Ai Xiaoming, Xue tong: yi ge hei wu lei zi nu de wen ge ji yi (Guangzhou : Hua cheng chu ban she, 
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him what he was reading. He answered the name of book in Russian. In return, the 
239 
team's secretary warned him about the awareness of class struggle position. 
How People Read? The Way and War to Knowledge 
To read in the Cultural Revolution was not easy, but there were some people 
who still could read in library. Ding Dong got used to read in the library which was 
his working place. All books from political section such as Committees and People's 
Convention of Zhanxi province of pre-Cultural Revolution period were collected in 
this library. In addition to literatures, he also read other philosophical works such as 
Djilas' masterpiece.MO For people who want to read something from the West or from 
Taiwan under KMT control. Both Beijing Library and Shanghai Library were good to 
them. "In the year of 1967，I spent almost of time in the Beijing Library in the 
Northern costal side." Hai Kuan, another lucky person who could read in library, said. 
He remembered that the library opened at eight in the morning. People who wanted to 
read inside need to queue up in front of the library and numbered not later than six in 
the morning. They could not enter the library if they were not in punctual. In the 
library, there was a collection of books published in Taiwan after 1949. These books 
were considered as prohibited surely so that Hai remembered that he was shocked 
when it was the first time he read the sentence of "to finished the great affair of anti-
communism to safe the nation". ^^ Only the Shanghai Library did not stop to import 
Western academic journals and books in the Cultural Revolution. If you wanted to 
buy Grey and Yellow Cover, you could find them in Shanghai bookstore in Fuzhou 
Road. In the second floor of the bookstore, you could find a "Sales Counter of 
239 Zheng xie haerbin shi wei wen shi he xue xi wei yuan hui eds., Zuo ri feng yu lu: haerbin zhi qing 
da xie zhen (Haerbin chu ban she, 1998), pp. 357-58. 
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Internal Reading". People who wanted to buy these books with recommendation letter 
from province production team of province level. If you had a recommendation letter 
from military section of province level, you could buy the most reactionary readings 
from another counter inside the Sales Coun te r严2 it was not easy to buy special book 
from bookstore. Harald Richter discovered that there was another distribution centre 
for internal material: “a small office right next to the main entrance of Xinhua 
Bookstore on Naking Road, Shanghai. A number of people came out from there with 
a new edition of one part of the Ci-hai dictionary. Inside, customers holding written 
notes were lining up in front of the counter to obtain a copy of the book." When 
Richter asked the shop assistant, he was told that the department was only responsible 
for the Huangpu district, so if he wanted to get more information about the 
availability of Ci-hai, he should turn to the relevant department in his residential 
district. The dictionary was a trial edition and hence not freely available. The other 
material he saw mostly seemed to be study material严 
If people just wanted to read permitted texts, they still could buy some in 
certain bookstore. For example, Zhu Xueqin remembered that many of his books on 
his bookshelves were brought from bookstore in the Cultural Revolution. There was a 
bookstore in Fuzhou Road which had a huge amount of old version of works of Karl 
Marx, Frederick Engles, Vladimir Ilich Lenin, Joseph Stalin, Lu Xun quan ji 
(Collection of Lu Xun), and some of paperbacks. They were cheap in price and high 
in quality. The bookstore opened at nine, but students waited in front of the store 
around 8:30 every morning. They would rush for buying books when the store opened. 
Each time he brought book, he will walked one and a half hour to the bookstore and 
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rejected to take tram since the tram fee RMB¥ 0.14 was equal to the price of a good 
b o o k . 
Sometimes, they needed not to seek books by themselves, but circulated to 
them by their peer group or relatives. It was also the most common way to read for 
those who read prohibited books in the Cultural Revolution. Some people as Zhao 
Lihong had relatives or friends to mail books to him in risks. ^^ Since there was a 
limited amount of book available in the public, huge number of incentive readers had 
to wait for their turn and leam to finish the book in quick. Cai Qiang, and his friends 
Mr. K and Mr. W, for example, borrowed Tolstoy's Persuasion from K's sister in 
1971. Since she would lend the book to other friend of her in few days, they only 
could borrow it in three and a half days. With limitation of time, they read it from day 
to night with excitements. They decided to read it separately by shifting, Choi could 
read it in the morning, W read it in the afternoon, and K in the n i g h t严 Ding Dong 
also seized prohibited book to read in the same way. Sometimes, when Ding heard 
that any young people had a book in any village, he would run tens of miles to 
borrowed the book without sure. He could get no book even he ran faster. A borrowed 
book would be circulated with others one by one. This kind of excitement could last 
for a few days. ^^ Exchange of prohibited books is very common. Hai Kuan, for 
example, remembered that when he once go to countryside to find his team's lost 
horses in 1974. He met some people who also like to read including they had dinner 
in a Mongolian tent together. They discussed a Soviet novels and Hai spent the whole 
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night stayed there and read it.施 Ding Xiaohe also read in a tricky way. He got some 
works of Mao in a difficult way. In the beginning of "down to the village", Ding 
wanted to read works of Mao very much. He intended to ask for a task to operate a 
water mill. Since this is an individual task and no one could bother what he did in the 
water mill so that he read two of Marx's classics Anti-Duhring: Herr Eugen 
Duhring's Revolution in Science and Ludwig Feuerbach und der Ausgang der 
klassischen deutschen Philosofie on 
"To read prohibited book in the Cultural Revolution could be resulted in a 
disaster." There were other people who suffered because of their reading activities 
were discovered. Zhu Xueqin waited for a long time to reading Jinling chun meng 
(Spring Dream in Jinling) from high school student. He kept in mind a expression, 
"Niang-xi-pi", of Chiang Kaishek in that fiction. When Zhu found that there were 
some classmates wrote and draw roughly on the teaching bench, he wrote down 
"Niang-xi-pi" unintentionally on the blackboard after all of his classmates had gone. 
Next morning, there was strange environment in the school. The morning assembly 
was cancelled, and there were some policemen in the school. Zhu heard from 
classmates that there was anti-activist slogan, "Niang-xi-pi, long live Chairman Mao!", 
written on the teaching bench when he entered his classroom. It was the first time he 
knew that his writing arm hided another part of that slogan when he wrote. Zhu 
committed offence of and-revolutionary activity. However, since his effort on 
political activities in commune and production team, the punishment was not as harsh 
as other case. No doubt that the Jinling chun meng was submitted, and all of his posts 
in production team were dismissed. His collection of old books at home, moreover, 
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were destroyed by his father since there was stress from other to blame on reading of 
these old books.^^^ 
Xu Youyu once in 1968，when he was going to Chengdu from Chongqing, he 
read Nikoku hakuan kyoki and Keisei tsugen in the train. Servant of the train found 
that he was reading "Yellow Book" and then informed soldiers in duty on the train. 
Xu argued with those who want to take away his books by Mao's saying. He said, 
“Chairman Mao teach us: From Confucius to Sun Yat Sen, we should inherit all of 
them..." The soldiers, however, ignored his explanation and said that they were 
commanded to recognize all books as prohibited book except Selection of Mao and 
Dream of the Red Chamber. As a result, the soldiers took the books.^^^ 
The curiosity was one of the main reasons why people read in the Cultural 
Revolution. It made people more eager to read certain kind of books when such of 
books were prohibited. To some people, the word "prohibited" was exciting.^^^ 
Therefore, they will read all kind of books without choice, they began to recognize the 
world outside and doubt the stretched intellectual environment constructed inside. 
Sometimes, only reading Chinese translation was not enough for them. There was 
another kind of intended reading in additions to "proper" reading of books. When 
Ding Dong began to work in middle 1970s, he first read Memorie of Khrushchev as an 
internal published book. In compared with the original text owned by his friend Mei 
Tien, who studied in foreign languages department of University of Zhanxi, he 
recognized that the eighteenth chapter on Sino-Russo relationships was removed by 
officers of military. Ding, therefore, asked for Mei to translated that prohibited 
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chapter. Unfortunately, their underground translation work was discovered. It could 
be a fatal disaster to them if their heads were people who like to call everything to 
“class struggle". On the contrary, their heads, agricultural economist Wu Xiang and 
philosopher Zhang End，were open-mined and understood Ding and Mei's intention 
and curiosity to read prohibited text. 
Reading itself was not only recreation, but also was the exclusive way to 
access knowledge apart from official ideology in the Cultural Revolution. Self 
education through reading, therefore, became an admired phenomenon among people 
who were suffered by termination of formal education. Yu Luoke's story and his 
effort of self-education had been romanticized as brave and moral of intellectual to 
challenge wrongness of the authority. At the beginning of the Cultural Revolution, a 
young man from Beijing name Yu Luoke was condemned to death after he announced 
his opposition to the "theory of lineage." In 1966 the popular slogan among secondary 
school and university students in Beijing was "a hero's son was a real man, and a 
reactionary's son was a rotten egg." As a result, there was antagonism between 
students who came from desirable families and those who did not. Yu Luoke was an 
intelligent and good student, but he could not get into university because of his 
undesirable family status. After he finished his secondary school education, he 
continued to study by himself. He read till midnight everyday on many subjects. In 
October 1966 he wrote his famous "Theory of Class Origin," printed the book himself, 
and circulated copies in Beijing. The essay was well received. It was later published 
by The Secondary School Cultural Revolutionary Paper and was read nationwide. 
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Yu Luoke wrote several more essays, attacking the "theory of family lineage." 
His essays became the topic of discussions across the country. He also participated in 
public debates over the theory. The Central Cultural Revolution Group began to 
notice him. On 10 April 1967, Qi Benyu, a member of the Central Cultural 
Revolution Group, spoke out against the book "Theory of Class Origin," called it 
reactionary. In 1968 Yu Luoke was arrested for "making vicious attacks" and 
"organizing a counter-revolutionary group." After many public attacks and trails, he 
was executed on 5 March 1970. He was only 27 when he died, a class victim of the 
"theory of family lineage." He was posthumously rehabilitated by the Beijing Middle 
Court on 21 November 1979.'^' 
Besides of Yu's case, there were many people suffered in the Cultural 
Revolution in reading prohibited book. Wang Shenyou was came from a worker 
family. In 1963, when he was 17 he entered Department of Physics in Hua dong shi 
fan da xue. He studied hard and decided to be a scientist. However, when the 
university decided to cut the learning schedule of second foreign language and 
professional programme and replaced by political education and work in factories, 
Wang Shenyou disagreed with it and expressed in his dairy. In 1965, Wang went to 
the village to join The Four Clean-Ups Movement. He dairy was examined by 
monitor and reported to teacher so that he could not get in the production team. When 
the Cultural Revolution broke out, Wang sympathized victims of the Cultural 
Revolution such as Tang Tou and Wu Han. He totally disagree with the Cultural 
Revolution and wrote in his dairy that "the Cultural Revolution will make the nation 
backward at least ten years!". Revolutionaries called him reactionary and did not let 
” 5 Lexicon of PRC History, (Beijing: China's International Broadcast Publishing House, June 1989), pp. 
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him to be a Red Guard although he came from a good family lineage. Wang's family 
was invaded his dairies from secondary school to university were displaced. He was 
stricken by straps and sent to jail. Although he speak foreign languages such as 
English and Russian, Wang self studied German in two years of jail life. After Wang 
was released, his school did not assign any job to him so that he stayed at school 
everyday and self studied Japanese and professional programme. Finally, his self-
education was criticized as Bai zhuan dao lu (White and expert), all of his books of 
foreign languages and professional programme were taken.^^^ When people 
exchanged and circulated what they read in the Cultural Revolution, a nation-wide 
network of intellectual was constructed. 
Construction of Intellectual Network in the Cultural Revolution 
China's turbulent political history has created more than the usual gaps 
between birth cohorts. Where people were in the life course when the Cultural 
Revolution hit has had a major effect on their subsequent trajectory. The cohort 
affected the most was surely the one whose members were bom from the late 1940s to 
early 1950s, particularly urbanites. Upwards of 18 million of them went to settle in 
the mountains and villages of China's hinterland, as they presumed for the rest of 
their lives. Then, the dramatic policy shift in the late 1970s permitted most of them to 
return to the cities. Their formal education had been interrupted, but they had had 
other experiences during their "sent-down" years 严 
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The social mobilization of people in "sent-down" years made the flow of 
knowledge possible among people who were interested in reading. Most of them liked 
Shu Ting, Li Jianchi, and Xu Xiaoyu had a network of friends or relatives nation-wide 
to share and circulate their reading, or organized a reading interest group, "cultural 
salon". In 1968，several reading groups organized among college students in Beijing 
aiming at reading and discussing political and social issues. According to Wei Guang-
qi, these kinds of intellectual groups, called "cultural salon", was very popular among 
intellectuals. During the Cultural Revolution, Shu Ting still could read some foreign 
literature. She used to read including Victor Hugo's (1802-1885) 1793, Honore de 
Balzac (1799-1850), and Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910), and Mark Twain's (1835-1910) 
works. 258 In 1969, when she was following the guidance of government to "re-
educate" herself in the country side, she brought two books with her - an English 
textbook, which compensated her sadness of not getting in university, and a hand-
copied poems collection of Poust. ^^ ^ She named "Up to the Mountain, Down to the 
Village" movement as a sort of Gorky's university. ^^ ^ In these three years, she used 
all her time writing daily and copying poems of Lord Byron (1788-1824), Adam 
Mickiewicz (1798-1855), John Keats (1795-1821)，Yan Fu (1909-1931), Zhu Zi-qing 
(1898-1948), Ying Xiuren (1900-1933), and also her favourites, poem of 
Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) and He Qi-fang's (1912-1977) Yu Yan. Shu 
overcame people's discrimination towards intellectuals in working class. Her reading 
and writing activities also let her making friends with other students who love 
literature. These students often wrote to Shu and brought her some books which she 
liked to read. Like most of people who like to read, Shu had a broad interests in 
258 Shu Ting, "Sheng huo, shu ji yu shi", in Liao Yiwu ed., Chen lun de sheng dian: Zhongguo 20 shi ji 
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reading different fields of books including government permitted and prohibited 
books. She consumed a month to read Fred Melling's Karl Marx, and studied the 
notes of all four volumes selected works of Mao even she did believe in God. For the 
philosophical works besides those of Marx and Mao, she also read some books of 
aesthetic and Plato's dialogue which were very difficult to obtain in the revolution. 
Shu and her friends in the reading group also incentive to read some Chinese classics 
including poems and songs by Li Qiangzhao (1041-1181) and Qin Guan (1049-1100), 
and some of other Chinese essays. • 
In the summer of 1967, the whole country was in turmoil under Jiang Qing's 
slogan of y^en gong wu wei (Attack by peaceful means but use arms in defence). 
There were groups of "leaders of movement" and political powers in the first sphere 
began to leave political stage. When new generation of political activists began to 
gain power of colleges in Beijing, some old generation of Red Guards began to get 
out of political struggle at the same time.^ ^^ Majority of them became "Xiao yao pai 
(Cynicism)" except those who joined to conduct art performance. Although they had 
been criticised by the public, "Xiao yao pai" and "Tui fei pai" did not care about 
political affairs but sing foreign songs, compose new and old style of poems and 
exchange books. Network of intellectuals were progressively formed at the same time. 
These people organized study and reading groups or "cultural salon" to exchange 
reading and writing experience with others. In the beginning, only fictions and "Grey 
Cover" published before the Cultural Revolution, and later "Yellow Cover", were 
circulated in these kinds of reading groups. Li Jianchi, member of Science and 
261 Ibid., p. 301. 
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Technology Committee in Secretary of Defence in the beginning of the Cultural 
Revolution, was in prison shortly after participating violent practice. He worked for a 
small electronic factory after he was released. In the factory, Li shared his experiences 
of reading and writing among colleagues, such as Chen Xiao-dong, Fan Sixue and his 
sister, and Zhou Wen-lin, when he finished his duty everyday. They exchanged and 
read poem composed by intellectuals from the North-east China in first, then collected 
books and papers such as handwriting copies of fictions and songs. These kinds of 
cultural interaction with intellectuals from different region made the reading group 
popular among youths in the revolution. More people gradually participate in the 
group including Lei Peng and Chen Ping.^ "^^  At that time, Li's group circulated some 
"internal reading material" published before the Cultural Revolution, which was only 
allowed high-ranking officer in the government to read. These books were prohibited 
in the public and most of them were grey in cover, so that people commonly called it 
"Grey Cover", including Soviet novels Yi cun du and Boris Lavrenev's (1891-1959) 
Sorok p，ervyi, Soviet play scripts such as Gao kong, and Yan nan fei, and some 
political writings such as Trosky's Tito, Stalin and Djilass's New Class. Later, series 
of internal material called "Yellow Cover", mainly Soviet novels, was available in 
"internal bookstore" of Beijing, only people who was in high ranking of bureaucracy 
or having special identification could buy these books. During the Cultural 
Revolution, however, these kinds of books were allotted to the public. Intended 
readers, usually students who were defeated the chance of proper education in the 
revolution, were easily to obtain this kind of reading materials. Some of these "yellow 
cover" such as Jing li de gu shi and Niang zi gu, others such as Bai lun chuan, Jiao 
luo. Duo xue de dong tian, Kochetov's Che go zhe ty khochesh，？, and playwright I tzu 
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at this time, circulate among Li's group of intellectuals.^^^ With inspiration of these 
kind of reading, Li's group began to concern issues of democracy and legal system 
under system of socialism because of unsatisfactory with turmoil in the Cultural 
Revolution. It was the same tendency of other underground salons of culture and art 
in different region of China shift from reading fictions and novels to the study of 
social theories. Activities of reading prohibited book in Li's reading group alarmed 
regional government and revolutionary organization. Li and other members of the 
group, eventually, were inspected and investigated, and finally arrested in September 
of 1975.266 
This kind of study group, however, was still popular among young people 
even when there was a common feeling of guilty about reading a prohibited book as 
tasting a jin guo (prohibited fruit). Referring to Yang Jian, nearly all of 
correspondences among students in the Cultural Revolution, especially between 1972 
and 1973, were about book reviews, or written credentials about circulation of his 
books to other members in their reading g r o u p s In the winter of 1969, some 
intellectuals and students who response to government's instruction of re-education in 
countryside and escaped to urban area. Most of reading groups, therefore, were 
established to assemble intellectuals in several great cities such as Beijing. Another 
"salon" was formed by Li Li after she was released from jail in the Cultural 
Revolution. In her group, similar with Li Jingchi's group, people, including a famous 
writer, author of an often read novel, named Chiu Chi Lang, in her generation, in her 
group called But Ruxie, discussed about literature, art, social issues, and philosophy. 
Ibid., p. 74. 
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They also sang, they played instruments, they wrote, and they "made" their own 
ideology, a way of living with unconventional mind and creativity. 
Xu Xiaoyu, a primary school teacher in the Cultural Revolution, was first time 
read prohibited book in Zhao Yifan's reading group. He remember that he read 
Nicholai Gavrilovich Chemyshevskii's (1828-1889) Chto delat? when he was 
seventeen. He also read V. Azhaeu's Yuan li mo si ke de di fang, Stendhal's (1783-
1842) Rouge et le noir, and Tolstoy's War and Peace. Since he came from a worker's 
family, he was appointed to be a primary school teacher shortly after he graduated in 
high school. In Zhao's reading group, Xu Xiaoyu not only could read more, he also 
could make friends with other members. There were two, which became famous 
contemporary poets later, Pei Tao (1949- ) and Mang Ke (1950- ), Xu met in the 
reading group. This kind of "cultural salon" took a very important part to educate and 
humanise current Chinese intellectuals in disorder, as Xu Xiaoyu noticed, "Zhao is 
my spiritual leader, he let me realise that there is a problem of human... I am not only 
a member of Youth Communist or teacher, but I am also a man." Zhao's salon was 
open in nature. It welcomed participants from all of other people from different 
cultural and reading groups including famous writers and poets in the revolution such 
as Guo Guosheng, Qi Chiin, and Bai Yang Dian Shin Chiin. It influenced Xu's lives 
and thoughts in a great extend. A stretched connection built up between Zhao's 
reading group and other students and intellectuals in different region. They 
communicated with each other frequently. Shi Tiesheng, for example, was a student 
from Shan Bei province. He backed to city from the "sent down" movement because 
of his disableness. He was very active in the group and discussed with Zhao Yifan 
about Chemyshevskii's rational utilitism after he joined the reading group. 
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In observation of Hai Kuan, there were students who collected every single 
"Selection of Translation" books of social science and natural science during the 
Cultural Revolution. They exchanged these books with each other in order to read as 
much as possible, and they studied each little piece as detail as they could/^^ 
Nowadays, many of them recognized that these kinds of reading constructed their 
minds and thoughts today. Therefore, these translated works became the most 
important element in development of contemporary Chinese intellectual history. A 
person who selected and published these kinds of books was hero to new 
generaticm.269 Publications that had great influence to Chinese intellectuals in the 
Cultural Revolution were not limited to translation of foreign books, but also some 
underground magazine publications. In the 1970s, instead of official intellectual 
groups, there were some young intellectuals published an underground public journal 
called Today!, which had great influence in the revolution. Today! was the leading 
magazine in the reading list among contemporary Chinese intellectuals, not because 
those writers were so brilliant or so sensitive, but because they were privileged related 
to youths outside Beijing which they could access many political internal published 
"Yellow Cover" and "Grey Cover" books during the Cultural Revolution. To 
philosophy, they read Xi fang zi chan jie ji zhe xue she hui xuexie zi liao xuan\ to 
Literature, they read On the Road, Catcher in the Rye Field, There is No War in West 
Front; to Modem Western Poetry, they read T. S. Eliot, and some ex-Soviet Eastern 
European pieces such as Revolution Betrayed, New Class, Age of Stalin; others like 
tales of Allen Poe, novels by Jean-Paul Sartre, and remarkably Hayek's Road to 
Serfdom. The influence of internal reading appeared in the middle 1990s which 
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created a new generation of Chinese intellectuals in reform era. Some famous Chinese 
writers today such as Wang Shuo (1958- ) and Wang Anyi indebted the reading 
experience of prohibited books in the Cultural Revolution when formal education was 
blocked. Poet Ma Jia (1962- )，for example, said that the genre of Wang Shuo's fiction 
was influenced by his reading of Russian writers in the revolution.:冗 Wang Anyi also 
had the same inherent from reading in the Cultural Revolution when she had no 
choice to continue her secondary education. 
The poetry group Er Liu She which Wei Guangqi participated in the Cultural 
Revolution was organized by students of activist in Beijing. Ren Gongwei from the 
lOlst college was the core person of the group. Discussion seminar, especially 
discussion of political issues, held by Er Liu She was fashion among youths in the 
Cultural Revolution. Members of the group also interested in theoretical issues. They 
did not begin their discussion intermittently, but specified their discussion of different 
topics by experts from different fields. Ren and activists in the group planned to 
assign different members to focus their own discussion on different kinds of 
theoretical field. Wei Guangqi and Yang Zhichun, for example, held several 
discussion sessions of economics in the group because they were familiar with 
economic issues. The nationwide intellectuals network built up by these "cultural 
salon" connected to many intended voluntary readers from different region during the 
Cultural Revolution. Intellectuals from different regions and backgrounds have 
chance to meet each other, to exchange their reading and experience, and share their 
sadness and happiness in the revolution. Interpersonal relationship of them was 
developed, it became an imperative achievement of people in reading group next to 
270 Wang Shuo and Lao-xia, Mei ren zeng wo Meng-han yao, (Wuhan: Chang-jiang wen yi chu ban she, 
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reading prohibited books. Wei, for example, had chance to meet some famous young 
intellectuals, such as Rong Xuelan, Zhang Lei, introduced by Zhao's girlfriend Tao 
Luosong. Wei's network, however, did not last long. Since the movement of "Up to 
the Mountain, Down to the Village" happened in the bottom of 1968, Er Liu She, as a 
result, was dismissed. ^^^ 
Although Er Liu She was dismissed, Wei had not give up to read. It was 
important to every voluntary reader like Wei in the Cultural Revolution to share or 
discuss their reading and learning experience by joining reading group. Wei's 
discussion with Zhao Jingxing, now an officer in Beijing Academy of Social Sciences, 
was the most unforgettable experience of learning in the revolution. Zhao, a student of 
Fourth College, did not like his classmates, was not an activist in the Cultural 
Revolution. Zhao, according to Wei, did not care about political affairs around him. 
He just wanted to read as many as he could. He consumed his time in the revolution to 
study German classical philosophy. Wei's reading of philosophy, works of Ludwig 
Feuerbach (1804-1872) and Hegel's Phanomenologie des Geistes, in the revolution 
was introduced by Zhao. Zhao also published some philosophical notes discussing 
about Bacon and Feuerbach in their reading group. Although Wei did not understand 
what Zhao wrote, Wei consented that Zhao was momentously influencing his reading 
behaviour. Because of that, Wei began to study American pragmatism under Zhao's 
suggestion. He tried to read some introductory articles of American pragmatism in 
Chinese such as articles wrote by famous scholars including Yang Xianzhen (1896-
1992) and Guan Fang, and some other foreign books of pragmatism translated by The 
Commercial Press before the Cultural Revolution. Wei, however, emphasised in his 
memorial that he was not compatible with Zhao's idea without thinking. Discussion 
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among members of the network was common and critical in nature since intellectual 
scope in reading group was the only open area that allowed people to think without 
restraint at that time. Wei, for example, did not agree with Zhao, his mentor in the 
group, and his article about distribution of labour, so that he criticized the economic 
model of commune suggested by Zhao during the revolution. As cases above show us, 
there was a certain kind of informal education or flow of knowledge appeared in a 
way of alternative reading activities among students and intellectuals of reading 
groups in the Cultural Revolution. 
As Chartier noticed, "The reader is, in effect, always thought by the author or 
the commentator to be necessarily subjugated to a single meaning, to a correct 
interpretation, to an authorized reading... nevertheless, experience shows that reading 
is not simply submission to textual machinery. Whatever it may be, reading is a 
creative practice, which invents singular meanings and significations that are not 
reducible to the intentions of authors of texts or producers of b o o k s . B e s i d e of 
Djilas' New Class making Wei to rethink about authority and legitimacy of 
communist powers, there were two other sorts of influences to his intellectual 
formation by alternative reading: 1) books on revolutions such as Marx and Engels's 
works on the French Revolution, German revolutions, and theoretical understanding 
of historical materialism; and 2) seeking connection between political and social 
revolution ideas in order to understand the reason why the "Old Red Guard" 
maintained its privileged class status through the Cultural Revolution. Influenced by 
Committee of Proletarian Revolution Marching, some of intellectuals in the Cultural 
Revolution recognized that there were reasons of spread of revisionism in social 
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economic system. With passionate to reform the society under Mao's Rural May 
Seventh Cadre Schools, they not only re-educated in the mountain and village under 
the Party's slogan, but also selected their reading from the Committee of Proletarian 
Revolution Marching such as "Wo men de kan ling" (Our guidelines) and "Chungkuo 
xiang ho chu chu" (Where do China go). Reading activity reached another climax 
after Wei came back from village. It began with Wei and his friend of the reading 
group, Yang Zhichun, bought two large boxes of books to Qin Xin. They found out 
other channel to obtain books besides exchange them in the reading group. He shared 
all books with his friends and people he met among villages in the mass exchange (Da 
chuan lian) including Ding Dong, Lu Shuning, and Zhao Guognan. This kind of 
reading activities nurtured the new generation of intellectuals. Most of them today 
agree that alternative reading in the Cultural Revolution continued their education by 
self-learning, and further beneficial than formal education, without any ideological 
determination. Many likes Zhu Xueqin delighted that he could read Grey Cover when 
it first reprint in beginning of 1970s, otherwise his enlightenment probably would be 
delayed in more than five years.饥 
Return to the saying that people did not read in the Cultural Revolution, we 
now could say that at lease undeniable numbers of people read not only official 
permitted works of communist leaders in the Cultural Revolution. This kind of 
alternative reading activities, moreover, provided chance of self-education to student. 
Numbers of students were self-educated by reading prohibited materials especially 
some internal materials that were dispersed to the public in revolution including 
"Grey Cover" and "Yellow Cover". These translations of foreign books about social 
272 Chartier, Roger, "Text, Printing, Readings," in Lynn Hunt ed., The New Cultural History (Berkeley: 
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sciences and literary works took an important part to adjust intelligence of 
intellectuals in China. The social anthropology of reading finds that these new 
generation of intellectuals play a definite role in state mandatory modernization of 
China. 
University of California Press, 1989), p. 156. 
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V Conclusion 
Following the disasters of the Cultural Revolution, in which schools and 
colleges were closed in 1966, it took a decade to restructure the education system and 
address the hiatus in the training of a whole generation. Along the way, English 
replaced Russian as the standard second language: there are many locally produced 
English magazines, books and TV programmes; Russian is now a rare occurrence. 
China's book publishing market has seen rapid development in recent years. 
Distribution networks, once solely controlled by China's central news agency Xin 
Hua, are just beginning to fragment. Despite of these challenges, readership in China 
is generally huge, and new magazines and books appear on shelves daily. Chinese 
readers have access to more book and magazine titles than ever before, and as literacy 
rates and access to information continue to improve, the publishing industry in China 
faces good growth prospects. As Hai Kuan noticed, there were limited books to read, 
but people had time to read in the Cultural Revolution. Nowadays, however, people 
have many books to read, but they do not have time.饥 
As Xing Li noticed, the Cultural Revolution played an important role in 
shaping the direction of China's socio-economic development in the reform era. In 
this period, ideology provided the framework for the designation of political and 
economic priorities as well as development objectives. China's transformation of 
Maoist socialism to Dengist capitalism represented not only a generation change of 
leaders and governments, but also more significantly a fundamental change of 
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political ideology and development thinking. More then ever, the Cultural Revolution 
has profound relevance in the age of capitalist restoration尸纟 
Although the Cultural Revolution has been condemned as a failure, seen from 
the perspective of its social effects it can be noticed that the Cultural Revolution 
planted the seeds in society and spread ideas to the population. Based on this view, 
the Cultural Revolution was not a total fiasco. Many positive democratic ideas, 
consciousness of political, economic and social rights have penetrated into people's 
way of thinking by reading, and they cannot be simply dismissed by denouncing the 
Cultural Revolution. As Xingyuan Lu mentioned, many intellectuals protest about the 
problems of China calling for political reformation, in the end of the 1970s，together 
with the support it received from citizens who stood up to protest at the new social 
gaps and official corruption, all indicated a great deal of spirit and courage inherited 
from the Cultural Revolution's order to be objective to the historical significance 
of this period it is essential that the history of the Chinese revolutions (1911-1976) 
and Maoism must not be left only to the mainstream interpretation and discourse. 
More importantly, the Cultural Revolution should not be evaluated or even denounced 
on the basis of the rationale of today's economism, since the two are founded on 
completely different worldviews and ideological paradigms as Maoism is considered 
an alternative modernism of C h i n a ? 
The ongoing debate over Chinese modernity needs to be integrated with 
critical reflection on the Cultural Revolution. In fact, the current debate was initially a 
275 Xing Li, "The Chinese Cultural Revolution Revisited," The China Review, 1: 1 (Fall, 2001), pp. 
137-165. 
276 Xinyuan Lu, "A Step Toward Understanding Popular Violence in China's Cultural Revolution," 
Pacific Affairs, 67: 4 (1994), pp. 561-62; Xing Li, "The Chinese Cultural Revolution Revisited," The 
China Review, 1: 1 (Fall, 2001)，pp. 137-165. 
277 Wendy Larson, "Never this Wild: Sexing the Cultural Revolution", pp. 423-54. 
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direct reaction to the anti-modemist, anti-humanist, and ultra-leftist ideology of the 
Cultural Revolution. The hegemonic policies of publishing and ideology 
determination to reading, therefore, were criticised. Educational policies mainly 
encouraged polytechnic and professional elite training rather than political elite of 
critical intellectuals, the prevalence of “illiteracy，，as an important element in the 
social prelude to Maoism was condemned. The situation facing the Mao's China 
leaders as they took power made it easier for them to impose a new model of culture 
and create a new readership. It had the effect of making "cultural revolution", which 
involves the raising of the cultural level of the workers and peasants as well as the 
struggle against bourgeois ideas, one of the main causes of the new social and 
political order. The democratic way of reading was widely discussed shortly after the 
end of the turmoil. The debate focused on whether reading should have a prohibited 
area.278 Many suggested "it might not has any boundary on reading."^^^ In using 
Engles's works, Liao Mosha suggested, "if people don't read, they can't be human". 
People need to read to be civilized.^ ^® The early 1980s critique of the Cultural 
Revolution from the perspective of Marxist humanism embraced Enlightenment 
thought as something positive and necessary against the Cultural Revolution's 
feudalism in the guise of a "proletarian" evolutionary ideology. Since the May Fourth 
Movement, such questions have hardly ever been absent from the political 
consciousness of Chinese intellectuals. Once Enlightenment thought was labelled 
"bourgeois," it became in Mao's mind the most dangerous threat to China's socialism 
and therefore had to be denounced as "rightist" as in 1957 and purged by means of a 
"cultural revolution" as in 1966. No matter people agree that either reading should not 
278 Zi Xiu, "Du shu ying dang wujin qu", Dushu, v. 7 (Oct., 1979), pp. 19-25 ； Zhang Shoupai, "Du shu 
bu neng 'wu jin qu'", Dushu, 6 (Sep., 1979), pp. 7-8; Wu Yue, "Jin gu bu hao, wan quan kai fang ye 
Xing bu tong", Dushu, (Sep., 1979), pp. 9-11. 
279 Huang Shang, "Zai tan jin shu", Dushu (May, 1980), pp. 147-52. 
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have prohibited areas, democratic reading is encouraged as a media to contribute new 
wave of Enlightenment thought. No doubt that reading is not only an entertainment, 
but also an important element for modernization of China in new era. The post-Mao 
Chinese government rejects Mao's ultra-leftist dogma of class struggle and puts in its 
place an economy and technology oriented modernization theory. But apparently not 
comprehending the gravest lesson of China's recent history, the government still 
“refuses to come to terms with democratic modernity while cynically evoking the fear 
of the Cultural Revolution to justify its repression of pro-democracy voices."^^^ In fact, 
the government has a tight control to people's reading. Censorship is still practised. 
Book imported from Hong Kong and Taiwan is restricted to certain group of scholars 
with permission. Book publishing, notwithstanding, is a central part to controlling 
people's ideology. Even retailing of book is a permitted business in China today. 
According to Xu Xiao, "getting a permit to run a bookstore is far more difficult then 
that of a restaurant.，，282 The Xin Hua Bookstore still dominate retailing throughout 
China, with many thousands of branches, run the state printing plants and is the 
publishing organ of the Party and government. Although the printing facilities are 
hived off and the publishing entrusted to the People's Publishing House, the Party has 
established the basic structure and functions of publishing in the 1950s. Official 
pronouncements from various decades: "The purpose of publishing is to strengthen 
socialist education promote proletarianism, and wipe out c a p i t a l i s m . I n 1983, the 
Central Committee said: "Our publishing cause is fundamentally different from those 
of capitalist countries in that it is a part of the socialist cause under the leadership of 
280 Liao Mosha, "Du shu yu wen ming", Dushu (May, 1981), pp. 15-17. 
281 Guo Jian, "Resisting Modernity in Contemporary China", Modern China, 25:3 (Jul., 1999), pp. 343-
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the party and it must promote Marxism, Leninism and the thoughts of Mao Zedong.” 
The fiinction of publishing, therefore, was, political in both the broad and narrow 
senses. It did not operate in a free market, but still within a state-controlled socialist 
system. While achieving annual monetary growth rates of over 40% the last few years, 
the book market remains constrained by government-monitored content guidelines.:斜 
As Ian McGowan concluded, in imperial China as in the PRC, the philosophy 
and mechanisms of publishing differed greatly from those of the commercial West， 
with mingled qualities on both sides. Nonetheless, the two respective industries 
responded to and helped shape their host societies. In this sense, publishing in 
developed and edveloping countries may after all converge on the common belief in 
the power of knowledge and ideas, as transmitted through books. 
雄3 David Wei Ze, "China" in Philip G. Altt)ach and Edith S. Hoshino eds” International Book Publishing: An Encyclopedia, (New York and London: Garland, 1995), pp. 447-460. 渊 For more information^ see report of "China: Book Publishing Overview" conducted by U.S. & Forei严 Commercial Service and U.S. Department of State，1 August 1997 and Ian McGowan, "Publislimg in China", Publishing Research Quarterly, 15:1, (Spring, 1999)，pp. 20-32. 
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